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CESAR FRANCK, THE GREAT BELGIAN MASTER

PRICE 25 CENTS

September 1929
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itidy Now is Obe ®

Folk Songs cnc Famous Picture'-Jvr Picnc Beginners

Folksongs and
Famous Pictures

1

""

umph among all juvenile
instruction books. Letter
after letter has been re¬
ceived by the publishers,
telling of the wonderful
results and great pleasure
obtained in teaching chil¬
dren from five to eight or
nine years of age with the
aid of this book. It ap¬
peals to the child mind
from the very beginning.
Its game-like procedures, cut-out pictures, captivating illus¬
trations and, most important of all, its charming melodies
make the child eager for each page of progress. Its lesson
divisions have been well named "playtimes.” This is the
very last word in approved practical methods of juvenile
pianoforte study.
PRICE, #1.25
“Mnair Plav for Every Day” also is published in four
s each, and in twenty^ “Playtimes,”

HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY

STUDY THESE PICTURES!

with Words, Color Charts,
and Cut-out Cards
By

When Teachers Use Books Like These With Young Beginners
MUSIC PLAY
FOR EVERY DAY
A MOST emphatic tri¬

“A HANDICAP TO THE PUPIL
IS A HANDICAP TO THE TEACHER

For Piano Beginners

I^qpT

This Very First Piano
Book Irresistibly Appeals
to the Child

Patje 629

IT

IS nothing unusual these days to hear
or read expressions by teachers or parents
that they wish they had had the pleasure
of receiving first musical instruction with
such an attractive book as some of those
now delighting little students. Teachers
and parents with such charming elemen¬
tary instruction material as given in the
books here brought to attention, get chil¬
dren of the kindergarten and primaiy
grade ages to as intense an interest in
learning to play the piano as "we grown¬
ups” can recall having had back when we
let our juvenile imaginations be thrilled
by "Picture Books,” "Fairy Tales” and
"Mother Goose Rhymes.”
Yes, the methods of today for giving
little ones instruction in music put a new
thrill in childhood days.
The Works on This Page are Published by

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA.PA.

Mary Bacon Mason
Price, $1.00

A Little Supplemen¬
tary Book for Child
Pianists of Which
Thousands are Used
Annually

NEW RHYMES
AND TUNES
For Little Pianists
By HELEN L. CRAMM
As THE author puts
it, these little rhymes
and tunes were written IwwggBgwy.
-yrnWy
in answer to the question so often asked by teachers, "What shall I do with the
children while they are trying to learn the notes on the
staff?” The amazing success of this book indicates that
many, many teachers find it a valuable accessory during the
little pupils’ first months of study. Both clefs are used
from the start and the little rhymes with most of the pieces
aid in developing rhythmic feeling.
PRICE, 75 CENTS

ON OUR
STREET
Twelve Piano Pieces
for Beginners
By ALLENE K. BIXBY
There is a great appeal
in these tuneful, character-

MUSIC TOO FAR AWAY! Muscles
tense, body rigid, eyes strained
One of the most ingenious and attractive beginners
books that has come under our observation; and the idea
of having the pupil correlate sister arts is of general
aesthetic value.

A series of choice pictures in photo-

gravure is supplied with the book, to be cut out and
pasted into designated music pieces in the book; the
child’s own sense of color is called forth by tinting the
diagrams and cuts; every piece has interlined verses,
amusing or gently instructive; the music is largely
chosen from that wellspring of fine melodies—the uni¬

MUSIC AT EYE LEVEL! Comfort¬
able, relaxed, eyes used normally.

Endorsed by leading
Educators and
Physicians

Small pupils loose that “hateto-practice” feeling and be¬
come alert and interested,
when their handicap is re¬
moved by an EYE-HI.

Prominent Eye Specialist

Don’t handicap your pupils or MUSIC
RAC K
yourself—Use an EYE-HI! Patent Applied F°r - Trade Mark Reg.
--——~—r—~1 LOWERS music
TO EYE LEVEL
ON
EITHER
UPRIGHTS OR
GRANDS
Cannot Scratch PianoRubber Protected

versal heritage of folksong.

T EACH

„The usual potion of music
^ or
___above
is ao
.u~*
-above
the horizontal plane, which
throws a severe strain on the
eyes. The EYE-HI is both
practical and beneficial.’
(Signedl
Henry F. James, M.D.
St. Louis, Mo.

Get an ETE-HI from your dealer or send $1.00
and we will send one post paid If you are
not satisfied your money will be refunded.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 179 Tremcnt St., Boston, Mass.

WALTER B. SIMON, Inc.

Chas. H. D’tson & Co., 10 East 34th St., New York, N. Y.

MAY BE USED ON DESK
FOR CLASS WORK. EYEHI does double duty!

Try your music store first

Manufacturers
704 OLIVE STREET
ST. LOUIS, MO
Dealers Write
Some Foreign Agencies sill available

A Wonderful Book to Follow the Remarkably
Successful “Music Play for Every Day”

T
HIS book answers the demand of thousands of teachers for a
following book that would keep up the high plane of interest and

the irresistible attraction for piano study created by the delightful
and distinctive features in "Music Play for Every Day.” "Happy
Days in Music Play” is filled with splendid, bright new features
that make u a^brilfiant work, giving the chdd £“uinoef f^jj^jls

nd^ filth
.
a little illustration accompanying each little piece.
PRICE, 75 CENTS

JOHN M. WILLIAMS’
SUGGESTED COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY
TV.POPTANT NOTTGF.

FIRST GRADE

VERY FIRST PIANO
BOOK

FIRST GRADE PIANO
BOOK

SECOND GRADE
PIANO BOOK

THIRD GRADE PIANO
BOOK

FOURTH GRADE
PIANO BOOK

Graded Sight-Reading
Course
Book I (Pages 14-56)

Graded Sight-Reading
Course
Book II

Graded Sight-Reading
Course
Book III

Graded Sight-Reading
Course
Book IV

.The Major Scales
Book II
(Pages 28-43)

The Major Scales
Book II
(Pages 44-51)

Graded Sight-Reading
Course
Book I (Pages 1-13)

PLAYTIME BOOK
A set of 14 “Flash Cards”

TUNES FOR TINY TOTS

CHILD’S FIRST BOOK OF MELODIES

Resinning with the First Grade allow pupils Two Years for each Grade.
FOURTH GRADE
THIRD GRADE
SECOND GRADE

PREPARATORY GRADE

the “Very First Piano
Book” used in this grade.

The Major Scales
Book I

The Major Scales
Book II (Pages 5-27)

“Flash Cards” (Series I)

“Flash Cards” (Series II)

“FlashCards” (Series III)
Supplementary Material designed espe¬
cially to bridge the gap between the
FIRST and SECOND GRADES.

_

ALL THE

ABOVE-MENTIONED

BOOKS ARE

PUBLISHED

By

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO. “\Bo°s«MAiret
Send tor free catalogue of John M. Williams’ Teaching Material and also a copy of the
Fall Music Buyer’s Guide

Page
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THE ETUDE

Professional

THE STUDY OF MUSIC

Directory

is one of the latest factors in providing a cultural background in the life of the Chifd^

MIULTgSafeSfrSk:
ALBERT
nrpi/rn
ULUntn b »10 Sttlnw., IUli NewfXStj
combsES
DUNNING!

It

” "tCpSfble^hLToTff1Dnd&G’tuti.^li^.,^”^UNDERSTANDINC and HAPPINESS in LISTENING. Through
the study of music, a new world of beauty is unfolded and life is given new color and zest.

1

AABLECsItVhat 2?ESta,“

ssjurefiSLa*<s j-sepft
NEW YORK ■»?££:

to present the fundamental facts of music simply aiulclearlv. avo.dme all unnecessary
i BegmnersdMateriIi 3

MIDDLE C AND ITS NEAR
NEIGHBORS

KEYS TO THE KING’S CASTLE

THE VERY FIRST LESSONS AT
THE PIANO

pNpsal^^S
WILDER:'
II CONVERSE COLLEGERS
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE

THE LITTLE HANON
by Robert J. Ring

most interesling rausical ,)ortions of the Czerny

^SsFSi."

AMERICAN

CHARACTERISTIC STACCATO STUDIES

-

-

.75

£®Ssh=
CLASS INSTRUCTION in Piano and Violin has assumed a definite im¬
portance in the study^of music today. ^fUs rapidly taking its place as a
rhythm andmlor* and a healthful disciplining of individuality.

SECOND PIANO PARTS
PLEASANT HOURS AT
THE PIANO

MELODIC FOUNDATION
STUDIES

TRANSCRIPTIONS OF
FAMOUS CLASSICS

iHSHS
ClNClNNAIISgSS^
KNOX-

0 Price
* of Music for T-.VO V
PRACTICAL ACCESSORIES are the key-note of efficiency in the busy
teacher tEvote^h^m^joT'piin'of ‘the fiTne toTomtnSe^work^tnhe

THE TEACHER’S LOOSE-LEAF
CONSTRUCTIVE HARMONY
AND IMPROVISATION

HARMONIC MATERIAL
AND ITS USES

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

THE MUSIC STUDENT’S
LESSON RECORD

429 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

JASMINE AND NIGHTINGALES
Italian Lakes V

4

GELSOMOT EJ^USIGNUOU

JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

A very, popular number. Grade
Referring to a

Radical Departure from the Present and
Past Methods of Pricing Sheet Music

composition oTtte pagLXSc is priced forty cents-four pages fifty cents-five pages

•<<9he clear, rich notes
and the beauty of the
Brambach Grand, are the
expression of an ideal.”

MevingAat the high cost of teaching material, as the result of the present system of
price marking, is detrimental to the best musical development of oim children andI young
students; and realizing that the cost of music in many cases prohibits the teacher from
giving the pupil the desired variety of useful and beneficial material.

^BEN BERNIE

Has Made the Radical Departure from the Present System of Price Marking by Rchm
Their Entire Catalogue of Piano Music on the Basis of Educational Periods oj the Pup.:
Development—or Grades of Difficulty.
We fully realize that both ourselves, as publishers, and the composers, as royalty owne.
will suffer financial loss if sales are not materially increased. We feel confident, howevci
that this will be realized through making possible the use of the necessary and desirabl
material for the pupil’s progress by relieving the financial burden of the parents.
During the primary or elementary musical education of pupils, we feel that no sing.c
piece of sheet music should cost more than thirty cents; therefore.
Every John Church Company Publication for Grades One, Two and Easy Two and
One-Half is now marked Thirty Cents Each Regardless of TJumher of Pages.
During what we might call the junior high school period of a young student s musical
education, the cost of a single piece of sheet music should not exceed forty cents, therefore
Every John Church Company Publication for Grades Two and One-Hal), Three dnd
Easy Three and One-Half is now marked Forty Cents Each Regardless of dumber of Pages.
During what we might call the high school period preparatory for advanced piano playing,
the student should not have to pay over fifty cents each for a single composition; therefore,
Every John Church Company Publication for Grades Three and One-Half, Four and Easy
Four and One-Half is now marked Fifty Cents Each Regardless of Number of Pages.
Our system of grading sheet music is from one to seven, so that grade four and one-half
brings the pupil to the easier classics of the Great Masters.
Our entire catalogue has been completely revised. The outstanding, successful, and
noteworthy publications are now and will in the future always be available in the follow¬
ing new editions.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY

says of the

BRAMBACH
BABY GRAND

D

URING 106 years the Brambach
name has enjoyed a celebrated
reputation. Today this modern instru¬

ment, with its richness of tone, beauty
of models and compact size, is the larg¬
est selling baby grand in the world,
—at a popular price.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
RED EDITION
Grades One to Two and One'Half.

More sounding board area and greater
string length than in any other little
grand, impart the beauty and full reso¬

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY

nance of tone for which the Brambach
owes its distinction.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY

BLUE EDITION

GREEN EDITION
positions for Recreation and I
re-Half to Four and One-Half. Price Each, SO Cents.

In imported woods... modern and period design
.. .the Brambach Baby Grand is the most treas¬
ured piece of furniture you can place in your
home. Brambach dealers are prepared to make
terms of purchase

to suit your convenience.

The first series of these new Editions is now ready. Each series comprises twenty num¬
bers. Every composition is an outstanding and successful one. Each series is printed
with a new dignified, classic title design printed in the respective colors. We will con¬
tinue to issue our new publications with individual titles. Only those compositions which
have been most highly approved of by the teachers themselves will appear in the “Color
Editions.” It will be a mark of distinction and success for any composition to appear* in
the “Red,” “Blue” or “Green” Editions.

IN THE FUTURE
No teacher will ever be in doubt as to the musical merit, grade of difficulty, or price of
copyrighted piano compositions issued by The John Church Company.

ASK TO SEE
Requires no more space than an upright piano.
The Brambach Piano Co.. Mr. Mark P. Campbell, Pres.
' - - West 51st St., New York City.
Gentlemen: Please send me paper pattern showing ex
of the Brambach Baby Grand, and beautiful brochure.

The John Church Company “Red Edition,” “Blue Edition,” “Green Edition." You
know what you will get.
We respectfully solicit your encouragement and support in our effort to make available
the best of our catalogue at prices which will encourage the best development of your pupils.
Ord=r through your dealer. If not obtainable, we will be pleased to send you direct
Un bale a choice selection of material suited to your needs.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
1107 JACKSON STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO

„
- '
Copyright 1928 by Theodore Prefer Co.

"

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 661, 669, 701
f in touch with the higher Ideals

British Copyright secured
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A fine “cross-band” study.

Fervidamente

Andante

MARCH OF THE CHORISTERS
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FREDERICK KEATS

A capita] “indoor” march. Grade 3
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♦ From here go back to Trio and play to Fin« of Trio, then go back to the beginning and play to Fin
Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.
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Copyright 1928 by A. Hammond Sc Co.

FLOWER MELODY
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ALFILEDA CASELLA
OTTORJNO
EUGENE

PLESPIGHI

GOOSSENS

BELA
BAHTOIC
GIOILGIO POLACCO
ALEXAN DILE GILETCHANINOFF

Leading composer-conductors all! And each depending exclusively
upon his Baldwin for that inspiration necessary to his composing and
better interpretation. For home, for concert, for teaching, Baldwin is the
choice of the outstanding artists. Any Baldwin dealer will gladly dem¬
onstrate. Baldwin Grands are priced from $1450 - - terms to suit you.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI

«At the Baldwin* radio programs demonstrate what The Baldwin Piano Company
is doing to promote interest in piano playing and instruction. Every Sunday eve¬
ning over W J Z and associated National Broadcasting Company stations.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisors

Page 637
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THE ETUDE
RHYTHMIC ENSEMBLE BAND BOOKS
By ANGELA DILLER and KATE STEARNS PAGE

-Music Magazine
A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN. THE MUSIC STUDENT AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS
PUBLISHED
.
THEODORE PRESSER
“ PHILADELPHIA, pa.
4 CHESTNUT

FOR CHILDREN S RHYTHM BAND

Assistant Editor
EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER

ID STATES OF AMERICA

Exceptional PRE-ORCHESTRAL material are these fascinating new books of RHl THM
BA ND. They are not a series of arrangements for toy instruments, but collections of Piano
Pieces, with simple rhythm parts for Gong, Triangle, Tambourine, Drum and Cymbals.

THE FOLK TUNE BOOK contains, in addition to the regular instrumental
Nobles, Entr’acte from “Rosamunde,” Ballet Music from “Rosamunde,”
Ecossaise, Minuet, Landler, Scherzo, Marche Militaire. The object of the books is
obvious. No more entertaining method exists, by means of which the child de¬
velops in a free and musical manner his sense of rhythm; his musical taste; con¬
centration and an awakening, of his sense of group consciousness. Above all, from
:o teach. Pictures show the
the teacher’s standpoint, they
way to hold the instruments, and instructions
how to play them. The descriptive Preface
contains many other helpful suggestions.
Prices of Boots

parts, a separate section given over to words and music of well-known
folk-songs. Simplicity of arrangement makes it possible for children of kinder¬
garten age up to first, second and third grade age to participate in unison sing
ing, accompanied by the regular band of rhythm instruments. This happy
combination of
of voices and instruments brings the work more perfectly into
combination
the realm of PUBLIC SCHOOL music. Now an entire class of twenty to
forty students may participate, ten or twelve
constituting the band and the balance forming
Prices of Instruments
the chorus.

Conductor’s Score
and one set of
parts.2.50

Gong and Stick. . .75
Triangle.75

Extra Piano part
(Schubert Book)
.75
Extra Piano part
(Folk-Tune Book)
1.00

Tambourine.1.25
Drum and Stick 1.75
Cymbal (pair)... 1.50
Special prices quoted

Other Extra parts
each .25

on quantity orders

A CLASS PIANO METHOD

Music Study Course for the Piano
By GRACE HELEN NASH
Schirmer’s Scholastic Series, Vol. 204, Net $1.50
This novel and interesting work is not intended for young children, but is
especially designed to meet the needs of older students, those of junior and
senior high school age and over, which, of course, includes the grown-ups who
have left school. It is radically different from ihe usual beginner’s book.

I

N “Notes for the Teacher,” the author says: “The older beginners on the
steady growth in musicianship must parallel
piano, for whom this book is written, offer the teacher a very difficult but
“Technically, great speed and flexibility are
most interesting problem. (
the other hand, considerable power and brilliancy
“ Because of their eagerness
learn, their advanced intellectual develop¬
“The muscles of the shoulder and upper art
ment and the broader technical resources to discipline in the adult or adolescent, and
it is entirely in keeping with recent technical
opened to them by the larger reach of the hand,
Contents
discoveries that the first work should be
excellent results can be obtained by the
INTRODUCTION
chords, octaves, arpeggios, etc., rather than
teacher who understands their needs and
Notes for the Teacher
the customary forms of finger technic.
capabilities.
I. Tone Production
“Fluency and finger independence can be
II. Chord Playing
“It must be remembered, however, that
gained by means less wasteful and more
III. Rhythm
ordinary methods of instruction are absolutely
IV. The Staff
efficient than the usual five-finger exercises.
unsuited to these pupils.
V. Form
“Tone-quality is the first essential. A
VI. Key and Interval
“Progress must be rapid, selections must
clear, vital tone is possible from the very
Relationships
be mature in name and content, and a
beginning.”
VII. Large Thirds
VIII. Pure Fourths
IX. The Pedal
Send for Complete Catalog of
X. Melody Playing
XI. Pure Fifths
SCHIRMER’S SCHOLASTIC SERIES
XU. The Dominant
XIII. Ensemble Playing
XTV. A New Rhythmical
Problem

3 East 43rd St.,

G. SCHIRMER,

ill playing activities,
lot to be expected, but on
ire easily acquired.
: are those most amenable'

Contents
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.
XXIII,

Small Thirds
Larger Forms
Major Triads
Primary Chords
Inversions
Minor Triads
The Major Scale
The Left Hand
The Study of the
Great Compos¬
ers’ Lives and
Works
XXIV. CONCLUSION
Supplementary Reading
for the Student
Supplementary Material

Inc., New York

;

Page
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EDITORIALS

SACRED MUSIC*
Soloists and Choirmasters will find Excellent
Suggestions in These Selected Numbers. There
are Many Satisfying Numbers Here for Those
Who Get Solace, Inspiration or Enjoyment
Through Sacred Music in the Home.
Sacred Songs for High Voices
Composer
Bernard Hamblen
E to g
11 is Almighty Hand
R. M. Stults
F to G
Is It For Me?
Daniel Protheroe
E to g
Cling to The Cross
I Heard the Voice of
F. G. Rathbun
d flat t<
Jesus Say
Jesus, Lover of My
Soul
H. C. Macdougall
Eternal Light
A. Buzzi-Peccia
Only Waiting
T. D. Williams
God Be Merciful to Me F. L. Percippe
F to a
Oh Master, Let Me
Walk With Thee
Paul Ambrose
Bend Low, Dear Lord Will H. Ruebush
E flat to
I Know In Whom I
Have Believed
J, P. Scott
d to g
Children of the
Heavenly King
R. M. Stults
c to g
Dear Lord and Master
Mine
W Berwald
E flat to
Be Near Me, Father W.'M. Felton
E flat to
When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross
Lawrence Hope
E flat to

199.34
19S77
18399
3276
5326
19822
7268
12656
18475

H. S. WILDER

17514
16843
16547

WHOSE

22860

PIANO CLASSES OF FIFTY IN
THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
HAVE RECEIVED UNQUALIFIED
ENDORSEMENT

2^77
23605

—'

cAnnounces

—

Normal and

Correspondence Courses
IN

8477
18477
18587
X

Cat No
3740

PIANO
CLASS INSTRUCTION
FOR PRIVATE TEACHERS AND
MUSIC SUPERVISORS

Master!* Would Folr-,low Th“
Close to Thee
L-dThouMeOn
The Earth is the Lord’s
Pardon and Peace
My Eyes, O Lord
It Any Little Word of
Q ^’ne tv .

C°raP°Ser
Paul Ambrose
C S Briew
R. M. Stubs
T. D. Williams
R. S. Morrison
R. M. Stults

$0.50

g flat

a flat
g flat

MfZ;TwZdrFo,.P*"1A'”l','»'

3304 J«S gg, 0( My

'Zl

1^56

5

c to D

c to E flat
b flat to E flat
The Earth’s the Lord’s T. S. Williams
d to D
toD
(Opt. E flat)
They^That TrusTfn^he Richard
«

361 Austin Street

22754

BeLThouMy Guide

West Newton, Mass.

22670

Some Morning, O Some

23603

Whe°nnrngSurvey the

RuthC.DoTipike b

E flat

& DovensPike b to E
MrS' R’ R' R°rman

. CHURCH AND HOME
7/«W?IU01£T10N °F SACRED SONGS
the 18 sacred songs in this^album^are

c to D

SACRED DUETS
For All Voice
ieaHya

SUNDAY PIANO MUSIC

ertoire for a nominal outlay.
CHURCH SOLOIST
Low Voice
p ■_
Nineteen sacred solos especially^
for their suitability fo low voices.'
FOUR SACRED SONGS
By David Did
n'-k Slater
Prict
1 songs of a dev
r display the best oi

actually practiced inordinately at pieces, assimilating with lightninglike rapidity, and actually doing an amount of work, to

missteps. This does not mean that the road should be dull,
uninteresting or disagreeable.
On the contrary, each day

achieve his ends, that would stagger the ordinary student. Who
can say that with careful drill Mr. Godowsky might not have

should be a delight, a new thrill, a page from the book of adven¬

been spared a great deal of needless effort?

ture into the loveliest country in the world.

rible in music as a kind of military monotony in practice. Care¬

Your Editor has been concerned in the preparation of a
very large amount of juvenile educational material which has

ful drill mixed judiciously with delightful music is, however, a
very different matter.

Pieces of moder;
adapted for Sunday
or church.

anoplayu admirab,y

tranquil hours
ihPofe, tr.es
Suitable
!Se> as well
r Sabbath-day
reverie album
1M
Price, tr.oo

THEODORE PRESSER CO tt
1712-1714 Chestnut Street Phi,a£pma,
*

Nothing is so ter¬

In participating in the recent works,

The Etude has always been very frank and truthful in

“Music Play for Every Day” and its sequel, “Happy Days at

reporting the opinions of great pianists, in the various confer¬

Music Play,” the first aim was to provide material for young
folks that would be irresistibly charming, that would in itself

ences presented. These have covered most of the great artists
of our epoch. Where certain performers have advocated aban¬

advertise the enchanting beauty of the art, so that children

doning exercises and studies for pieces or extracts from pieces,

in

it

the

we have always
-

.

....

'

noted

that they were of the
type of musical genius

their ancestors who were

inclined to consider only

started in music study as
though they were enter¬

selves, which are after

ing a kind of penal serv¬

all in no way representa¬

types similar to

them¬

tive of the average stu¬
dent.

They are no more

new

to be compared with the

school of juvenile musical

pupils who need regular

pedagogy is dedicated to

drill than is the hum¬

the fine purpose of mak¬

ming bird to be com¬

ing music study delect¬
able instead of detest¬
able.
Many splendid

pared with the eagle.
All our experience
in practical teaching and

pioneers are working in¬
tensively for this end.

our contacts with musi¬
cal educators and institu¬

There is one hazard,

tions here

however, which we can¬
LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND, WHERE THE MOMENTOUS ANGLO-AMERICAN MUSIC
CONFERENCE WAS HELD IN AUGUST.
(SEE PAGE 654.)

not refrain from men¬
tioning.

and

abroad

makes us strong in the

We do not re¬

opinion that
amount of

a

certain

real

work,

fer to the unmentionable charlatans who advertise that marvels
may be accomplished over night, with little expense or effort.

such as scales, arpeggios, exercises and studies, is not merely

Mushrooms may be produced in that manner but never oaks,

character, but that in the end it is an enormous saving of time

to say nothing of roses and apples.

for both pupil and teacher, as well as of expenses to the
parent.

time for their development.

Sdenrd1gtousAex%es0sTvenfs0n °f me'°dy
. CHURCH AND HOME
^COLLECTtON OF SACRED SONGS

Hi h Voi GHCRCH SOI O|ST
Nineteen good sacred solos^gtv

would doubtless find that in obtaining his results as a child he

The whole

‘ to E flat (Opt. F)

4-—

He who gets there walks every step of the

the keyboard.

R»ng<

It is wholly

If the truth were known one

itude at the treadmill of

d
d fflat to F

b flat to F

Saviour ^Breathe A„ * &

19933

career, with the average pupil.

The honest teacher’s main job is to see that the student

incomparable fascination
which was often denied

E to F
E flat to F

CoinP0Mr

There are no Pullman cars

is piloted to success in the shortest possible time, with the fewest

would find

g

Sacred Songs for Low Voices
I Heard the Voice of

stupid to compare Mr. Godowsky, at any stage of his artistic

had very wide adoption.

d to E flat

^r,D,SW the Wi"™ B““
Wondrous Cross
Lawrence Hope

liance, and a broad human outlook upon life.

advertises that the glorious goal can be reached without
to musical triumph.
way.

real charm, great personal force, a mind of scintillating bril¬

on the road to mastery, none is so misleading as he who

work—hard, earnest, solid work.

E flat to F
$0.50
c to F
.50
E flat to E flat
.50

Paul Ambrose

■ 9,47

22537
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F all the quacks who are ready to sell through-tickets

Sacred Songs for Voices of Medium Range
19932°’
7970
7270
«
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T3he ^Rgad to Mastery

O

no substitute for work.

The lasting things take

They also take work.

There is

indispensable to worthwhile educational results of a sound

We particularly desire to point out to

The suspicion that the right kind of drill destroys artistic

Etude readers that, in all history, most of the worthwhile plans

feeling is belied by Liszt, Rubinstein, Paderewski, Gabrilo-

for piano study have included ample provision for thorough and

witsch, Hambourg, Carreno, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Lhevinne, and

liberal drill in scales, arpeggios, exercises and studies.

scores of others who have literally been “drilled to death” by

In recent years we have the instances of a few great vir¬
tuosos who truthfully state that they have never had real teach¬
ers, never have studied regularly, and never have used scales
or exercises.

One of the outstanding instances of this is Leopold

Godowsky.

Yoyr Editor has had the privilege of knowing Mr.

great master teachers from Czerny and Leschetizky to the
present.
The average teacher will not encounter a genius of the
type of Godowsky in a lifetime.
drill is indispensable. .

In the meanwhile judicious

Godowsky very well indeed and has often discussed these mat¬

If we fall into the egregious error of taking the struc¬

ters with him.
Godowsky has a technic which is uncanny and is the envy

tural vertebrae out of our musical educational methods, by re¬
moving real work, American progress in the tone art will die
of potential collapse.

of all pianists.

Many other players of the instrument have

referred to him as the outstanding pianist of the era.

’ September. 1929

‘fife

He has

Work is the master key of the masters.
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A LASTING INVESTMENT
PIANO costs just about as much as an automobile.
Having made that vague and somewhat stupid statement
we shall make clear some points of difference which are of
economic concern to the general public.
There are pianos
which can be bought for very small sums, comparatively speak¬
ing. They compare with certain invalided motors sold on the
market under the euphemistic title of “used cars.” Other
pianos, with decorated cases bearing the signatures of great
artists, like that made by Sir Alma Tadema, may bring as
high as $20,000. However, the average good piano costs about
as much as the average good automobile in the respective classes.
The “fixins,” that is, the case or the body, are extra.
Both the piano and the automobile represent important in¬
vestments in these days of Cyclopean progress. Automobiling
is one of the favorite sports of your editor, and he has driven
cars a distance equivalent to six times around the earth. A fine
car, an excellent road in our endlessly wonderful country and
a party of appreciative companions—these give a thrilling op¬
portunity for enjoyment.
Recently, while whizzing through our lovely southland, it
came to us to compare the investment values in automobiles and
in pianos. A fine piano we know, bought in 1904 and used
n a home of a very musical family, is to-day quite as stately
in appearance and as beautiful in tone as when it was pur¬
chased. A generation of different players has enjoyed it hugely.
In the same period this same family has owned no less than
twelve automobiles, ten of which have disappeared entirely
In the piano market there are no “yearly models.” Of course,
one does not go cavorting around the land at forty or fifty
miles an hour on a piano, but nevertheless the average piano
of fine make is made to stand a terrific amount gf “punishment.”
All a fine piano needs is careful attention four times a year
by a really good tuner. This incurs an annual operating cost
of probably $25 at the most. No gas, no oil, no battery trouble,
no tires, no repairs. The operation and deterioration of a series
of cars during the life of the piano we mention would have
cost a small fortune—certainly not less than $25,000.
A fine piano is one of the most “worth-while” investments
in our interesting modern life. As the center of the home of
culture, it brings mental stimulus, imagination, inspiration, en¬
tertainment, solace, poetry, color, love of home, and a hundred
and one priceless advantages without which our much mechanicalized and “forced-draft” existence might lead to a mere
whirligig of restless activity with no ultimate elevation of the
soul.

A

E

THE STUDIO CLOCK

VERY music studio should possess a good clock. The cant
of certain moon-dyed musical hypocrites who excuse their
own shiftlessness by a rebellion against the systematic operation
of their educational work deserves no comment now save that
in comic papers. When your editpr was a young music student
he had a teacher who frequently kept him waiting in the ante¬
room for long periods while the pupil preceding him received
instruction. His excuse always was that music was an art, and
that therefore he could not work upon a regular schedule.
It did not take long to discover, however, that the teacher
preferred not to be held down by anything like a schedule.
If he arose late in the morning the whole day was askew. If
he had an attractive young lady pupil he prolonged the lesson
with descriptions of his own extraordinary importance—and
the next pupil paid the bill.
The only sensible teaching plan makes the observance of
. the clock necessary. The most skillful teachers we have known
have been those who take the given lesson period and so ap¬
portion the time that the pupil has had a well-rounded lesson
when the hands on the clock point to the end of the period.
This is not always an easy matter, but in the long run it is by
far the best for all concerned.
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A PASSING CLOUD IN THE SKY
7-\R WALTER RABL, the extremely able director of the
German Opera Company which toured America during
the past season, had his own opinions about theultra-modem
music of Austria and Germany. Dr. RaU has made a-. sP'e
reputation abroad, as a Wagnerian Conductor-especially dur
mg six years in Madrid and many years in Vienna and

D

Magdeburg, n

^

g cloud in thc sky;’ he-remarked to us

“This modern music will be gone before we know it. I do not
refer to the wild music of the tempestuous composers ot Russia,
Moussorgsky, Scriabin and Stravinsky, who, speaking in a
natural idiom, seem to have something to say which is enor¬
mously interesting to musicians and to the world alike. How¬
ever, when people of totally different race and culture, a^, tor
instance, the Teutonic composers, attempt to do this stun, thc
result is like grafting antlers on the eagle. It produces some*
thing very disturbing but wholly unconvincing. Most of thc
serious musicians are annoyed by it rather than moved. Being
abnormal, it is not destined for permanent existence.
Dr. Rabl’s opinions are identical with the stand we have
taken. We have evidence that the curious demand which
existed a few years ago for any kind of a queer mess of discords,
dished up by a composer with his tongue in his check, is
gradually diminishing, as it should.

c.Brussels, the ^Musical Gem of Europe
Eighth in the Series of JXtusical 'Bravelogues, Intimate Visits to Historic ^Musical Shrines

MUSIC IN 18??

I

F you were born in 18?? instead of 1920 your musical past
has of course been totally different from that of thc child
of today.
In 18?? there was really comparatively little music in thc
world—that is, available music. If you were born in thc
country your musical horizon thirty or forty years ago was
defined by the one-manual, hand-pumped pipe organ that might
be heard in church on Sundays, the village choir and possibly
the village band, Uncle Hal’s fifteen dollar “strad,” the Estey
Parlor Organ, brother Charlie’s accordion behind the barn (or
was it a mouth organ or a jew’s-harp) and, let us hope, your
mother’s sweet voice singing Bonnie Sweet Bessie or Just a Song
at Twilight.
The radio was an unthinkable dream, and at that time the
phonograph was to most a mechanical tom cat with the asthma.
Anyhow nobody ever thought of owning a phonograph; it was
something to marvel at at the country fair, not to enjoy as a
musical instrument. Who would ever have imagined that one
day the phonograph in miraculous perfection might become
a household necessity?
We were born in the city and had a piano, heard concerts,
went to the theater and to the opera. My, what advantages!
When we started to study the piano the teacher, a sad-visaged
widow embittered with life, who worshipped scales as the
Mohammedan worships the East, started with scales at thc
keyboard and taught us nothing but scales for nearly six
months before ever opening a book or giving us any idea of
musical notation. She did her best to frustrate our musical
progress by concealing any possible charm or loveliness that
music might have. The result was that we thought of music
as a kind of bone-yard filled with ebony and ivory bones which
had to be rattled in various rhythms for the torture of youth
bhe was the inspiration ot a determination in later years to
children11 lrrES1Stlb y delightfu! first instruction book for little
The child born in 1920 has an entirely different aspect of
music largely because there are a thousand opportunities for
hearing lovely music to-day where there was one in 18?? The
sound reproducing instruments, the radio, the public "schools

“Krs

m hrsel?

rap°™ibi'
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When the child starts music study with such work as “Mi.f.V
Play for Every day” each hour becomes joy More than tUs
the modern educational methods make his whole ta',™ "/ ’

;:;e thora«h ^

blessed with musical opportunities and musfal <Hgh£n<lerfulIy
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T TOOK the greatest war in the his¬
tory of man to bring the world at
large to realize that, nestled away in
Belgium, was' an arsenal of national dyna¬
mite so powerful and so well controlled
that it actually tripped up the most pro¬
digious military machine ever conceived by
man. However much Belgium may have
lost in the Great War, however terrible its
sacrifices, nothing else could have occurred
that would bring so vividly to the attention
of the world those amazing qualities of
courage, leadership and intensity of pur¬
pose that were revealed at Mons, Louvain
and Ypres.
The giant hero King and his gracious
Queen naturally became world figures over
night. Gradually it leaked out that, in the
royal palaces, both cultivated music with
real devotion to the art and that the queen
is practically a violin virtuosa. Then Mr.
and Mrs. Public discovered that Belgium
is a nation of music and possibly reflected
that music may have contributed some¬
thing to those spiritual forces which gave
the land its dynamic power. Certainly
fiddling Belgium was the opposite of a land
of weaklings. When you travel through
the country by motor, for long distances,
you are impressed first of all by the look
of great and concentrated strength in the
faces of the common people. Surely this
is a tiny land of great moment in history.
And, with this, little Belgium supports
some of the finest musical conservatories
in the world.

A Land of Industry
ELGIUM is less than one-fourth the
size of New York State. Its popula¬
tion is 7,874,601. Naturally this relation¬
ship results in one thing—Belgium is a
huge factory. Indeed one is surprised that
there is room for so many farms and that
there is a real pastoral population. Its
mineral riches of coal, iron, lead, copper,
zinc, calamine, manganese and other im¬
portant products, combined with the high
intelligence and industry of the people,
have made this country one of the foremost
manufacturing centers of the world. In
Africa, Belgium possesses the Kongo Free

By James Francis Cooke
Part I
These Traveloyucs, in thc issues as announced, have covered the following relegated to brick and stone alone. There
musical centers. Some have bceii lengthy, running through two issues, but is a picturesqueness about the life and the
each part has been independent of thc other: “Naples is a Song" (May and ceremonies that is reminiscent of a far
June, 1928); “The Grandeur That IVas Rome" (July and August, 1928); "Musit more colorful past. The commingling of
in the City of Flowers" (September and October, 1928); “Milan, the Shrine of today and yesterday is an extraordinary ex¬
Opera" (November and December, 1928); “Venice, thc City of Dreams” (Janu¬ perience for the visitor. We visited, for
ary and February, 1929); “Music on the Moon-Kissed Riviera" (March and April, instance, the preliminaries of a civil wed¬
1929); “Paris, the Inimitable’’ (May and June, 1929). In November there will ding (which may precede that of the
appear “A Visit to the Daughters of Robert and Clara Schumann;’’ and in the
church). This was pronounced at the
following December and January will be published “Music and the Mad King."
City Hall, in a marvelous Gothic room
This very much demanded series will be continued indefinitely.
which made us pinch our American made
garments to ascertain whether we were
State with an area of 900,000 square miles
Living in the Past
and untold wealth. African Belgium is D RUSSELS has been called “the little really living in the twentieth century. M.
about eighty times the size of the mother D Paris.” There are some points of re¬ Adolphe Max, the hero mayor of Brussels
during the Great War, officiated. He was
country.
semblance but far fewer than the visitor
Modern Belgium dates from about 1830, has imagined. We pass along the beautiful dressed in most impressive robes of his
office and attended by assistants garbed in
when the country revolted against the shaded boulevards to the more congested
ancient costumes of singular effectiveness.
Dutch. Previous to that time the land had sections where the life in the streets is very
The ceremony was beautiful and dignified
been dominated in turn by the Romans, the obviously French and in no way Dutch or
and wholly unlike the civil marriages in
Franks, the Spaniards, the Austrians, the German. Many of the shops have a Pa¬ America, which only too often have all the
French and the Dutch. The languages of risian atmosphere. On the whole, however, pomp and ceremony of an arrest for
Belgium are Flemish and French. Many the likeness ceases there. Paris is flat save speeding.
of the citizens of Brussels speak German; for Montmartre; and Brussels, except for
There is so much that is picturesque
English is heard here and there, but not the lower town, is on high hills. Its grand about this city square alone that for the
to the same extent as that encountered in place or town square is rich in its medieval nonce we wish that we were Burton
Paris.
memories. Best of all they are not yet Holmes or Newman and might dwell upon
the beauties of this museum of other days
with the gorgeously carved house fronts
and its wonderful ensemble of structures
rich in romance. (Look! just across the
street is the house in which Victor Hugo
wrote Les Miserables.) Here in Brussels
are splendid art galleries, including the
queer collection of pictures by one artist
named Wiertz, in a museum endowed by
thc painter. The subjects are often start¬
lingly original, executed with fine crafts¬
manship, and sink into the memory with
unusual vividness. Wiertz, however, was
a most eccentric fellow; and many of
his morbid pictures would make fine mural
decorations in a morgue.

THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH AT THE BRUSSELS EXPOSITION

A Tifoble Lineage
f I 'HE ROOTS of modern musical Bclgium reach at least down to the
fourteenth century when this country was
under the dominion of those mQmentous
patrons of the arts, the four great Dukes
of Burgundy, Philip, the Bold (died
1404), John, the Fearless (died 1419),
Philip, the Good (died 1467), and Charles,
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the Bold (died 1477). Painting and mu¬
sic owe an enormous debt to these splen¬
did men who fostered these arts with
signal enthusiasm. Although their terri¬
tory reached from the North Sea to the
Mediterranean, it was in the Netherlands,
and particularly in that part now con¬
stituting Belgium, that much of the im¬
portant work was done. Gilles Binchois
(died 1460), born near Hainaut, Guillaume
Dufay (died 1474), born near Hainaut,
Jean de Okeghem (diecf 149S), born near
Termonde, Josquin dcs Pres (died 1521),
born at Conde, Adrian Willaert (died
1562), born at Burges or Roulers, Orlandus Lassus (died 1594), born at Mons,
are obviously Flemish composers born in
Belgium territory. Remove these names
from musical history and we take away
some of the great foundation piers of the
art.
The Land of the Violin
TN MORE RECENT YEARS Belgium
-*■ has become known as the land of the
violin. Not that its musical development
is in any way restricted to this instru¬
ment; but so many great masters of the
instrument have been produced in Bel¬
gium, and so much important educational
work has been done right down to the
present time, with the internationally emi¬
nent achievements of the great Crickboom,
that musicians throughout the world look
for superior excellence in the development
of the art of violin playing in Belgium.
It will be a highly profitable experience
for any music lover to consider for just
a moment a few of the great violinists
and violin teachers who have come from
Belgium.
Charles Auguste de Beriot was born at
Louvain in 1802 and died in the same
city in 1870. He was the son of aris¬
tocratic parents. His talent became mani¬
fest at a very early age, and he made
his juvenile debut at the age of nine, play¬
ing a concerto of Viotti. At nineteen he
went to Paris and immediately became a
favorite in the French Court. In 1836 he
married the famous prima donna, Ma¬
dame Garcia-Milibran. From 1843 to 1852
he was the professor of violin playing at
the Brussels Conservatory. Blindness and
paralysis forced his retirement. His edu¬
cational works are still highly valued.
Among his celebrated pupils was Henri
Vieuxtemps.
Henri Vieuxtemps was born at Verviers, Belgium, in 1820 and died in Al¬
giers, Africa, in 1881. His father was an
instrument maker and piano tuner. When
he was nine years old he was placed with
de Beriot at Brussels. For a time he
studied in Vienna. He then commenced a
long series of tours, always endeavoring
to improve himself through the best avail¬
able instruction in the countries he visited.
Thus he studied composition with Reicha,
while at Paris. He visited America three
times, touring with great success. From
1871 to 1873 he was Professor of Violin
Playing at the Brussels Conservatory.
Like de Beriot, he was also afflicted with
paralysis and was forced to retire.
Hubert Leonard, who was born near
Liege in 1819 and died at Paris in 1890, was
the successor of de Beriot as leading pro¬
fessor of violin playing at the Brussels
Conservatory (1847-1867). This distin¬
guished master, who also spent much
time teaching in Paris, gained the ad¬
miration of the. musical world for the
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serious, earnest character of his peda¬
gogical work.
His influence upon his
pupils was immense. He wrote many
valuable educational works. Among his
famous pupils was the French violinist,
Henri Marteau, and the distinguished Bel¬
gian violinist, Martin Pierre, as well as
Joseph Marsick (born at Liege in 1848)
who succeeded Massart as Professor of
Violin Playing at the Paris Conservatoire
in 1892.
Lambert-Joseph Massart, who was born
at Liege in 1811 and died at Paris in 1892,
was famed for his eminent pupils during
the time that he was professor of violin
playing at the Paris Conservatory (18431890). These included Henri Wieniawski
(born in Lublin, Poland, 1835. died in
1880), M. P. J. Marsiek and Pablo Martin
Meliton Sarasate y Navascues, known as
Pablo de Saraste (born at Pamplona,
Spain, in 1844 and died at Biarritz in 1908)
one of the most brilliant figures in the
violin world. Although he also studied
with Alard he came under the influence of
Massart.
Ovide Musin (born near Liege in 1854)
was a pupil of Leonard at the Liege Con¬
servatory and followed him to Paris where
he won the gold medal for solo and for
quartet playing. He toured Europe with
great success and in 1883 he came to
America. Since that time most of his
work has been in this country, save for
the period when he returned to Liege as
the successor of Cesar Thomson as violin
professor at the conservatory. Because
of the vast number of his concerts in
America, the influence of Musin upon the
violin playing of our country has teen
very important.
Cesar Thomson (born at Liege in 1857)
was a student of Vieuxtemps, Leonard,
Wieniawski and Massart. Thomson’s ex¬
perience was especially broad and valu¬
able, covering many important posts in
Europe, as well as tours. In 1894-95 he
toured the United States. In 1898 he
succeeded Ysaye as Professor of Violin
Playing at the Brussels Conservatory.
When the great war began he moved to
Paris and became Professor of violin play¬
ing at the Paris Conservatory. Later he
came to the United States and conducted
master classes at the Ithaca Conservatory
of Ithaca, New York.
Eugene Ysaye was born at Liege in
1858. He was a pupil of Wieniawski at
the Brussels Conservatory, but latgr went to
Paris to study with L. Massart. This heroic
master is so well known as a performer
and as a conductor in America that com¬
ment is unnecessary. In 1918 he was en¬
gaged as conductor of the Cincinnati Sym¬
phony Orchestra and served for four years
with brilliant success.
Mathieu Crickboom (born at Hodimont
[Liege] in 1871) is now the reigning sensa¬
tion in the violin pedagogical world of
Europe. Crickboom was a pupil of Ysaye.
From 1888 to 1894 he was a member of the
Ysaye Quartet, and for the next two years
he was leader of a quartet at the Societe
Nationale of Paris. In 1919 he was ap¬
pointed Professor of violin playing at the
Brussels Conservatory. Not content with
the prodigious labors of his predecessors,
he started to create a method and graded
course for violin playing which must be
regarded now as the very last word in
the art of violin teaching. Its wide'adoption and success throughout the world is the
best evidence of its extraordinary merit.
(To be continued in October)

Report Qards for Piano Pupils
By Mrs. W. Henry Herndon

disc No. 7011, and also his Valse in A
Flat, opus 30, No. 1, coupled with Schu¬
bert's Impromptu in A Flat, opus 90, on
Victor disc No. 7012. We discover, also,
Claudio Arrau, the youthful Brazilian pi¬
anist, who is ever a pleasure to hear, in
perfect performances of Chopin’s Valse in
F Major, opus 34, No. 3, coupled with the
Liszt arrangement of Schubert's Hark,
Hark the Lark, on disc No. 4101. And
then, from disc No. 9340, we heard him
play Busoni’s effective Chamber Fantasy
from “Carmen,” and again, from disc No.
4102, Liszt’s Valse Melancolique.
From Columbia record No. 50149D, we
heard Myra Hess, that graciously resilient
“queen of the piano,” in Griffes' lovely
White Peacock and also in a piano ar¬
rangement of Manuel de Falla’s brilliant
Dance Ritual of Fire. Muriel Kerr, a
young pianist, one of the winning contest¬
ants in the Schubert Memorial Contest,
contributed appreciable performances of
two Etudes by that much neglected Rus¬
sian composer, Scriabin, on Victor disc
No. 4113; and Isabelle Yalkovsky, another
winner in the same contest, likewise played
Godowsky’s Old Vienna and Debussy’s
Prelude in A minor on disc No. 4115.
Another recorded interpretation of the
Schumann Piano Concerto has been issued,
this time by Columbia in their set No. 111!
Fanny Davies who enjoys the distinction
of having been a favorite pupil of Clara
Schumanns plays this work in the new
recording
Her performance displays a
deep understanding and appreciation of
Schumanns score. It is undeniably a rerTn d°ubiy S0’ in fact' because
this artist although now in he. sixty-ninth
year, still retains a youthful vivacity mani

zzzizzrz
d°es
m amiss eneztiiat
in this composi¬
tion.

The recording is happ£ 3.
The Symphonic Freshet

T

P5 rCHESTRAI- Mw Which
the moving actuality of electrical re
cording has fostered continues its over-

The monthly report card from school what he has made on his scales, exercises, ™il Z TWe t0 possess more than
is eagerly looked for, both by pupil and pieces, fingering and counting. If lie sees a small share of this great mass one is ant
parent. So why not try giving the piano he is making a poor grade he will try to
pupil one?
improve his next lesson not so much with
Let the p upil know at every lesson just the lesson in his mind as the grade.
"s " dl“'"S
the large lie"

forth here but is excellently told ii
the annotations included with the set. La
Peri is an eastern fantasy which is richly
scored. Gaubcrt and the Paris Conserva¬
tory Orchestra, whom Columbia have in¬
troduced to us before, perform this work
in an admirable way. Set N'o. 113.
Two discs which should not be missed
by the discriminating record buyer are
Columbia's, Nos. 67578 and 5791 >, contain¬
ing De Falla’s Three Dames from
“The Three Cornered Hat” a interpreted
by that genius of Spanish conductors, En¬
rique Arbos and the Madrid Symphony.
These three dances although founded upon
a definite program need no delineation of
their drama to hold a listener completely
enthralled.
Fair Helen
|7 XCF.RPTS from two different operas
founded upon the “Immortal Helen”
of Greece, who caused the great Trojan
war, have been issued by Odeon. From
Richard Strauss’ latest opera, "The Egyp¬
tian Helen,” there is Helens Awakening
and the Funeral March, on disc No. 5168.
Fritz Busch who first conducted the opera
in Germany is at the helm of the record¬
ing orchestra. This is effectual music, but
hardly Strauss at his best. From Erich
Korngold's "The Wonder of Helen” comes
a Prelude of emotional intensity conducted
by that able and adroit Dr. Wcissmann.
The skillful complexities of Korngold’s or¬
chestration have a distinct fascination that,
although not always equalled by his musi¬
cal thought, arc nevertheless not lost in
the recording. Odeon No. 5167.
The National Gramophonic Society of
London who issues discs to supplement
rather than compete with the various
manufacturers have brought forth two
newly recorded works. The first, Mozart's
Piano and Wind Quintet in E flat, is a
work of rare delight, a composition which
exemplifies the genius of its unique com¬
bination of instruments—piano, oboe, clari¬
net, horn and bassoon. Incidentally it is
performed by a stellar group of British
musicians, including Kathleen Long, Leon
Goossens and Aubrey Brain. Discs Nos.
121, 22 and 23. Their other recording. an
early quartet of Schubert’s written when
(Continued on page 683)
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Practical (Considerations in Pianoforte
Interpretation
An Interview Secured Exclusively for The Etude Music Magazine by Florence Leonard with the Internationally
Famous Virtuoso Pianist

Walter Gieseking

I

(BIOGRAPHICAL: Walter Gieseking was born November 5, 1895, in
Lyons, France, of German parents. His childhood was spent on the French
and Italian Riviera where his father’s profession required that his residence
should be. The latter is a doctor of medicine and an entomologist. Both
parents were musical. Though Mr. Gieseking began lo play the piano at the

N LOOKING back over the path by
which I arrived at my art I see no con¬
spicuous landmarks, no outstanding
events in the progress of my studies or
musical associations. I had played piano
from early childhood and, from what I am
told, I must have played remarkably well
for my years. Yet my parents did not yield
to the temptation to feature me as a wunderkind. I was not permitted to play in
public, only for our friends. I do not recall
that I had to make much change in my way
of playing when I began my first serious
piano study, in my sixteenth year, under
Mr. Karl Leimer, whose guidance, both
technical and musical, laid the founda¬
tion upon which I have built my artistic
career.
One of the first things I learned from
Mr. Leimer was to practice with my head
as well as with my fingers, to concentrate
intently on every note of the scald or ar¬
peggio, to play with the utmost accuracy.
It is only through constant attention to the
individual note that fingers accustom them¬
selves to play evenly and acquire the abil¬
ity to effect exactly each nuance desired
for giving appropriate expression to a
musical phrase. When one practices like
this, three to four hours a day is the limit
of mental endurance—and anything beyond
the point of mental endurance is time and
effort wasted. It should be spent more
profitably in health-building out-door ex¬
ercise and acquainting oneself with the
other arts—literature, painting, sculpture.
The mind is the most important factor
in piano practice.
Perhaps this thought is best illustrated
in my own case by the fact that only the
musical value of a passage commands

age of four and a half years, it was not until 1911, when his family moved
to Hanover, Germany, that he began his serious music study under Karl
Leimer who has been his only teacher. He was already famous throughout
Europe before he made his memorable American debut in 1926; and each
year has but added new laurels to his achievements.)

my interest. Once that is aroused I find achieved that he can afford to experiment
myself concentrating so intently upon each with nuance.
Arpeggios should be treated likewise—
technical item that I seem to master it
without difficulty. I couid, for example, the dominant seventh of 1
play the elaborate arrangements of the seventh chord) especially.
Strauss waltzes, but I cannot practice
Learning Kfotes and Fingerings
them. I would prefer to play the sim¬
O LEARN the notes of scales and
ple original versions of these waltzes rath¬
arpeggios and their fingerings is just
er than their elaborations which to me
the beginning of the first step. If a stu¬
are meaningless.
dent cannot learn these properly he may
The Teri'Times'Over Practice
as well give up studying the piano. One
QN THE OTHER hand, take a com- may play these a thousand times, even with
position like Ravel’s Toccata. When only average regularity of tone and time,
1 have played it through about ten times without making genuine progress.
the difficult passages are mastered and I
No! One must listen, listen! Listen
know it. Its musical content has held my with concentration and think!
interest, and I solve its problems quickly.
The student must proceed with his pieces
So with all difficult passages in similarly and his larger compositions in exactly the
interesting compositions.
same manner. He must select a passage,
During this tour, and, in fact, for many practice slowly and with the utmost atyears, I have found little time for prac¬ tention to tonal quality and nuance.
tice. While one is concertizing it is more
While playing a composition I hear in
important to get sufficient sleep in order to my imagination the kind of tone I desire
keep in good form than to spend hours at for each note, each phrase. Then my fear
the piano. I study only new pieces, and passes judgment, and thus my brain conoccasionally I go through a composition stantly and intuitively directs and apthat I feel needs a little polishing here or praises the movements of my fingers and
there. For years I have not indulged in hands.
technical exercises. Beginners and stu¬
Fortunately my memory is so reliable that
dents should not take this confession for I rarely am obliged to play over my notes,
advice. Let them remember that there Hence, I carry little music with me when
are many artists whose muscles get stiff travelling. If I find a passage slipping from
without con:tant exercise. For technical me I go to a music shop, look over the
work I can recommend nothing better than notes and then go back to my hotel and
the C major scale. It is the most dif¬ perhaps practice them. As to memorizing
ficult one to play evenly.
new pieces, I find it easier to do this away
Evenness of, tone in scale playing should from the keyboard. A minute study, readbe the student’s first ambition. He should ing every detail on the printed page with
say, “I will make these tones flow evenly” sufficient concentration is,- for me, at least,
—and listen! It is only after this is the quickest and surest way to memorize

T

even the most difficult of compositions,
There are certain technical principles
which must become second nature to anywho wishes to play the piano i
tically.
First, the wrist must be held firm but
supple always, not waving weakly. It
must be elastic but not actively in motion.
The arm, always relaxed, weighs down
more or less. Wrist action must be re¬
duced to a minimum.
~Hp Unnecessary Movement
r~pHE WHOLE hand is firm or relaxed
according to the tone it has to produce. It must never be tight, never stiff.
There should never be unnecessary movements.
.
Except in piano and pianissimo passages
with very sharp staccato, the fingers should
never play without the cooperation of
the arm.
Tremolos played only with fingers are
very fatiguing. They should be played
from the elbow, by rotating the forearm
at the elbow and shoulder. Trills similarly. Short, soft trills can be effectively
played by finger motion alone, but long
trills, those requiring big crescendos, should
employ the assistance of the arm. I attain
my best results in this manner, using 3-4,
3-5, 4-5 and (for loud fortissimos') sometimes 2-5 fingering.
Neither do I use the wrist in octave
playing. Instead of the so-called “wrist
stroke” I use my arm (always relaxed),
shaking the octaves from shoulder and
elbow.
For legato I use a sort of “contact”
touch. I keep my fingers as near the keys
as possible, and in pianissimo passages I
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touch the key before playing the note. It
is impossible to “sing” a melody on the
piano with striking fingers.
Playing pianissimo chords requires the
most sensitive and responsively trained
fingers in order to give each note of the
chord its proper delicate shading and bal¬
ance. Without this feeling for individual
quality in each note of a chord it is alto¬
gether impossible to bring out melodies
which often occur in the inner voices of
harmonic sequences. To play such chords
I strengthen slightly the finger or fingers
which are to make the louder notes, mak¬
ing these support more of the arm weight
so that they may give the required amount
of tone. I do this as I place my fingers
on the keys, and, holding elbow, arm, wrist
and hand perfectly quiet, let the arm fall
from the shoulder. The longer leverage
of the whole arm permits infinitely better
control of the tone.
Individuality of the Composer
TN PLAYING any composition one must
* always keep in mind the particular style

Dilettanti are apt to think that the
orchestras play so well that th«-soldst.
of each composer. For instance, all Bach, must be exceedingly careful to mamtam memory of some romance or some idea;
fair one may be the guiding inspiration of
all Mozart, in fact all music before Bee¬
thoven can and should be played as much his part on the same high standard of their the moment. No artist can afford to de¬
as possible without the damper pedal.
pend upon such evanescent recollections
When playing such music instead of re¬
He must begin and play through his pro
sorting to pedal effects 1 hold many of the practiced a piece ~
difficulties they can afford to take liberl e gr^m whether inspired or not. The stimu¬
notes a little longer, especially ill arpeggios
lus for his work, his one and only safe
in
the-matter
of
interpretation.
Those
who
and accompaniment figures. I consider
inspiration, must be his conception of the
such legatissimo more appropriate for early composed the masterworks have been or
are greater geniuses than the best of their unfading beauty of a masterwork and his
classics.
zealous ambition to recreate this beauty in
Compositions of the romantic school interpreters. The virtuoso ’should strive
cannot be effective without pedal colorings, to meet the composer’s demands, not ex¬ terms of sound.
and most of the moderns, especially De¬ ceed it. It is my highest ambition to pre¬
sent
faithfully
the
works
of
each
com¬
bussy and Ravel, are altogether impossible
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
poser, from Bach and Scarlatti to Debussy
to play without pedal.
GIESEKING’S ARTICLE
When students advance to the point and Hindemith. Good music is always
1. What is the most important single
where they begin studying concertos, I rec¬ heard at its best when the player is for¬
ommend that they study from the or¬ tunate enough to feel and humble enough quality necessary to good practice?
chestra score (miniature scores can be to fulfill the command of the master w. 10
2. On concert tours what rule of health
purchased inexpensively), because this is created the masterwork. This mus.cal in¬ observance must be consistently adhered to?
the only way in which they can learn the tuition cannot be acquired; it is a gift that
3. What advantages has memorising
can
be
developed
but
cannot
be
purchased
composition as a whole. The solo part
away from the piano?
is not always the important thing! For (as can technical skill) through diligent
4. Explain “contact touch.” When is it
a well-balanced performance it is abso¬ work.
I have been asked what performing used?
lutely necessary that the orchestra express
5. Why is studying concertos from the
all that it has to say. While cn the sub¬ artists hold before them as their source of
scores advisable?
ject, let me say that most of the American inspiration.

Philadelphia’s Amazing Operatic Situation
An Editorial

D

URING THE past two years Phila¬
delphia has proudly boasted of three
rei.dent grand opera companies of
considerable dimensions, in addition to the
regular weekly performances of the Metro¬
politan Opera Company from New York
and the visits of smaller organizations.
This condition is one that has rarely been
experienced, in the history of music, by any
metropolis.
This extraordinary operatic interest in
Philadelphia has developed from the ac¬
tivities of the Philadelphia Operatic Society,
a quasi-amateur organization founded in
1906 and for years conducted with great
success by Siegfried Behrens who was fol¬
lowed by Wassili Leps. This group did a
really marvelous work; and many of its
“graduates” attained great success on the
professional stage, including Bianca Saroya,
Marie Stone Langston, Henri Scott and
Paul Althouse, the latter two of whom be¬
came favorites in the Metropolitan Opera
Company. In 1923 this Society, with a new
charter and with Mrs. Edwin A. Watrous
as director-general, affiliated with the Phila.
delphia Musjc Club. It still continues its
activities including a School of Opera.
More Opera
npHE PHILADELPHIA CIVIC Opera
A Company was organized in 1923, by a
group from the Philadelphia Operatic So¬
ciety continuing the magnificent work of
that organization which had been active
since 1906. This was done largely through
the genius and ability of Mrs. Henry M.
Tracy, president and general manager, and
the unusual talents of the brilliant conduc¬
tor, Alexander Smallens. The progress of
this company has been remarkable in every
way.
The Philadelphia Grand Opera Associa¬
tion, which started in 1921, operates the
Philadelphia Grand Opera Company, the
moving spirit of which is Mr. William C.
Hammer backed by Mrs. Joseph Leidy,
President. The conductor for the past sea¬
son has been Artur Rodzinski, recently
called as leader of the Los Angeles Sym¬
phony Orchestra. The company has done
many very extraordinary things in a highclass manner. This Association has recent¬
ly become allied with the operatic depart-

meat of the Curtis Institute of Music, and
the combined forces will be next year con¬
ducted on a far more pretentious scale
under the baton of the famous Polish com¬
pose! and conductor, Emil Mylnarski.
The Pennsylvania Grand Opera Company
has been promoted by Francesco Pelosi,
Director-General, and George E. Nitzsche
(Recorder of the University of Pennsyl¬
vania) and sponsored by Mrs. Eldridge
Johnson. Among the conductors of this
company have been Frederico Del Cupolo
(a remarkable “discovery,” formerly asso¬
ciated with Toscanini at La Scala), Pacci,
Rodzinski, Walter Grigaitis and Fabien
Sevitskv, a highly gifted Russian who
is a nephew of Sergei Koussevitsky (con¬
ductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra)
and is also the founder and conductor of
the Philadelphia Chamber String Simfonietta.
An Enormous Repertoire
OW ALL THIS is preliminary to a
discussion of the advantages that
Philadelphia has reaped from this altogether
unprecedented musical condition. The fol¬
lowing operas, from the various reper¬
toires of the last two years, are identified
by the symbols, Civic, Phila., Penn,
and Met., as indicating the company giv¬
ing* the performance. The number “2”
means the work has been presented twice
by this company.
“Aida,” Verdi, Civic 2, Phila. 2, Penn.
2, Met. 2.
“Andrea Chenier,” Giordano, Penn. 2
Met.
“Ariadne auf Naxos,” Strauss, Civic
(American premiere).
“Aegyptische Helena, Die,” Strauss,
Met.
“Barbiere di Siviglia, II,” Rossini, Phila
2, Met. 2.
“Boheme, La,” Puccini, Civic 2, Phila. 2,
Penn., Met.
“Boris Godounoff,” Moussorgsky, Met.
“Carmen,” Bizet, Civic 2, Phila. 2, Penn
2, Met.
“Cavalleria Rusticana,” Mascagni, Civic
2, Phila. 2, Penn., Met.
“Chemineau, Le,” Leroux, Civic (Phila¬
delphia premiere).
“Contes d’Hoffmann, Les,” Offenbach,
Met.

N°
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“Coq d ’Or, Le,” Rimsky-Korsakov, Met.
“Demon, The,” Rubinstein, Penn.
“Ernani,” Verdi, Met.
“Eugen Oniegin,” Tchaikovsky, Phila.
“Forza del Destine, La,” Verdi, Penn.
“Falstaff,” Penn.
“Faust,” Gounod, Phila. 2, Met.
“Feuersnot,” Strauss, Civic (American
premiere).
“Fra Gherardo,” Pizzetti, Met.
“Gioconda, La,” Ponchielli, Phila. 2,
Penn., Met.
“Hamlet,” Thomas, Penn.
“Hansel and Gretel,” Humperdinck, Met.
“Jewels of the Madonna, The,” WolfFerrari, Civic.
“King’s Henchman, The,” Taylor, Met.
“Khovantchina,” Rimsky-K o r s a k o v
Penn.
“L’Africana,” Meyerbeer, Met.
“L Amore dei Tre Re,” Montemezzi,
Met. 2.
“L’Enfant Prodigue,” Debussy, Civic 2.
“Lohengrin,” Wagner, Met.
“L’Oracolo,” Leoni, Phila.
“Lucia di Lammermoor,” Donizetti, Met.
“Madama Butterfly,” Puccini, Civic 2
Phila., Penn., Met. 2.
‘‘Madonna Imperia,” Alfano, Met.
“Manon,” Massenet, Phila., Met.
“Manon Lescaut,” Puccini, Civic, Met
“Masked Ball, The,” Verdi, Penn
“May Queen, The,” Gluck, Civic 2
(American premiere).
“Meistersinger, Die,” Wagner, Civic
Met.
“Mignon,” Thomas, Met.
“Norma,” Bellini, Met.
“Nozze di Figaro, Le,” Mozart, Civic.
Otello,” Verdi, Phila., Penn
“Orpheus,” Gluck, Civic 2
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“Parsifal,” Wagner, Met. 2.
“Prophete, Le,” Meyerbeer, Met
Rigoletto,” Verdi, Phila., Met 2
c“Rmg des Polycrates, Der,” korngold,
“Rondine, La,” Puccini, Met 2
“Rosenkavalier, Der,” Strauss, Met
2, Phih°n Ct

Ia’” Saint-Saens, Civic

Civfc6Cret °f SUSanne’ The>” Wolf-Ferrari,
“Siegfried,” Wagner, Met 2.

fthe Season is getting under way.

it your best!

“Tabarro, II,” Puccini, Penn.
“Tannhauser,” Wagner, Civic, Met.
“Tosca, La,” Puccini, Civic 2. Phila.,
Penn. 2.
“Traviata, La,” Verdi, Phila., Penn.
“Tristan and Isolde,” Wagner. Met.
“Trovatore, II,” Verdi, Civic 2, Phila.
“Verbum Nobile,” Moniuszko, Penn.
“Violanta,” Korngold, Met.
“Walkure, Die,” Wagner, Chic, Met.
Ajnong the great artists who have par¬
ticipated in the performances of the resi¬
dent companies in these two seasons are:
Agostini, Althouse, Amato, Angelueci,
Austral, Baklanoff, Calver, C.tupolican,
Claussen, de Mette, Eddy, Err, lie, Gay,
Giannini, Gordon, Hampton, House, Kous¬
sevitsky, Langston, Luechese, Mason, Matzenauer, Meisle, Miura, Nilssen. Patton,
Peralta, Peterson, Ruffo, Schmidt, Scott.
Shadow, Stanley, Steschenko, Stracciari,
Sweigert, Williams and Zenatello. The
ballets of the different companies, under
Caroline Littlefield, Mordkin, Anna Dun¬
can and others, have been of an excep¬
tionally high standard.
Each company
maintains a large chorus, and the orchestra
is usually of full grand opera size, re¬
cruited from the incomparably fine players
of the Philadelphia Orchestra. The result
is that there are hundreds of Philadelphia
singers well schooled in the traditions of
opera; and obviously there is developing in
The City of Brotherly Love” a taste for
operatic art unlike anything hitherto in¬
augurated in America.
During the last season a German opera
company of high attainments gave, in ad¬
dition to what has been already mentioned,
eight performances of Wagner operas, in¬
cluding the complete “Ring.” To which
should be added also the three most excel¬
lent performances given by the Philadel¬
phia Operatic Society, under the baton of
Alberto Bimboni. Thus, in the period
considered, there have been not less than
one hundred and fifty performances of
grand opera in Philadelphia. Not since
the battle of the Gluckists and the Piccinnists m Paris, in 1777-1778, and the war
of the . Handelians and Buononcinists in
London, from 1720 to 1727, has the musi¬
cal world seen such extraordinary operatic
interest as that manifested in Philadelphia
at this time.
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I

N THESE days, when artistic weeping
willows on legs, with outlandish names
and freakish antics, so frequently ab¬
sorb the attention and pocket the shekels
of concertgoers, it is refreshing to recall a
man whom Carlyle would have been justi¬
fied in including in his well known series,
“Heroes and Hero Worship,” under the
title, “The'Hero as Pianist." Such was
Anton Gregorovitch Rubinstein. “Oh, we
know all about him,” I hear some of my
readers say. "His body has been laid to
rest and his spirit reposes in the dictionary
of music.” But does it?
Now that the one-hundredth anniversary
of Rubinstein’s birth is approaching it
should be our endeavor to revive the mem¬
ory of Rubinstein as far as we are able,
and, above all, to point to the remarkable
fact that Rubinstein, by the sheer force of
his genius, greatness and genuineness of
nature, overcame all social barriers.
Rubinstein was still in his infancy when
the famous ukase of Czar Nicholas was
issued, by which the Jews were compelled
either to embrace Christianity or to for¬
feit their most valuable possessions. The.
Rubinsteins chose the former alternative.
Soon afterward the entire family, com¬
prising three generations and including
many associated with them, sixty people
in all, migrated “in covered wagons” to
Moscow. It was from here that RubinU:in, first as a “wonder-child,” set out upon
those tours which made his name famous
throughout the world.
It was not this man’s genius alone which
gained him admission into the highest cir¬
cles of Russi^, though his pianistic genius,
of which I purpose to speak here, was so
unusual, so grounded in nature, that to
compare some of his successors with him
would he like comparing Central Park
with YosemiJe Valley. It was the calibre
of the man himself—his simplicity, truth¬
fulness, kindness and boundless gener¬
osity—which secured him admission on
an equal footing into the most exclusive
circles. So we are not astonished when
we hear of his marrying the daughter of a
Russian nobleman. “Though ennobled, a
Russian councillor of state and an ‘Excel¬
lency,’ he still remained in his personal
intercourse only ‘Anton Rubinstein.”’—
(Rhodenberg).

Never did he give evidence of self-con¬
sciousness, of that air which our critics
love to call ’ “authoritative” and which I
personally regard as a false attitude. Al¬
ways under the sway of the music, as it
were, and never above it, Rubinstein's play¬
ing was characterized by a fluidity which
I have never found in the performance of
any other player. Like the waves of his
"Ocean Symphony,” the harmonies rolled
by, ever mobile, without gap or pause
which could interrupt the ceaseless current.
Rubinstein was terribly in earnest and
set himself tremendous tasks, on one occa¬
sion playing nearly all the great classical
fantasias in which the composers allowed
themselves free rein—Bach’s (“Chro¬
matic”), Mozart's (in C minor), Beethov¬
en’s, Schubert’s (“Wanderer Fantasie”),
Schumann’s, Liszt’s and several others.
Shall I ever forget the appearance of the
inan as he came out at the end of that
concert in answer to the deafening salvos
of applause on the part of that audience,
which had risen and was shouting his
name? His collar was gone; the buttons
of his shirt-front had burst so that his
naked breast was revealed, and his hair
hung in matted strands, as, covered with
perspiration and limp and panting with
the efforts he had made, he feebly bowed
his acknowledgments. In no other pianist
could we have forgiven such a disarray.
In Rubinstein it was forgotten; for all of
that vast audience realized that here was a
man of heroic calibre and a musician who
had produced effects which were truly a
The Seven Labors
revelation to those who theretofore had
A S RUBINSTEIN sat at the piano one heard only the conventional pianistic per¬
P*- received an impression of massiveness, formance.
The next day the critics of a certain type
herculean strength and pent-up volcanic
passion. Yet through’ all his playing ran spoke of Rubinstein's “subjectivity of con¬
a lyrical quality peculiar to the man. ception,” of the number of strings he had

Here indeed was no dwelling upon frag¬
mentary details. All was continuity, a
blending of tonal effects, a massing of
those fragments which generally exist for
most of us as entities into phrases which
followed upon one another in such quick
succession that only the most practiced and
experienced ear could have disintegrated
them. Yet why disintegrate ? Here was a
revelation of what music should be.
Many years ago my boyish fancy was
struck by a picture in the’house of S. B.’
Mills, at one time our most distinguished
American pianist. It represented a con¬
ductor at his desk with an orchestra
before him. ;Yet overhead we see the soul
of that conductor soaring away into an
ideal realm. Like some of the famous con¬
ceptions of Max Klinger, there was an at¬
tempt here to disembody the soul of art
and make it soar into the infinite. Such
truly was the effect of Rubinstein’s play¬
ing. The piano was forgotten. \Ve were
whirled in a maze of sound through
which flitted visions magnificent and heroic,
or of entrancing loveliness. There was
no time to think, for we were under a
spell which was never lifted until the per¬
formance was over, and even then stayed
to haunt us for days and weeks. Many
years have passed since those enchanting
tones held me spellbound; yet they are still
ringing on in the hidden chambers of mem¬
ory. Indeed, they are ever awakened anew
when, seated in my studio, I happen to hear
one of these compositions played.

Berlin Appearance
T"\URING my studies abroad Rubinstein
was announced to appear in Berlin.
On the evening of the first concert the
auditorium was crowded to the very doors
with a densely packed mass of humanity.
All was expectancy. When the pianist
appeared there was a spontaneous outburst
of applause which shook the house and
seemed interminable. In the meantime
there walked toward the front of the stage
with heavy tread a man of imposing ap¬
pearance, whose movements seemed to be
impelled by some agency outside of him¬
self. Deep-set eyes, dim from gazing
within. A face seared with deep emotions
yet strong and virile and surmounted by
a mass of long dark hair further charac¬
terized him. One was struck by a certain
resemblance to Beethoven, which is recog¬
nizable even today in good portraits of the
great pianist.
Now the concert began. Alas for my
preparatory studies! They had all been
futile. As well try to count the spokes of
a wheel in motion as follow the single
notes and chords of such a performance.

RUBINSTEIN AT THE COURT OF CZAR ALEXANDER
From the collection of Steinway and Sons, and reproduced
by their courtesy

broken and of the many wrong notes he
had struck. To one who recognizes the
colossal humbug of many of our highly
vaunted pianistic performances, in which
every note is correctly played, while a
purely conventional travesty is “esthetically” presented, these criticisms, even at
the present day, seem pitiful beyond ex¬
pression. All depends on the point of view.
To many persons the realm of pianistic
activity, so far as respective achievement
is concerned, presents an aspect somewhat
similar to that afforded by the skyline of
a great city, viewed from afar. From the
tall church-spires, down to the humblest
dwellings, they trace a gradually diminish¬
ing altitude. Before a true musician’s
gaze, however, a different vision is un¬
folded—two or three peaks which, like
Tenerife, seem to pierce the clouds and a
few moderately high cliffs rising above a
universal flat waste of waters.
Performance of Great Masterpieces
VX7HEN RUBINSTEIN played a com' Y position like the Schcrso in B minor
by Chopin the music of the opening move¬
ment came in tempestuous gusts. When
he played the one in B flat minor it was
like a conversion into sound of Byron’s
lines, “There was a sound of revelry by
night.” An abrupt, startling sound as of
drums burst upon the ear, followed by
a wild summons to arms and terminating
in a sullen, distant boom like that of a
cannon. Anon, the swaying movement of
the dance-measure, with all its luxuriant
abandon, followed by a mournful reveille,
as a sort of interlude. Then a wild and
ever more imperative blare of trumpets
breaking into the dance movement (which
lingers as if reluctant to break away) and
swelling into the high, shrill, wild inferno
of the dance of battle.
When he played a composition such as
his arrangement of the march from the
“Ruins of Athens,” we felt as if an army
of Janizaries approached from afar,
passed by in full splendor and gradually
disappeared. Yet what a restless, cease¬
less, urgent, intensely rapid pushing for- ward of a victorious army this music ex¬
pressed! How marvelously the pianist
wrought these densely massed drum, trum¬
pet, and hell effects into a barbaric, orien¬
tal measure of wild splendor! At such
moments the piano and the pianist as well
‘as the hall with its closely packed mass of
humanity were forgotten, and only a mag¬
nificent pageant of sights and sounds en¬
compassed the hearer. Could Beethoven
have peered into the future and foreseen
the conglomerate of Turkish, Persian, Chi¬
nese, Japanese and Egyptian "Patrols”
which followed in the wake of his splen¬
did “Marche Turque,” he would have been
aghast at the endless army of musical tat¬
terdemalions which he had thus innocently
Rubinstein’s playing of a Beethoven
sonata was, as it should always be, orches¬
tral. Yet through it all ran that wonder¬
fully eloquent and intensely appealing
lyrical quality which Rubinstein possessed
in so high a degree, that peculiar quality
of expression which is so hard to define
and which even great singers do not al¬
ways possess. Those who sat near Rubin¬
stein and observed him closely could often
discern how difficult it was for him to
restrain himself from singing or humming
the melodic phrase which he understood
so well to weave through a labyrinth of
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runs and chords. Indeed on several oc¬ movement as he grandly rolled forth the
casions he gave way to this impulse but opening passages, so spirited was the
only momentarily and quite inaudibly to rhythmical tread, that a large number of
all except the few who sat in the first rows. people in the audience, yielding to an
irresistible impulse, began to stamp the
time with their feet. The demonstration
Thundering Hoof-beats
did not last long, being soon checked. Yet
A FTER the opening measures the gor- it bore witness to the power which Rubin¬
geous “Waldstein Sonata” (opus S3),
stein exercised over his audience. He
with its splendor of light and shade, bursts
himself was too deeply absorbed to pay
into a rapturous melody wnich Rubinstein
any attention to it.
always rendered with inimitable eloquence,
though—and this was the mo;t marvelous
Chiselled Marble
feature of the performance—without per¬
ceptibly retarding the tempo. Those fa¬
AD SUCH a thing happened at one
miliar with the compositions played always
of Hans von Billow’s concerts—but
received some astonishing revelation of it could hot have happened. Rubinstein
hidden meanings. A piece such as Liszt’s was loved, aye, fairly worshipped, by his
well-known arrangement of the “Erl- audience: von Biilow overawed the public
konig” was converted into a veritable little as soon as he briskly stepped before the
drama.
The octaves representing the footlights. He occasionally appeared be¬
hoof-beats of the horse were thundered on fore his hearers in very much the same
the instrument with a sort of vibratory manner as a stern schoolmaster * might
motion of the whole arm and, by the way, appear before a class of pupils inclined to
A German aristocrat,
Rubinstein produced a similar effect in be refractory.
the middle movement of the famous Rider quick, alert and businesslike, he had some¬
Polonaise (A flat major) by Chopin. This thing of the precision, the self-contained
movement he introduced, not with arpeg¬ manner, or knapphcit, of the military
gios, but with seven solid massive chords, class. He kept his audience at arm’s
before each chord letting his arm drop length. Seats were often placed upon the
like a dead weight from a truly astonish¬ stage of the Singahadcmie which, if my
ing height above the keyboard and sug¬ memory does no.t deceive me, was ar¬
gesting to the imagination an effect such ranged in tiers, these seats sometimes be¬
as might be produced by the heavy tread ing occupied, in the absence of a choral
of a troop of knights in full armor.
body, by members of the audience.
In the immediate introduction to that
At all events, Biilow on one occasion
passage of the “Erlkonig” where the child, rapidly came out upon this high stage with
affrighted, turns to the father with the his opera hat under his arm, threw it into
words, und horest du nicht, was Erlen- the farthermost chair of the top row with
kdnig mir leise verspricht? Rubinstein an air of inimitable nonchalance and in¬
fairly made the piano shriek with terror. difference, and then descended to take his
Thus did he interpret what is generally seat at the piano. Taking out his hand¬
rendered merely as a succession of broken kerchief, he deliberately wiped his hands,
octaves mounting into the high treble. One calmly scrutinizing his audience, and then
of the most remarkable instances of the proceeded to play. He had finished but
magnetic and irresistible power which this a few measures when an army officer
man could exercise was afforded on a cer¬ came in with a lady, advancing to seats
tain occasion when Rubinstein played in one of the front rows. Biilow imme¬
Weber’s Polacca before a large audience diately stopped, regarded the intruder with
at Berlin. Such was the swing of the a withering glance, and then slowly re-

and

M* ■***
magnanimous

by

nature,

insight as an artist, vui
nevertheless never impress m
Rubinstein. Von Biilow s was a present
tion as of cold, chiselled marble, every
detail and lineament carved w th remark¬
able accuracy and exquisite taste,
had not Pygmalion’s gift of endowing his
statue with life. That gift Rubinstein pos¬
sessed ; and nowhere was it more mamte^t
than when he voiced, through a multitude

H

The First Morning

THOUGH I heard him play only a few

sonatas, the one previously referred
to, which has not inaptly been styled Vaurore, seemed to me to give the greatest
evidence of Rubinstein’s powers, and I
here again revert to it. Brilliant, scintil¬
lating with a veritable rainbow of pris¬
matic hues, transcending in this regard
almost anything else that Beethoven has
written for the piano, the composition is
nevertheless filled with the spirit of the
great master. It suggests indeed a morn¬
ing, but such a morning as that mentioned
in Genesis, when all creation was bathed
for the first time in the radiant joy of ex¬
istence. This spirit Rubinstein communi¬
cated: the voice of Beethoven was ever
heard through this universal revel of all
Nature.
Rubinstein’s feats of endurance have al¬
ready been described, as well as that
power, since unrivalled, which enabled him
to convert the piano into a veritable or¬
chestra. That the statement is not greatly
exaggerated would have been realized by
anyone who had heard him play his own
“D minor Concerto” with orchestra. The
tremendous climax of this composition is
generally played as if the right hand car¬
ried the melody and the left hand followed
it with a sort of accompaniment. Rubin¬
stein made the left hand movement an in-

tegral part, absolutely equalling the right
in power and combining with it so that it
appeared as if one powerful hand were
pounding out these chords, which, toward
the close, reminded one almost of titanic
anvil strokes, in a certain sense resembling
the last movement of Grieg’s “Peer Gynt
Suite.” What a climax it was! Even
above the swelling tumult of the orchestra
one could distinctly hear the dominant
voice of the piano under the hands of
Rubinstein.
A reference to this composition, which,
like many of Rubinstein’s works, has most
undeservedly fallen into neglect, recalls to
mind a striking exhibition of the pianist's
kindness of heart. On a certain occasion a
promising young pianist of Berlin essayed
to play this composition and Rubinstein,
who was at that time visiting the city, was
asked to conduct it. Rubinstein generously
consented and swung his baton to accom¬
modate the tempo to the pianistic resources
of the young man, constantly nodding en¬
couragement and approval.
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The Tower of Babel
"VICtT ALWAYS, however, did he exerase such restraint.
the first
performance of his oratorio, The Tower
of Babel,” in Berlin, Rubinstein wielded the
baton and took what must haw seemed to
the ordinary musician a fail] terrifying
tempo. The orchestra, insufficiently pre¬
pared, wished to pursue the r. ■ n tenor of
its way. But Rubinstein would not permit
this. His arm swung up and down like
a piece of inexorable machiner>, until the
baton flew out of his hand, - a ed over the
heads of the entire audience a id descended
at the door of the hall. Rubinstein, how¬
ever, kept right on conducting with his
hand. Toward the close of the perform¬
ance my neighbor turned to me and
said, Das ist wahrlich ein Tw w run Babel!
(That is truly a tower of Babel). Never
was heard such a pandemonium of sound
—but certainly not of the son that Rubin¬
stein intended to produce in
!■ r to illus¬
trate the confusion of tongue !
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An Interesting ^Musical Game for a Qlub ^Meeting or Any Social Gathering
By
The variations of this game are so nu¬
merous that it is possible to keep large or
small groups entertained for a good part
qf an evening with it. Furthermore, the
possible variations allow for its use over
and over again with the same group.
The first step is to get a quantity of paper
slips about six inches by four and one-half
inches. Rule on these a block about five and
one-half by two and one-half inches, leaving
a good margin at the bottom of the sheet
for the contestant’s name and score. Then
divide the block into six columns (the
column on the left being a trifle less than
half an inch) with a double rule. The re¬
maining five columns should be each one
inch wide. The next step is to line the
block into six divisions by horizontal rul¬
ings, as shown in the illustration. Double
rule the top line to provide a heading for
the five spaces beneath in each column.
With these sheets and a supply of pencils
the host can enter the game on the same
basis as the guests since everyone, with
suggestions, may aid in deciding the key
word and the headings for each of the five
one-inch wide columns.
The keyword must have five letters.
This word need not necessarily be a musi¬
cal one: but, with such words as Tempo,
Waltz, Polka, Triad, Chord, Scale, Staff,
Notes, Beats and Clefs, the game can go
on for a considerable time confined exclu¬
sively to music. After the keyword has
been decided, the.' headings for the five
columns must be made. These can be
selected from such subjects as Operas,
Composers, Overtures, Musical Terms,

Gwenn

Great Pianists, Great Singers, Conductors,
Great Violinists, Piano Solos, Songs, Mas¬
ter Composers, Modern Composers, Study
Writers, Music Publishers, Oratorios, In¬
struments, Opera Characters and others.
When all have the keyword and the'
selected headings are written in the proper
places, each concentrates upon writing in
every space a word or name starting with
the keyword letter opposite which it is
placed and in the proper column according
to its heading.
There is no need for an elaborate set of
rules; but points to consider are the time
allowance and real “stickers." For in¬
stance, a rule on time could be that all
papers be passed to the one at the left three
minutes after the first one calls out that
he has finished. To cover seeming impos¬
sibilities, as, for instance, a singer whose
name begins with “O” or a pianist begin¬
ning with “E,” the usual points might be
allowed for full names, where the Christian
name and not the surname begins with the
required letter, -provided no contestant has
supplied a surname beginning with the let¬
ter demanded. In other words, if no one
thought of Ober or Essipoff in the example
shown, marks would be given for Orville
Harrold, Oscar Saenger, Ernest Hutche¬
son, Ernest Schelling and similar alter¬
natives.
The score is as follows: S points for a
correct name or word not given by any
other contestant, 2 for a correct answer
duplicated by only one other contestant,
and 1 for a correct answer which has been
given by more than two contestants. The

J.

Draine

highest possible score on one sheet is 125.
Prizes may be given for each separate
sheet or the total score for any number of
sheets filled out in the entire time or even¬
ing given to this game.
Young people enjoy attempting any

game; but this one is also intensely inter¬
esting to well-informed adult- If the en¬
tire company is not musical, any non-musi¬
cal keywords with headings sm h as Rivers,
Authors, Countries. Plays, Amirs, Poets,
Mountains and many others, may be used.

The Future of Music in Moviedom
An Interview with the Famous Conductoncomposer
Erno Rapee
Conductor of the Roxy Theater Symphony Orchestra and Known to Millions
Air.
“Over

The symphony orchestra of from eighty to one hundred and twenty men con¬
ducted by Erno Rapee has played to more auditors in the theater and over the radio
than any symphonic group ever assembled. No man before the public is more
familiar with the popular demand for the best music than Mr. Rapee. He was
born at Budapest, Hungary, on June 4, 1891: His musical education was obtained
at the renowned Budapest Conservatory founded by Frans Liszt.
Mr. Rapee is a pianist of marked ability but is best known as a conductor. For
a time he was assistant conductor to Dr. Schuch at Dresden. His piano concerto,
for he is also a composer, was played by the Philharmonic Orchestra of Vienna.
After a tour of America as a conductor, he became attached to the Rialto. Theater
of New York and began his distinctive work of demanding the finest music obtain¬
able for his programs in connection with the moving pictures.
Later, as director of the Capitol Theater Orchestra in New York when the
noted 'S. L. Rothafel (“Roxy”) was managing the enterprise, Mr. Rapee scored one

,emo,ion

duces a favorable reaction I murtT* an
or « thought that prothe mind but the heart ■ it
", i
,
chan" that reaches not only
must have purpose, as well as l Z' ^ °S
« sentiment; it
tell a story.”—Aesthete
'
an<!
The lyric should

“T XT’ HEN THE idea of conducting
»» groups of highly trained musicians
in the movie theaters was first presented
to me, I instantly realized that here was a
means of spreading fine music, more far-

of the biggest successes in the performance of his orchestral arrangement of Liszt’s
“Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 13.” His next move was to Philadelphia, where he con¬
ducted an orchestra of sixty-eight at the Fox Theater. Percy Grainger, the eminent
pianist and composer, was one of his guest artists during this engagement.
We next find Rapee in Berlin with an orchestra of eighty-five at the Ufa
Theater. While there he was invited to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
in a concert. Later he appeared as conductor of the Budapest Philharmonic and
other famous orchestras. In 1926 he returned to America after notable European
successes and entered upon his present engagement at the Roxy Theater in New
York. Millions have heard his symphonic concerts over the air on Sunday after¬
noon “Roxy” hours. Many of the most successful musical arrangements provided
for the sound moving-pictures have been made by Mr. Rapee. No man knoivs the
moving-picture music situation better than he, and none can speak with more
authority.

reaching than directing all of the symphony an irresistible magnet which would compel
orchestras of the world. On the other such unanimous appreciation and applause
hand, I had the strong conviction that, once and draw such multitudes to the theater
the general public was acquainted with the from the music hungry public that the
beauties of the finest music, it would prove business interests of the theaters could not

fail to realize the practical value of the
outstanding master works as compared with
indifferent music. The truth of these hypotheses has been proven so many times
that comment is hardly necessary.
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“The demonstration of the practical
value of music in connection with the
moving picture is indicated by the fact
that the managers in many instances make
an allowance of ten per cent, of the ex¬
pense budget for music. The moving pic¬
ture theater orchestra which started with
small groups of ten or twelve men grew
until the astounding size of twenty-eight
men was reached. This was thought to be
the acme of achievement in theater orches¬
tras. Now it is not unusual to find in a
city, like Philadelphia, for instance, three
theater orchestras in movie theaters, com¬
posed of fifty men each.
A Startling Revolution

is amplified by every
to see him in person een an A1 Jolson film.
been most interested in sound pictures, so
audience which has se
that accommodations for large orchestras
are provided also. Mr. William Fox, for
The Most Applauded
instance, recently opened a theater in De¬
troit with an orchestra of si^tjv He is , / T AM OFTEN asked what I consider
making provisions for a large orchestra
‘I Z S popular, .ha. «•
»
and a line organ in his coming theater of
jXld
huge dimensions in Philadelphia and in d,™„« .(all fc I*®'
other theaters. This is significant, because
Mr. Fox is the prime mover in the ‘Movie¬
tone.’
Perfect Synchronization
til T SHOULD be obvious that the superior quality of the scores and the
players in the finer sound movies all make
for an immense improvement in quality.
For instance, I recently completed the syn¬
chronization of a score for the highly suc¬
cessful picture. ‘The River.’ This will be
heard and seen in the picture theaters in
comparatively small towns all over the
country. In making the picture an orches¬
tra of sixty expert, highly paid players was
employed: These performances had to be
impeccably recorded on every inch of film
before it could be passed. Don’t you see
that if any music played in person is to-be
given in the theater where this film is seen
and heard, it must be music of a very fine
quality in order to stand comparison?
“This virtually wipes out the old-fash¬
ioned scratch orchestra playing perfunctory
arrangements. String quartets, trios and
quintets will come into more widespread
use. The effect upon the musical status of
America is bound to be beneficial. More
than this, the sound movies, the talking
machine records and the radio are giving
millions their first taste of fine music of
orchestral and solo performers. It is only
reasonable to suppose that the public will
crave to see these orchestras and artists
at actual concerts. It does not require a
wise man to predict thereby a great in¬
crease in 'interest in music and music
study.

tt'T'HUS IT came about that thousands
1
of men were profitably employed
throughout the country in these orches¬
tras. Then came a revolution in movingpictures. Sound pictures were introduced.
Here was an amazing invention whereby a
phonograph disc could be synchronized
with the projection apparatus and also an
equally amazing invention in which the
actual sound is ‘photographed’ on the
film. Carefully prepared musical programs
were given with the picture or ‘synchro¬
nized.’
“ ‘Synchronized,’ in the modern mov¬
ing picture sense, means that after certain
films have been made it is possible to add a
sound accompaniment adjusted to the pic¬
ture as an appropriate background. Later,
orchestras of highly trained musicians
plaved for the mechanically reproduced
sound pictures. Original scores were devi:ed and others arranged from selections
from great classic works.
“When I tell you that the performers
who make these pictures receive an average
of ten dollars an hour and often play ten
hours a day, you may realize that a few
highly trained specialists have been mak¬
ing small fortunes from this work. On
the other hand, many men who have played
in orchestras have lost employment, temimrarily, at least, where sound pictures Great Masters Must Write for Movies
have been substituted' and orchestras dis¬ tf-pHE TIME is certainly coming when
continued.
A the greatest composers of the world
will compose regularly for the films. The
demand for the best will compel this. Rich¬
The Return of the Movie Orchestra
ard Strauss supervised the arrangement of
H ABOUT ONE thousand theaters have
a moving picture score for the performances
introduced the very expensive in¬
of the film on ‘Rosenkavalier’ in Vienna;
stallation required by the ‘talkies’ or the
and the French rriodernist, Honegger, has
sound pictures. By the end of the next
written much moving picture music in re¬
year possibly five thousand theaters will be
cent years. The surprise is that more fa¬
thus equipped. Probably there have been
mous composers have not already turned
few inventions which are likely to dis¬
seminate more interesting entertainment their attention to this important phase of
through the masses than the movies. To modfern art.
“To my mind the best moving picture
thousands the element of sound adds enor¬
entertainments- are those in which the hu¬
mous interest. It has been one of the
greatest successes in the history of tilt man element is also introduced. This en¬
theater. There can be no question as to hances the value of the screen production
its development or its permanence. Mil¬ by providing variety. It also relieves the
lions and millions are being invested in eye. The world can never get away from
it. It will bring master works, sym- personality. This is proven by the fact that
phonically and operatically conceived and the theaters with the largest auditoriums,
played by masterly performers, to count¬ drawing enormous crowds, have not con¬
less thousands who could not hear them fined themselves to- the screen, but have
interspersed performers, artists and danc¬
otherwise.
“On the other hand, I am firm in my con¬ ers as part of the program. The com¬
viction that the public desire to hear music bination makes an ideal entertainment.
“The average audience has a craving for
performed by the players present in person
is so great that the musicians who are now' human performers ‘in the flesh.’ just as it
out of employment will find that orchestras has a craving for the wonders of the screen.
which have temporarily discontinued will This is indicated by the fact that one fa¬
be resumed in addition to the sound pic¬ mous performer (Eddie Cantor) is the star
tures. The public has been educated in the of a revue on Broadway, for which seats
theater, by the records and over the radio, are bringing $16.50 at the speculators’. At
to fine orchestral music. The demand has the same time he is packing houses in an¬
been created, and where there is a demand other Broadway theater with a talking
there will be a supply. In the large cities movie where the price of admission is $2.00.
wdiere these orchestras have hitherto ex¬ In my opinion' the radio, the records and
isted competition between managements will the sound movies are the best advertise¬
ments an artist can possibly have, and, in¬
compel their return.
“These statements are not made merely stead of reducing the demand to see and
upon conjecture but upon my observation hear him, actually magnify it. Theatrically
of the operations of some of the most astute speaking, A1 Jolson’s popularity has been
executives in the fields. Theaters are being becoming more and more pronounced since
built now, by some of the men who have his great movie successes: and the longing

lection, Leoncavallo; 1812 Overture,
Tschaikowsky; Les Preludes, Liszt , Four
Symphony. Tschaikowsky; Sixth Sym¬
phony. Tschaikowsky; Tannhauscr, Over-

“Of course many other numbers meet
with great acclaim in the moving picture
theaters where there are orchestras cap¬
able of doing them justice. When 1 first
conducted the Strauss Ein Helcnlcben in
New York, it was considered a great event
in the movies. I am sure that Strauss must
have been delighted with this opportunity
to have his work heard by a symphony or¬
chestra in a concert hall, not twice, but
twenty-eight times in one week.
“Remember 'that the performers in the
finer theaters have to be among the superior
performers of the world. Their incomes
outrank most symphony orchestra mem¬
bers. The music at one of the biggest
theaters costs $700,000 a year. The per¬
formers' playing time in the theater at
actual performances is about three and onehalf hours a day. The minimum salary
paid to orchestra members is $5,000 a year;
and there are some who make as high as
$11,000 and $12,000 a year.
Great Human Masterpieces Rare
ufT IS SURPRISING how little really
A fine melodic and' harmonic material
there is with an appeal to the great public.
Notwithstanding the vastness of musical
literature and the tremendous number of
new publications, there is only a restricted
amount of this with the rich melodic con¬
tent required. The radio stations find this
out. With twenty stations playing fifteen
hours a day in one zone, it becomes neces¬
sary to play over and over again the same
compositions. This accounts for the fre¬
quent repetition of the extremely melodic
works of Victor Herbert.
“Of course, there is an infinite number of
compositions which are splendidly suited to
the piano, the violin, and other instruments
and which are very welcome to those for¬
tunate enough to perform these instru¬
ments but hardly acceptable to the millions
who ‘listen in’ with a view to entertainment.
1 have unbounded enthusiasm for the im¬
portance of the radio in modern life; hut it
seems to me that the fact I have just men¬
tioned is ample reason for the careful study
of an instrument.
but one gets an entirely different kind
intimate joy from the ability to play a
by this means one can and does ex’pl,
a much vaster literature. At the sa
time the radio helps the amateur and ■
student enormously and in an endless mi
ber of ways.
“The fact that there is only a limi
amount of music appropriate for ra
results m a great number of repetitions
programs, thus necessitating an impro
ment in interpretations. If one is go
to hear the Tannhauscr Overture four
five times a month, one naturallv turns
the orchestra or the station giving
best interpretation and blots out th- oil
stations on the dial. This in itself™
for a kind of compulsory advance in
KSftS.8 correspondi"e adva
Music study and the mechanical inst
ments are inseparable in this age R
supplements the other and gives h

promise for
America.

the

future

of
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'^Musical Idealism in the United States

Arranging Music for the Movies

CREDIT should be generously bestowed
on Mr. S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) for
originating the plan to have moving pjc.
tures invariably accompanied by music of
a high class appropriate to the ii|m.
Prior to his time the musical accompani¬
ment was often laughably malapropos. In
many parts of the world it still is woe.
fully poor. A recent visitor in London
told me that the orchestra in one theater
played straight through an album of or¬
chestra selections of a • character wholly
irrelevant to the film, producing many
ludicrous contrasts. There was no con¬
nection between the music and the film,
and it so happened that Sullivan’s lost
Chord was played during a murder on the
steppes of Russia.
The planning and making of an effective
accompaniment to a really great picture is
by no means a small problem. It de¬
mands all the skill, native
lity and ex¬
perience that the musician i n command.
He must have the technic o an original
composer combined with a -irong dra¬
matic sense. He must have native theat¬
rical feeling, that is, he n ■ know the
intricacies of the stage, tin- reactions of
certain emotions upon the
lings of the
average audience, whether ■ be in New
York, London, Paris or Beil
He must
understand the use of the
lors of the
orchestral palette.
More than this, the muv, i.m must lit¬
erally have at his finger
- the great
musical classics of the world. Unless he
has unlimited time he cam
pretend to
make a thoroughly origin I -core; he
must borrow from the gn
masters of
the past. To write an origin 1 -core would
take as much time as to e, •
, an origi¬
nal opera and far more lab than is taken
to write a symphonic poem. I lie difficulty
is that the time between
completion
of the film and its present.n n is so short
that the human composer is
ed to adapt
sections and motives from i
great music
of the world. It is not him nly possible
otherwise to produce a w
' v score in
such a short time.
Providing the N
q
IN MAKING the setting
great picA titre the first step is ■
rmine the
geographic setting of the
reen drama
and the historical period.
- like cos¬
tuming a play. The charmm rs have to
he set off with themes that arc authentic
and thoroughly natural. Movie audiences
in America are so cosmop i
i that in¬
congruities and inaccuracii
quickly
noted. This often calls for a careful
study nf the folk-music involved. Wellknown themes arc valuable, but, if too
often used, give a hackneyed fla\or.
Then, in so far as is feasible, every outstanding character should
identified
with a theme after the method
by Richard Wagner in his music drama.
Even in a popular picture it is often neces' sary to create a love theme which follows
through the picture and is often heard
from the lips of the audience as it is leav¬
ing the theater. This is a very human and
legitimate means of identifying the '°vc
interest.
It was responsible for three of my
best-known successes, Clwrwainc, written
for “What Price Glory." Diane, written
for “Seventh Heaven” and Angela M>a.
written for “The Street Angel.”
Often it is necessary to intertwine the
themes by every possible contrapuntal de
vice so that the mixture of emotions can
be portrayed. It is comparatively eas-v
to accompany villainy with an agitato or a
misterioso. Much more difficult it
t0
find a theme.that is really useful wr a
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(Continued on page 699)

„An Address Delivered at the Anglo-American (Conference on VYtusic
at Lausanne, Switzerland, August, 1929

<By James Francis Cooke

T

HE FIRST distinctive manifesta¬
tion of idealism of the great com¬
monwealth, the United States of
America, is not to be found in the ro¬
mances of Poe, the poetry of Whitman,
the melodramas of Bret Harte, the essays
of Emerson, nor the canvases of Whistler,
Sargent, or Abbey, nor in the vast agricul¬
tural and industrial enterprises, nor in the
scope and widespread adoption of Ameri¬
can inventions, nor in the far-reaching
humanistic, philanthropic, and educational
foundations, but in that characteristic evi¬
dence of the irresi:tible energy of a pio¬
neer people, the form of architecture
known as the “sky-scraper.” At first
marked by hideous ugliness, these edifices
were atrocities on the sky line. Now they
soar by the thousands, in raiment of rich
artistic loveliness, thrilling artists, poets,
and musicians from all over the world.
At night they are often radiant with light
like the Aurora Borealis. They typify
something which nearly every youth in
our land instinctively feels—the inborn
urge to look upward toward greater and
finer things, not merely for ourselves but
even for all the world. It is this which
gave wings to the Wright Brothers. It
is this which sent Charles Lindbergh on
his long, lone voyage across the seas. And
it is upon this idealistic impulse to soar
that America must depend for its musical
advances in the future.
“Soaring”
IMPULSE to soar is the com¬
mon possession of all worth-while
people of all lands. America lays no claim
to it as a distinctive possession. It is cited
here, in the manifestations indicated, mere¬
ly because some who are unfamiliar with
the conditions in my country have per¬
sistently misunderstood the people of the
United States as being incapable of that
idealism which is the basis of all great
art. Those who have not lived in America
may find it difficult to realize that a nation
such as the United States, with its pro¬
digious commercial enterprises, does pro¬
duce in almost unlimited numbers idealists
who are turning their attention toward
things of permanent value. The American
business man is often caricatured as a
purblind fool shackled to his desk and
hopelessly incapable of appreciating the
essential value of art. As a juatter of fact,
American men and women of the working
class are often fantastically idealistic.
The founding of a nation of one hun¬
dred million souls has been a gigantic
task. We recognize our youth. We real¬
ize that we are in the midst of an over¬
whelming industrial and commercial epoch.
But the argosies, laden with treasures,
that fought their way through Mediter¬
ranean storms back to Venice, created that
merchandising commonwealth which made
possible the masterpieces of Titian, Tin¬
toretto, and Veronese. Periods of great
commercial and industrial power have
been repeatedly translated, by idealism,
into periods of artistic productivity.
Shakespeare was a translation of the material glories of Elizabethan England.
Milton was a stem but typical expression
of the Cromwellian era. As Greece, Italy,
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France, The Netherlands, Spain, and Eng¬
land, had their periods of accumulation
of energy and prosperity, which preceded
rich and fertile manifestations of art,
music, and literature, so the United States
at the present time gives every indication
of being on the threshold of a great day
of creative idealism in which our country
may be privileged to contribute something
to the world, to compensate in some meas¬
ure for the magnificent heritage of beauty
we have, received from Europe.
It is true that there has been a vast
expenditure of money and effort on music
in America. For instance, the importance
of mechanical music as an auxiliary to
musical education has been vividly realized
in the United States. The Victor Talking
Machine Company has offered prizes for
musical compositions, which have aggre¬
gated forty thousand dollars. The Col¬
umbia Phonograph Company has given in
prizes over twenty thousand dollars. The
Atwater Kent Foundation at Washington
gives prizes to singers determined by se¬
lection over the Radio, amounting to
twenty-five thousand dollars annually.
The Musical Fund Society of Philadelphia
has given prizes amounting to ten thou¬
sand dollars, for chamber compositions.
These unheard of amounts have proved a
spur to many, although we all realize that
the greatest art works of all times have
been produced almost exclusively without
financial inspiration.
However, music
workers in America are assured of some¬
thing more than a competency if they suc¬
ceed. The fact that the people of the
United States are said to spend from two
to three million dollars a day upon music
in its various forms does not in any way
represent our musical progress; but it does
at least indicate our tendencies and our
hunger for all kinds of music.

decades of the last century, when Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow returned from one
of his protracted trips to Europe, he made
a number of translations of Italian Son¬
nets, among them Michelangelo Buonarotti’s tribute to Dante Alighieri, which be¬
gins;
“What should be said of him cannot be

sands of public schools, colleges, and con¬
servatories, our broad employment of the
radio, in which Dr. Walter Damrosch has
had an invaluable part, and the wired
radio appealing to a citizenship of one
hundred millions with a common language,
and last, and of very great importance,
the unending procession of European art¬
ists of all countries, who, since Rubinstein,
have visited our country, all these have
made us familiar to the point of intimacy
with the history and musical activities of
Europe. On the whole, it is safe to as¬
sume that America knows far more about
musical conditions alone in Europe than
Europe knows about any one thing in
America.
Until comparatively recent years, Europe
has never cared. It was Sidney Smith
who asked, in 1820, “In the four quarters
of the globe, who reads an American
book, or goes to an American play, or
looks at an American picture or statue?’’
That was the attitude of most of Europe
toward music in America, save as a field
-in which to exploit with fabulous profits
European musical talent. This was a per¬
fectly natural and justifiable position. We
were the provinces, and there was verylittle that is musical in the States to con¬
cern Europe.

By too great splendor is his name at¬
tended."
That must be accepted as the permanent
attitude of all thinking Americans toward
the music of Europe. “By too great splen¬
dor is its name attended.” Some years
ago some well-meaning but misguided
chauvinists went the length and breadth
of our land extolling everything American
in music and proclaiming our musical in¬
dependence of musical Europe. Nicholas
Chauvin, himself, could not have been
more fantastically eloquent over Napoleon,
than these American chauvinists of our
musical art in the States. One reason why
propaganda of this kind never got very
far is that, notwithstanding our reputa¬
tion for jingoism, Americans have innately
a great antipathy for unfairness. We
share in art the feeling that Thomas Hux¬
ley had in his field when he said;
“Sir, I have no sympathy with chauvin¬
ism of any kind; but surely of all kinds
that is the worst which obtrudes pitiful
America’s Response
national jealousies and rivalries' into the
1N RETURN for the rich measure of
realm of science.”
musical achievement and inspiration
Another reason why these American
which we have received from Europe, it
zealots have failed is that America, on the
is interesting to estimate what we have
whole, is too well-informed and too eager sent overseas to our motherlands and
for the truth, to accept anything but facts. fatherlands.
Every European realizes that the ubiquit¬
First we must mention the simple, heart¬
ous American tourists, who visit Europe melting melodies of Stephen Foster, which
every year in incessantly increasing hordes,
were far more Irish and English than
far outnumber the visitors from Europe Negro in their structure. They found their
that we have an opportunity to welcome. way to Europe and were widely adopted
These pilgrims, together with the system by our English-speaking brothers. Our
Our Debt to Europe
of musical clubs in the States, the extraor¬ second exportation was of far more prac¬
A LL THIS has led to regrettable com- dinary amount of space given to music
tical than artistic value. It was the soparisons between the music of the in the daily press and in the musical jour¬
called American organ, or parlor organ,
Old World and of the New. In the early nals, our active work in music in thouor harmonium, which was exported to
Europe for years by the boat-load. This
was the machine gun of the Gospel Hymn
epoch in American Music. Entirely apart
from musical considerations, the American
organ represented American taste in home
decoration, at its lowest; although it was
probably little worse than the early Vic¬
The Anglo-American Music Conference, which met for the first time
torian bric-a-brac that William Morris
this year at Lausanne, Switzerland (August sixth to ninth), under the presi¬
fought so valiantly to exterminate. In
dency of Sir Henry Hadow (for England) and Dr. Walter Damrosch (for the
appearance, the American organ looked
United States of America), represented a most important movement for a
like a cross between a soda water foun¬
practical plan of cooperation between the artistic and musical educational
tain and a roll-top desk. In sound it was
interests of Great Britain and the United States of America. A large number
that'of a glorified accordion. Yet it served
of noted educators participated. The General Addresses were made by Dr.
the important purpose of providing a key¬
W. G. Whittaker, Dr. Saleeby, Edwin Evans, Clarence C. Birchard, James
board instrument in thousands of homes
Francis Cooke, Dr. Eairstow, Percy Scholes, Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, M.
which could not afford a piano. Great
Jacques-Dalcroze, and Paul J. Weaver. The American Chairman, Speakers and
numbers of these organs still exist in the
Artists included: Hanns Pick, Ribau-Pierre, Ernest Schelling, Guy Maier,
“backwoods” mountain cottages of Ken¬
Charles B. Griffith, Willard MacGregor, Miss Mabelle Glenn, Dr. Will Earhart,
tucky, Tennessee, and other states. . The
Dean Wm. C. Mayfarth, Ernest G. Hesser, Herbert Witherspoon, Mrs.
problem of some of our mountain schools
Harriet A. Seymour, George Gartlan, Dean P. C. Lutkin, Arthur H. J. Searle,
is that, after the student has been trained
Arthur E. Heacox, Mrs. Satis N. Col.eman, Leo Rich Lewis, Mrs. Agnes Moore
to play the piano excellently, she is often
Fryberger, William Arms Fisher, Arthur Shepherd, M. Teresa Armitage,
obliged to go back to a community where
Louis Mohler, Frederick Jacobi, Miss Marie .Withrow, Miss Sara Shillingsthe home instrument is still the parlor or¬
burg and Miss Inez Field Damon.
gan. I have no doubt that many of the
parlor organs may be found to-day in
Europe. Their longevity is infinite. They
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are the Methuselahs of the keyboard
instruments.
Following the American organ came
the third exportation—the phonograph in¬
vented by Thomas Edison—which led to
the creation of the new science and art of
recording sound and preserving musical
interpretations. Within a few miles* or so
of my office in Philadelphia (although in
the neighboring state of New Jersey), the
enormous plant of the Victor Talking
Machine Company (“His Master’s Voice”)
has become the mecca for famous musi¬
cians from everywhere, whose recordings
have in turn been shipped by the millions
to all parts of the earth. In this one
plant, some fifty-three acres, or about one
hundred and twenty-five hectares, of floor
space are devoted to the manufacture of
records and instruments. In similar man¬
ner, the Columbia Phonograph Company,
the Brunswick Company, the Edison Com¬
pany, and other organizations, through
their huge production centers in Europe and
in America, have literally flooded the world
with opportunities to hear musical master¬
pieces reflected through a marvelous scien¬
tific accomplishment which came originally
from the brain of the tireless Edison.
Here we must recognize, as the next
and fourth American exportation, the
unique figure of Isadora Duncan. Her
field was that of the dance and, therefore,
only quasi-musical; but her spirit has in¬
spired thousands with new conceptions of
rhythmic expression. She was an idealist
to the point of fanaticism. She kicked up
her legs and kicked down conventions like
the born radical that she ,was.
She
shocked millions in her homeland, who,
unable to comprehend the nature of such
a human animal, refused to find anything
in her art but needless contortions. In
Europe she was received with open arms
and was accepted as a new prophet of the
poetry of motion.
Fifth among our musical exports are the
splendid marches of John Philip Sousa,
which one of the eminent British musical
critics described some time ago as the
most distinctive music we have produced
and also the most representative of our
dynamic Americanism.
Certainly these
compositions gained world currency and
are still widely played—many after thirty
or forty years of popularity. The Sousa
marches and the Sousa band, with its nota¬
ble innovations in instrumentation, gal¬
vanized America in the imaginations of
many a European-born musician who has
since made fame for himself in lofty fields
• of musical endeavor in America. Even
our famous orchestral conductor, Leopold
Stokowski, confesses to this.
The Jazz Barrage

AMERICA’S
NEXT BARRAGE, the
sixth aimed toward the helpless
world, was “jazz”—which, born in a
brothel, gradually emerged into semi-re¬
spectability by way of the ballroom floor.
Attributed to negro composers, it is really
far more the scum of the melting-pot of
America, a conglomeration of the rhythms
and melodies of peoples of all lands fight¬
ing for existence in the new world. The
Negro has had his part in the introduction
of distinctive rhythmic patterns; but on
the whole he had far less to do with
“jazz,” save for the performance of a
few “jazz” tunes by Negro bands, than
most people realize. The Negro deserves
far more credit for the evolution of spirit¬
uals than he does for “jazz.” The most
famous “jazz” music has come direct from
the hands of composers of Russian Jewish
birth or background, to whom America
has given vocal liberty. I refer to Berlin,
Jolson, and Gershwin. When one con¬
siders the struggles of these men, and
many like them, to rise from the social
depths to their present position in the
field of popular music, it must be realized,
in all fairness, that in no other land could

such sensational advances have been pos¬
sible. Surmounting unthinkable obstacles
and enduring terrific privations, they have
found original idioms and humanistic
forms of expression which are so elemen¬
tal that their works have now and then
distinctive art values. Our subject is
musical idealism in the New? World. Sure¬
ly it is an idealism which led George
Gershwin to fight his way from the low¬
est rungs of the musical ladder to the
piano concerto, which he has played with
leading American orchestras.
Finally, in an all too restricted fashion,
we have sent forth the works of Edward
MacDowell, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Charles
Wakefield Cadman, Ethelbert Nevin,
Thurlow Lieurance, Horatio Parker,
Reginald de Koven, George W. Chadwick,
Deems Taylor, Edgar Stillman Kelley,
John Alden Carpenter, Henry K. Hadley,
James H. Rogers, Ernest Kroeger, and a
group of other composers, whose works
in larger and smaller forms have found
their way to some of the leading concert
halls of Europe. We are immensely proud
of the recognition they have gained. They
have put into currency many enchanting
melodies and some remarkable works of
broad dimensions. In many instances their
musicianship has ri:en to magnificent peaks
of mastery. I will not court journalistic
suicide by attempting to indicate a prefer¬
ence for any one of these composers.
It is not in this area, however, that we
are to find the highest evidences of Musi¬
cal Idealism in the Neyv World. Nor are
we to find it in seme of out. symphony
orchestras which have received world ac¬
claim. Nor are we to discover it in our
heavily-endowed musical institutions. Nor
will we see it in the fine standards of the
Metropolitan Opera Company of New
York or the Chicago Civic Opera, nor in
our far-reaching American musical indus¬
tries; but we will find it rather in a most
extraordinary and highly exalting outlook
upon music as a broad highway to a finer
and happier existence. We have three
manifestations of this:
Manifestations of Idealism
r 1 'HE FIRST and most significant is
-*■ revealed in the work accomplished
by the public school music supervisors of
America, which, during the past quarter
of a century, has revolutionized the music
in the public schools. Statistics are dull
and you will not be bored with them now;
but, if this audience could be transported
by some marvelous magic to one of the
very excellent American schools found in
thousands of fair-sized American com¬
munities, and if you could hear not merely
the unusual quality of the singing and of
the orchestral groups, but, most of all,
witness the insatiable zeal shining from
the eyes of the young folks who now find
a new life idealism in this, invigorating
art, you would sense instantly that a great
part of America’s great musical future
rests here. To-day, literally millions of
children in America are enjoying musical
cultural advantages of a highly superior
character. In this work, the radio, the
talking machine, the player piano, and the
musical press, all play a significant part.
Many years ago I made a trip of several
thousand miles, visiting European musical
centers for the purpose of inspecting in a
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music system in America h stras jn the
scores of very excel ent <f“fmerica?
public schools in all parts of A™e"«;
Some of the combined orchestr:as
cities attempt very ambitious P °= ™ •
The National High School Oreh.
over three hundred remarkable players,
under Joseph E. Maddy has, as many of
you know, been a real thrill t
•
Damrosch, Frederick Stock, Ossip Gabrdowitsch. Carl Busch and every famous
director who has conducted that unusual
group of musical enthusiasts
T is
presented as a manifestation of American
idealism in music, because it has been my
privilege, for a lifetime, to know large
numbers of the great body of music su' pervisors in the public schools, and because
I have had innumerable opportunities to
admire that spirit of sacrifice for a great
goal which is the very essence of idealism.
They are not high-salaried public execu¬
tives. Many callings in America would
yield leaders of similar intelligence, train¬
ing, and talent, larger incomes; but these
zealous music workers find in their field
a joy which is a delight to witness. At
Chicago, at the 1928 Biennial Conference
of Music Supervisors (5,000 in number),
founded by the noted American educator,
Dr. Frances E. Clarke, lasting a full
week, and held in a typically enormous
American hotel, there was an overwhelm¬
ing spirit of enthusiasm and idealism
which was one of the most stimulating
and inspiring experiences I have ever
known. One was simply swept away by
the sincerity, ambition, and accomplish¬
ments of this wonderful group of teachers,
in helping to bring music in its finest
forms to the youth of America.
America's Musical Clubs
HpHE SECOND EVIDENCE of musi-*• cal idealism in America is the amaz¬
ing spread of the National Federation of
Musical Clubs. This organization is com¬
posed of five thousand clubs with five
hundred thousand individual members,
largely women, who seek through weekly
and monthly meetings to keep in more in¬
timate contact with music. The clubs
range from small groups in country towns
to huge gatherings in large cities. Let us
go, for instance, to a typical meeting of a
musical club in my home city of Philadel¬
phia, which boasts four large clubs: two,
the Matinee Musical Club and the Phila¬
delphia Music Club, each having member¬
ships of nearly two thousand. We enter the
ballroom of the elaborate Bellevue-Strat¬
ford Hotel, an eighteen-story structure cov¬
ering a city block. In the ballroom, which
resembles that of some European Palace,
are seated some two thousand auditors
wrih a very large proportion of women.
Ihe guest of honor for the day is, let us
say, Richard Strauss, or some other artist
of great distinction. There are speeches
and afterwards a very fine program pre¬
sented by noted artists engaged for the
occasion, and also by club members of
manifest ability. Such a club will meet
every other week. While it is indisputable

HAIL TO THE NEW MUSIC SEASON!
Right now music is receiving the greatest promotion the art has
ever known. The coming year promises to be a “Gala Season" for i
active music workers. The new forces in the music field-theZJr
clubs, the music supervisors, the radio, the improved talkina
dl ,h„e multiply append, for Umthersimi
fcl
make use of the advantages offered. Live music workers’ nil
,1

that many members of such clubs have
higher regard for the social advantages
than for the musical opportunities, it ;s
nevertheless true that these large clubs
have fostered mu ical education enor¬
mously, have provided fine openings for
young artists, and have conducted much
important musical sociological work in
Philadelphia and in other parts of the
United States. The Matinee Musical Club,
for instance, rebuilt a French village after
the great war. The Philadelphia Musical
Club maintained for years a highly credit¬
able Operatic Company. Philadelphia now
has three notable resident opera compa¬
nies. The Matinee Musical Club has a
fine chorus and a very active Junior Or¬
chestra. It also has noteworthy opera
schools. The performance of D’Albert’s
“Tiefland,” given this year by the Opera
Class and the Student Orchestra of the
Curtis Institute of Music of Philadelphia,
on which Mr. Josef Hofmann is the di¬
rector, ranks among the very finest oper¬
atic performances I have heard; and in
saying this I am thinking of memorable
evenings at La Scala, the Opera Comique
of Paris, of Berlin, Leipsig, Dresden,
Brussels, Munich, Bayreuth, Monte Carlo,
Covent Garden, Chicago, and the Metro¬
politan of New York. It is one of the
signal manifestations of the hit sc advance
in standards of musical education in the
United States. One of the Philadelphia
women’s musical organizations is a Wom¬
en’s Symphony Orchestra playing excel¬
lent programs in widely-acclaimed fashion.
The wife of a noted Continental diplomat
said to me recently, “Before we could
have such clubs in my country we would
have to rebuild our social structure and
also our hotels.” The clubs in the smaller
towns and cities are sometimes modeled
after these big town clubs, but more often
they are likely to delve more intimately
into musical educational problems. Hun¬
dreds are history clubs, or music study
clubs, doing cultural work of a very high
and constructive character. In all, the
music clubs of America represent distinct
evidence of the idealistic tendency of large
groups of American men ami women to
devote their energies and talents to fos¬
tering fine music. It must, however, al¬
ways be remembered that America as a
whole is in an evolutionary stage. Rach¬
maninoff has proclaimed New York as one
of the greatest modem music centers of the
world. This is one opinion
a foreign
visitor. But New York is not America
any more than Paris is France America
needs its musical clubs in hundreds of
small towns more than you may realize.
It is proud of the luminous idealism they
represent.
Music in Colleges and Universities
'HE THIRD manifestation of musical
idealism in the United States is the
very extensive manner in which music has
been adopted in colleges and universities
as a regular part of the academic work.
Some of the music schools in American
colleges and universities have equipment
and courses that would prove very inter¬
esting for the European visitor who chances
to survey them. The Eastman School of
Music at Rochester University has, for
instance, one of the finest conservatory
buildings in the world, with a huge opera
house and a magnificent concert hall avail¬
able. The factor of idealism enters in the
attitude of these colleges in continuing the
elements of a broad cultural training af¬
forded by a classical education together
with mu:jc. Thousands and thousands of
American students take their Homer, Vir¬
gil. Goethe, Hugo, Shakespeare, trigonom¬
etry, astronomy, chemistry, and foreign
languages hand in hand with Bach, Bee¬
thoven, Chopin, and Debussy. The outcome
of such training must be felt in the future.
(Continued on page 692)
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A Master Lesson on the Qhopin Stude
Opus 25, J5[o. 2
Isidor Philipp
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH

By
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HOPIN, when he was hardly twenty
years old (October 20, 1829) wrote
from Warsaw to his friend, Titus
Woyciechowski, “I have composed an Etude
in my own style,” and on the 14th of
November he announced to the same friend
the completion of several Etudes which he
would like Woyciechowski to know.
Between his nineteenth and his twentythird year, Chopin composed the twelve
Etudes of Op. 10, those Etudes which, be¬
yond any other of his compositions, show
his extraordinary genius. In these it is not
too much to say he transformed the art of
music in general.
To realize this fact, we have only to con¬
sider the Etudes which were in use at that
time, 1830. There were Etudes by Hum¬
mel and Moscheles, Cramer and Clementi,
Berger and Kessler, Bertini and Czerny.
Compare these with the Chopin Etudes!
It is plain that the Etudes of Chopin are
masterpieces. Not only that; they opened
to music and technic a new horizon. For
they abound in bold inventions and in
thrilling poetry, and their beauty of form
is absolutely perfect.
Chopin wrote these Etudes with technical
objectives in mind, and therefore intro¬
duced into them every sort of pianistic
problem which had to do with technic.
There are arpeggios, traversing the whole
length of the key-board, chromatic scales,
dissimilar rhythms, double notes.
But also he transfused into them such
lofty beauty, such poetry, such compelling
elegance, that each one is a pure work of
art.
James Huneker, in his admirable book,
"Chopin, the Man and the Artist,” has de¬
voted long pages to the Etudes. He calls
them the work of a Titan, and he pre¬
dicts that they will live forever.
Another critic, Niecks, has said, “They
(the Etudes) have never been equalled.
Whether they are studied from the aes¬
thetic point of view or from the technical,
they are unique, for not one page of their
like can be found in any other master.”
Kullak also has written of them.
He
says, “In the Etudes Chopin has given us,
in concentrated form, all his art, all his
genius.”
George Mathias says, “In the Etudes
Chopin reveals himself with more youth,
more vivid life, more verve than in any of
his other works.”
Heller writes, “Chopin, in the' Etudes,
enters a hitherto unexplored country of
harmonies and rhythm.”
Mme. Ramann, the biographer of Liszt,
suggests that the Etudes of Chopin were
due, in some part, to the influence of his
association with Liszt. But the contrary
is true. The date of Book 10 of the
Etudes proves this fact. They exhibit both
courage and deep feeling. And, in this
regard, they are monumental as well as
unique in the art of music. But let us
compare them with the Second Book, Op.
25. We do not find here any difference in
the style, in the manner of writing, such
as would indicate a new influence! Nol
There was doubtless an absurd excess of
devotion, on the part of Liszt’s biographer,
which led her to make this claim.

Florence Leonard

Liszt’s Praise of Chopin
ISZT HIMSELF often expressed his
wonder and his admiration with re¬
gard to the art of his great contemporary,
an art which he found new and original.
He wrote, once, a review of a concert
which Chopin had given, in which he him¬
self played one of Chopin’s Etudes. In
this account he said, “I will not under¬
take, here, a detailed analysis of the com¬
positions of Frederic Chopin. But I will
say that, without insincere seeking for
originality, he is himself in these works,
both in style and in conception.” The ideas
are new and he gives them, moreover, a
form that was till now unknown. Ajort
of wild impetuosity is characteristic of his
nation. This impetuosity is expressed in
the bold dissonances, the strange harmonies
of his compositions. But in his own per¬
sonality were delicacy and grace. This
personality is revealed in a thousand deli¬
cate outlines, a thousand graceful orna¬

ments that spring from his inimitable fan¬
tasy.” (Gazette Musicale, 1847).
This article was a pendant to one by
Schumann. Schumann’s article was signed
“Eusebius,” and appeared in the “Neue
Zeitschrift fur Musik,” which he himself
had founded.
Schumann wrote: "This name that we
have mentioned so often, as of a rare
star, risen in the late hours of the night,
is not to be forgotten. Whither will its
course tend? How long will its brilliancy
endure? Who can know! From the mo¬
ment when it first appeared, even a child
would have recognized it, because of its
deeply glowing rays. I remember hearing
Chopin play most of his Etudes, and I re¬
member that he played them a la Chopin
—in his own way 1 Imagine an Aeolian
harp that possessed a complete gamut of
sound.
Imagine that the hand of an
artist drew from this harp every sort of
elegant and fantastic arabesque. Then you
will have an approximate idea of his ideal

playing. It is impossible to describe such
playing. It is like a dream which one
would fain remember forever.
Too Fair for Choice
OTEPHEN HELLER was especially en^ thusiastic over these works, at the time
of their publication. “What more does
one need,” he wrote, “to assure hours of
perfect happiness!. For my part, I search
among these poems—it is the only word
which fits the creations of Chopin—to find
which ones I shall fix in my memory. But
what can one choose from these beloved
And Heinrich Heine, the poet, said
“Chopin is the great poet of music.”
It was a curious coincidence that Chopin
should have dedicated the Etudes of opus
1 to Liszt, and those of opus 25 to Madame
d’Agoult.
Marie de Flavigny, very beautiful, witty,
fascinating, had married at the age of
twenty, the Comte d’Agoult. In 1835 she
left him for Liszt. Three daughters were
born of this union. The third was Cosima,
named for Lake Como, on the border of
which she was born. Cosima was first the
wife of Hans von Billow, later of Richard
Wagner. The salon of Mme. d’Agoult and
Liszt was frequented by all the celebrities
of Paris, and it was here that Chopin made
the acquaintance of George Sand, who had
such an influence on his life.
Frost'Webs
ET US PASS to the Etudes them¬
selves, and to one in particular, opus
25, No. 2, in f minor. This Etude fixes
itself forever in the memory. Huneker
says that it has the delicacy of frost
flowers on the window-pane.
Mathias has told me that Chopin played
it pianissimo, without rubato. His fingers
were like velvet, with an ideal legato, as
if he overcame completely the blow and
the rebound of the hammer.
"Play this Etude transparently, without
nuances,” said von Billow, “Delicately—
dreamily.” Mendelssohn wrote that he had
never heard anything so enchanting as these
pages, when played hy Chopin’s fingers.
Chopin himself called this Etude, with its
sweet murmurs, “the ideal portrait of
Marie” (Marie Wodzinska).
Chopin’s pupils, no matter what grade
they were in, were all required to play
their scales very carefully, and, besides
these, with equal care, the Preludes and
Exercises of Clementi. In particular they
had to play that one in A flat!
Ex. 1

L

FREDERIC CHOPIN
From a statue by Fix'Masseau

If any note sounded dry or harsh it had
to be repeated and was severely criticized.
Mathias has told me that the first arpeg¬
gio of this exercise caused many tears to
flow. It had to be played rapidly, cres¬
cendo, with perfect smoothness. It must
be repeated a hundred times. The Etude
had to be studied in all possible ways, slow
and fast, forte and piano, staccato and
legato until the whole could be played
evenly, legatissimo, without mishap or
stumbles.
Mathias, in his preface to my “Daily
(Continued on page 687)
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Jazz—Whither (Bound?
(By Gordon Balch Nevin

©y Julia E. Broughton

A

OF THE DEPARTMENT OP MUSIC EDUCATION OF NEW YORK UNIVERS

Q. Do you think Class Piano work is a
fad which will be soon discontinued?
A. No, I do not so consider it. It is a
plan which, it now seems, w.ll eventually be
perfected and included in the curriculum
of all public schools.
Q. Should the private piano teacher
undertake this work ?
A. If he knows of children who desire
lessons and cannot afford private instruc¬
tion, the private teacher might experiment
with one or two small classes on Saturdays.
Q. What material shall I use for a class
of very young children?
A. The book, “Music Play for Every
Day.’’ For older children John M. Wil¬
liams’ “First Year at the Piano” is very
satisfactory. (The above books are pub¬
lished in sections, which makes the initial
outlay for material small.)
Q. Shall I accept in my classes pupils
who do not have pianos in their homes ?
A. It is better if the child has a piano of
his own. If not, make sure that he has
access to a piano where he can practice
daily. He might get along for a few
weeks with a portable keyboard, if he is
very much interested.
Q. How can I hear all the members of a
class play during an hour lesson ?
A. Work fast; hear the children play in
turn. It is not necessary to hear more than
a few selected measures of each piece.
Q. How shall I obtain permission to
teach piano classes in a school?
A. Secure permission from the Board of
Education, the Superintendent of Schools,
and finally the principal of a specific school.
Q. How large should piano classes be?
A. They should include not less than four
nor more than twelve pupils. If this work
is new to you, begin with a small group.
Q. I am a private teacher but am inter¬
ested in group teaching. Do you think I
should undertake this work without special
training?
A. Most teachers need special training in
class procedure. One must know how to
direct the activity of several pupils at
once. If you have never done this, a short
normal course in class teaching, with the
usual practice teaching, would give you
more confidence.

Q. I do not understand why group instruc¬
tion in the schools will not deprive the pri¬
vate teacher of his pupils. Is this fair?
A. I am sure you realize that many chil¬
dren cannot study the piano because private
lessons are too expensive. If these children
could have the'privilege of studying piano
in the schools, and you as their teacher
might some day have the opportunity of
being paid a regular salary by the Board of
Education, would this not be an ideal sit¬
uation for all concerned?
Q. How many pianos are necessary"
A. If your class numbers ten or twelve
pupils, one piano will be sufficient, although
two pianos could be used to advantage.
Q. How can I watch a group of ten chil¬
dren and see what each is doing all the
A. Visit an ordinary school room. Watch
a capable teacher handle a group of forty
or fifty children. She somehow manages
to assist the individual pupil quickly and
definitely, without losing the attention of
the entire class,
Q. Do you believe that parents should
visit the piano classes?
A. Yes, as often as possible. This brings
about better cooperation in the matter of
home practice, which is an important fac¬
tor.
Q. What equipment is necessary for class
work?
A. Piano, tables and chairs of proper
height, portable or paper keyboard, black¬
board, staff liner, music racks, instruction
books.
Q. Do piano teachers in public schools
have ,to present a State certificate in order
to teach?
A. If they are paid from State funds,
yes. In North Carolina teachers are re¬
quired to present a certificate. In Michi¬
gan, at the present time, no certificate is re¬
quired.
Q. What is a proper length for a class
lesson?
A. One hour once a week. In some cities
two class lessons are given weekly.
Q. I wish to start piano classes in my city
but do not desire to take pup:ls awav from
private teachers. Can you help me with
this problem?

according to the size of the class.
A. Accept only beginners as pupils re¬
Q. Why are so many private teachers op¬
fusing to' teach children who have previ posed to class teaching?
A. Personally, I believe it is a progressive
children b«wh.n
step,-but 1 acknowledge that a great deal of
thev start this work?, *
class teaching has been poorly done, thus
A. Usually in the third grade or higher. arousing prejudice against it. Whenever
Q. Are there any cities where children do
the teacher has been efficient, the results
not have to pay for class instruction m have been correspondingly good.
piano in the schools?
Q. Do you think the director of music in
A. Yes, there are several. Los Angeles is
the public schools should do this work?
an example, where piano instruction is
A. When possible, a specially trained class
offered as part of the school curriculum.
piano teacher should be employed. The
Q. I have a class of twelve pupils. Four
director of music, of cour.e, supervises
are much more advanced than the others.
this work. In Dallas, Texas, a special di¬
What shall I do about this?
A. Divide the class into two groups. It is rector of piano class work supervises
the
work of several teachers.
very important that you classify the pupils
Q. Do the children pay for their lessons
according to ability and not according to
each week?
age.
.
A. This is not a good plan. They should
Q. How are the piano teachers m the
pay for a month's or term’s lessons in ad¬
public schools paid?
A. By the Board of Education or by the vance. This insures regular attendance
and
saves the teacher’s time.
children themselves. As a rule, the first
Q. How can I be sure that the pupils will
classes in a community are paid for by the
children, at a low rate. Later, when the practice at home?
A. Have regular printed practice slips,
work has proved to be successful the Board
of Education is willing to pay the teacher’s which you give out at the end (> f each les¬
son. These are to be filled out and signed
salary.
Q. I have difficulty with discipline. The by the parent and to be returned to you
children seem to get excited 'and several at the beginning of the next lesson.
Q. Why have some grade school teachers
talk at the same time. How may I remedy
been allowed to teach piano classes? I
this?
A. In order to accomplish a large amount disapprove of this very much.
A. Because the regular piano teachers
of work, the pupils mus$ be quiet and order¬
ly. “Pleasant firmness” is a good motto for have been so backward in investigating this
you. The usual custom of requesting the ttew idea, and in some communities the de¬
child to raise his hand when he wishes to mand for class piano instruction has been so
insistent that it has become necessary for
speak will help the situation.
Q. Do you approve of adult pupils study¬ someone to carry on this work.
ing in classes?
Q. Is it not true that piano class work
A. Yes, indeed. The real problem with an has been commercialized by various music
adult beginner is self-consciousness. This interests?
is overcome sooner in class than in private
A. Yes, this has been the ca-e in some
lessons.
cities; but this form of promoting class
Q. If pupils are absent from the class, is work has been practically discontinued be¬
this work made up by the teacher "'
cause of the prejudice against it. It is now
A. As a rule, this cannot be done. Another generally recognized that this is an educastudent can assist the absent pupil and ffonal field of work which should be car¬
show him the work covered. He will then ried on by trained musicians.
work this out by himself.
Q. What kind of keyboards -h nld I use?
Q. How much shall I charge for class
A. The portable keyboard with individual
lessons ?
key action is best, although more expensive
A. Twenty-five, thirty and fifty cents, than the paper keyboards.
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Paragraphs from Schubert's Diary
A man’s real mind is best illustrated by
his thoughts. One sees in Schubert’s face
the genial, care-free countenance of the
Austrian professional man.
Schubert,
however, was perhaps a deeper philosopher
than most people realize. The Etude pre¬
sents this month a very handsome colored
portrait of Schubert taken from the oil
painting by Wilhelm August Rieder as a
supplement to these reminiscences.
The following extracts from an.entry in
this composer’s diary (as reprinted in
-Franz Schubert’s Letters,” published by
A. A. Knopf) reveal a side of Schubert
with which too few people are familiar:
“Man is like a ball, the plaything of
Chance and Passion.
“This sentence seems to me to be ex¬
traordinarily true.
“I have often heard it quoted:
the
world is like a stage where each man has
his part to play. Praise and blame are

awarded in the next world. But just as
theater roles are laid aside, so are our
life roles, too, and which of us can say
if he has played his well or badly?—A
bad theater regisseur gives out parts to
his people which they are not capable of
playing. But there is no question of negli¬
gence with us. An actor has never been
dismissed from the world-theater, surely,
because he spoke his lines badly? As soon
as he gets a suitable role he will play it
well. Whether he is applauded or not
depends on how the audience, singly and
collectively, is disposed towards him. Up
there praise and blame depend solely on
the World Regisseur. For blame is saved
“A man’s natural disposition and educa¬
tion determine his intelligence and his
heart. The head should be, but the heart
is, the ruler. Take people as they are, not
as they ought to be.

—FFj.Huuitms reneve rne sadness
life. Up in heaven these radiant mome
will turn into joy perpetual, and ever m
blessed will be the vision of worlds m
blest.
“Happy is he who finds a trusty frie
Happier still he who finds a true frienc
his wife.
“Nowadays the idea of marriage is
of terrors to a single man. He sees i,
only dreariness or wanton sensuality M
archs of today, you see this and are sile
Or do you fail to see it? Then, O <;
veil in darkness our minds and our sen<
yet one day draw back the veil again w
out us having suffered harm. ,
“Man bears misfortune without ci
plaining, and finds it thereby the harde
bear.-Why then did God endow us v
sympathy ?
“Light head, light heart!

Exces

kght-headedness usually conceals a t0°
heavy heart.
“The wise man’s greatest unhappiness
and the fool’s great happiness are grounded
in custom and convention.
“The noble-minded man experiences, m
misfortune as in prosperity, the full meas¬
ure of both.
“Now I cannot think of anything more.
Tomorrow I shall certainly think of some¬
thing else. How is that ? Is my mind duller
today than tomorrow lie cause I am sleepy
and full-fed?—Why does the mind not g°
on thinking when the body is asleep?—11
surely goes a-wandering—It cannot sleep,
too ?
“What strange ideas!
Do I hear folks say?
They cannot be solved,
Try as we may?
So good night
Till morning bright.”

S A professional musician this jazz
thing interests me intensely, though
my musical background and train¬
ing have been very distant from the paths
of jazz. I have no intention of placing be¬
fore the reader either a pean for jazz nor
yet a tirade against it. As a sample of
the latter attitude I quote a comment, car¬
ried by a recent musical journal, from a
woman of some prominence: “When any¬
body asks me what I think of jazz music
I reply that there is jazz and that there is
music, but that there is no jass music.’’
(The italics are mine.) This attitude, I
submit, is wrong.
A form of musical
activity that has reached perhaps' one hun¬
dred and fifty millions of people in the
land of its inception and has been wel-.
corned in many other lands can scarcely be
dismissed with a contemptuous gesture.
In constructing an anatomy of jazz
music, one is struck first of all by its
origin. Its decriers tell us that the cradle
of jazz was the brothel. Its advocates say
that it .-.prang from the sidewalks of our
great cities. Probably the truth lies some¬
where between the two: the dance-hall,
the restaurant, perhaps the saloon—these
had their place in the genesis of jazz.
And what of it: Did not one of the
greatest musical geniuses of all time,
Schubert, pen song after song amidst the
simple surrounding of the beer gardens of
Vienna: The strength of all arts lies in
their being firmly rooted in the raw, ele¬
mental things of life. Jazz has drawn,
strength from just such foundations. From
the more humble walks of life it has
sprung : now they are talking of dressing
it up in Paquin gowns and taking it to
the opera houses! We may "hope to fore¬
tell the result through a series qf parallels.
The Watermelon Patch

LET

US TRY to understand just what
J i- meant when we use the term “jazz.”
Mr. Paul Whiteman, I believe, is authority
for the oft quoted dictum that jazz is not
a particular type of music in itself but
rather "a method of playing music.” Even
the most superficial observation will sub¬
stantiate this statement. Have not the jazz
men regarded the classics as one great
watermelon-patch, and emulated the Ethio¬
pian by filching the choicest melodic bits
from that patch ? The method of playing,
you see.
Not the thing played.
The
artisans of jazz also borrow freely from
each other, but here again there is classical
precedent, for it is a matter of record that
the great Handel appropriated, in a most
unabashed manner, ideas that pleased him.
And no less an authority than Mr. Irving
Berlin has stated that traces of reminis¬
cence are a distinct asset in producing a
smashing popular success.
Strict originality regarding melodies
must therefore be eliminated in any at¬
tempt to analyze the elements and future
of jazz music.. There is a distinctive qual¬
ity to much of the best of the later jazz
composition and a quite individual flavor
to some of the melodies, but it is my opin¬
ion that the greater part of this flavor must
be charged to the inherent rhythmical con¬
struction rather than to the melodic out¬
line proper. , To this rhythmic considera¬
tion we shall shortly come.
In the chord-work or harmonic-web em¬
ployed by the present inhabitants of Tin
Pan Alley, we find considerable of interest.
Here the progress of recent years has been
fast and furious. Compare, if you will,
the type of harmony employed in the popu¬
lar songs which were in vogue fifteen or

twenty years ago with those of today.
Take that popular hit of other years, "In
the Good Old Summer-Time,” and place
it beside any recent song hit. In the oldtimer we find a chorus using barely six
different chords, and practically devoid of
“chromatics” or passing notes. And this
song is typical of the period in every re¬
spect.
Many Hued Harmony
O ELECT a modern example, as, for inO stance, “Persian Rug,” and you have a
thing fairly bristling with chromatics,
using many passing notes, and making use
of not less than three times as many dif¬
ferent chords as were found in the older
song. These proportions will vary, of
course, but one is safe in stating that there
is at least a one-hundred per cent increase
in harmonic variety in the bulk of today’s
popular music. The sources of this com¬
plexity are obviously the classics, but that
is another matter.
So, by the route of inverse progression,
we reach the mainspring of the “music of
the millions”—its characteristic and in¬
dividual rhythmic construction. Here we
must grant that the jazzists have created
more than they have borrowed. Upon a
primitive “obstinato” rhythm insistently
proclaimed by the drums they have super¬
imposed a mass of uneven groupings, split
beats, back-time, flutter-tongue effects, and
so forth, not to mention “noodling,” “dirt,”
“hot-s'tuff,” and similar terms taken from
the weird but descriptive argot of the
trade. Hardly a single rhythm is brand
new; it is doubtful if there is at this late
date such a thing as a new rhythm. But
the jazzists have woven some novel pat¬
terns with the rhythmic threads, and they
deserve credit for some of the patterns
they have put together. In the ceaseless al¬
ternation of various rhythmic groupings
and the kaleidoscopic speed with which the
groupings succeed each other lies one of
the characteristic qualities of the jazz of
today.
Part and parcel of the whole creation is
the extraordinary combination of instru¬
ments employed and the even more ex¬
traordinary “scoring” or employment of
these instruments. The thing is absolutely
without parallel in this or other lands. We
look in vain for those simultaneous spurts
of development which the historian usually
discovers in various parts of the world
when he analyzes the growth of any art
or science. The format of the jazz or¬
chestra (or hand, as it is usually called)
was created here in these United States,
and its present more or less standardized
make-up is peculiarly American.
It Ta\es “Nerve”

IN

WHAT other land could have been
found the sheer “cheeky” nerve that
would have thrown together a brass choir
(three to six men), a saxophone choir
(three to five men), a violin or two, a
piano or two, a banjo or two, and, labor¬
ing under the term “drummer,” a versatile
performer on divers sound-producers of a
percussion nature? Multiply this number
of men by the jazz factor for “doubling,”
that is, the playing by each man of more
than one particular instrument, plus the
wholly original use of countless devices
(mutes) for changing the tone of each in¬
strument, and we begin to grasp the chief
points of departure from classical “instru¬
mentation.” Hence the truth of the state¬
ment from one of the crowned-heads of

jazz that the thing is a method of playing
Briefly, then, we have a musical mani¬
festation embracing: 1. melodic lines of
no great originality; 2. harmony of con¬
siderable sophistication rather than inher¬
ent newness; 3. rhythm of a complex na¬
ture superimposed on a basic beat of ut¬
most monotony; 4. a technic of instru¬
mentation peculiarly individual.
Before venturing an analysis of these
facts and attempting a glance into the fu¬
ture, I wish to confess openly that, despite
my training along strictly “classical” lines,
my years of labor in the field of church
music and pedagogy and my writings in
the field of organ music and pedagogical
material, I frankly enjoy jass of the better
type, when,played by first-rank organiza¬
tions. Third and fourth-rate “bands” are
something entirely different, and I am con¬
sidering only the better class of jazz as
produced by the leading exponents of the
This confession is a bit courageous for,
as the English critic, Francis Toye, says,
“We Anglo-Saxons show a marked pref¬
erence for light music, and, for this very
reason, are loth to believe that it can pos¬
sess merit equal to that of music more dif¬
ficult to. appreciate.” We find it difficult
to reconcile our likes with the things we
have been taught. As Toye adds. “One
cannot have Puritan ancestry with im¬
punity !”
There has been much be-foggiug of the
real issues, and to this be-fogging the jazz
propagandists have materially contributed.
Ernest Newman has neatly called attention
to an important point: “Jazz has two
aspects—the musical and the terpsichorean.
It is still unequalled as a medium by which
fair women may perspire in the arms of
brave men.” This is a bit harsh in that
it implies too-severe limitations.

J

Jazz hy the Dose

AZZ IS also a medium by which the di¬
gestion may be aided and by which the
cares, worries and monotony of this nervetaut age can be temporarily forgotten. For
the present-day theater, especially for the
musical show that has so nearly destroyed
the operetta of other years, it is nearly
ideal. At the banquet it may serve as a
narcotic to the boredom which formerly
was assuaged by the juice of the grape. In
an age that prays above all things to be
spared the tortures of quiet thought, jazz
has its sure position. When conversation,
that lost art, languishes and dies:—“turn
on the radio; let’s have some jazz!”
We have indicated that the strength of
jazz music lies, in a diminishing scale,
within these qualities: its orchestration,
its rhythmic individuality, its ventures into
sophisticated harmony and its melodies.
Reduced to the essence this means that the
technic is stronger than the motivation.
Were jazz the property of the few, this
would spell its early sentence to death;
but jazz is not the property of the elite
and hence it means nothing of the kind.
What it does indicate is approaching fixa¬
tion, the case-hardening of a well-worn
groove, a condition of standardization.
Everything considered, the past year
has shown less development than did any
three months of the five years previous.
The bigger bands, using thirty to thirtyfive men have come and, for the most part,
gone; the usual number is now between
twelve and twenty. This does not spell
retrogression. Rather, as M. Montague-

Nathan has said (in discussing the sym¬
phony orchestra), “Bigness as an end and
even as a means has little to recommend
it, and the future of the orchestra must be
with those who know full well that sim¬
plicity is not incompatible with beauty.”
There has been not a little talk of “jazz
symphonies” and “jazz operas.” Some of
this talk has been obviously the rankest
press-puffery and can be heavily discount¬
ed. Some of it, well-meant no doubt, has
been sincere. But aside from all other
considerations let us remember that jazz
is fundamentally a - dance-form, and it is
a “short-phrase” form of music at that.
Its phrases are almost invariably of four
or eight measures’ length. No great sym¬
phonic or operatic technic can be devel¬
oped from as stereotyped a construction
as this.
§uic\'timing a Great Melody
TDROBABLY the greatest single theme
-*■ ever created in jazz—the sonorous Emajor theme from the latter portion of
Mr. George Gershwin's “Rhapsody in
Blue,” a theme that pulls to a big climax,
perhaps the biggest climax ever attained
in light music—has such a short phrase
line that, obviously, Mr. Gershwin did not
know what to do with'it after he had once
stated it, and so fell back on the pitiful
ineffectiveness of “quick-timing” or playing
it at about double its original speed.
He either failed to realize what a tre¬
mendous tune he had created or, and more
likely, he was so deeply bedded in the
tricks of the musical remic that quick-time
seemed the only change possible on a re¬
statement. But the suspicion will obtrude
that had a great composer of classic train¬
ing manipulated that theme the result
might have been a better treatment, a bet¬
ter development, but that it very likely
would not have been, in the end, jass!
East is East, and West is West, and never
the twain shall meet!
So we reach the conclusion that this
child of the sidewalks (of New York, for
the most part) is a practically fully de¬
veloped youngster, smart, pert, sophisti¬
cated, a bit hard, a bit wistful at times,
not an art form, not susceptible of much
develbpment beyond its present status. But
it is a manifestation of the American
temperament and background—that back¬
ground which, as the Constitution so brave¬
ly states, offers to everyone the chance for
the ‘'pursuit of happiness.” It is a music
short-lived because of its highly commer¬
cialized distribution, designed to catch two
hundred million ears as quickly as pos¬
sible, to be briefly enjoyed, and then to
make way for other examples of the same
general pattern, it is a music demanding no
concentration from the listener—it may be
heard in a state of mental relaxation, yes,
even inattention ! And does this not justify
existence? Do we not need, in our strenu¬
ous civilization, just such a soporific, such a
hypnotic ?
But when the claim is advanced that
out of jazz will come symphonies and op¬
eras, I, for one, must decline to agree. The
suspicion will obtrude that he who ad¬
vances this claim has his tongue in his
cheek. Even at its best, or, shall we say,
at its most complex, jazz harmony is al¬
ways more ingenuous than classical har¬
mony, that is, its progress can be more
nearly anticipated by a musician.
(Continued on page 699)
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Teachers’ Round Table
(Conducted by
Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton, M. A.
PROFESSOR OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING, WELLESLEY COLLEGE

Ideals in 'Beaching
An experienced and successful piano
teacher sends the following summary of his
ideals, a summary which should appeal to
every thoughtful and progressive member
of our Round Table band. It is evident
that he is a man of vision, one who, in pur¬
suing all the infinite details of the daily
lessons, looks forward to the ultimate
meaning of it all and to the larger results
which he hopes to accomplish. It is such
forward vision that we all should cultivate
and which should constantly encourage us
amid the ceaseless and perplexing problems
of a teacher’s work. Note especially how
he stresses the importance of systemization
which is so necessary in carrying out a
definite and logical plan of instruction.
My problems, in a nutshell, are as
follows. How can I incorporate the
correct principles of teaching in its
many phases with the amount of
time which the average child gives
lo practice and with the home condi¬
tions of “running to and fro” that
are so commonV How and what can
1 eliminate from my teaching plan
that is not absolutely essential? 1
never before realized to sneh an
extent the necessity ot systemization
My ideas of teaching may be thus
summarized: (1) I judge my sucof
pupil mortality, by the num
pils who continue their v
enough to get real enjoyme
it. (2) I try always to
self if I am proceeding from tin
’ in intro
pupil.
1 feel i
musical equipment that is broad and
thorough in that it provides the^abil-

playing, transposition and technic
are the main essentials, also har¬
mony, since analysis is important,
that is, the quick recognition of
modulations and of the relation of
passages in all forms to their key.
This would represent the ability to
read in large units.
Hand position is also a strong
point with me. It seems absolutely
essential that the hand be developed,
that the fingers acquire certain defi¬
nite habits of attack, independence
and a more or less fixed style of
fingering resulting in fingering pat_Ji would be easily
1 to practical use. I wai until
e acquired this condition
ter Into tile study of scales
arpeggios.—B. F. K.

(Relaxation With (Beginners
How would you go about teach¬
ing relaxation and weight playing to
a beginner? How would you incor¬
porate it in the teaching of technic,
studies and pieces?—B. K.
There are two playing conditions which,
lie at the root of technical ease and which
therefore should be taught from the very
outset. One of these is a loose wrist and
the other is forearm rotation.. As to the
first, I have often suggested the recurring
use of the simple device of allowing the
hand to dangle loosely from the wrist in
free air, a dev:Ce which may become a salu¬
tary habit with the youngest pupil, if it is
employed when he begins or when he ends
everything he plays.
As to forearm rotation and its application
to weight playing, I may refer you to To¬
bias Matthay’s little book, “The Child’s
First Steps ir. Piano Playing,” in which he
describes how, by starting with table ex-

Put some special incentive before him,
i, the child may gradually develop
movements, with concentration too, while he is learning a piece. Here
of weight down into the keys. Such ex¬ is where an occasional pupil’s recital is a
ercises, in playing melodic progressions such helpful factor, since the thought that he is
to play the piece before others on a cer¬
as the following:
tain date will furnish him a special incen¬
Right Hand
tive for careful study.
(2) You are quite right, in making use
of separate hand practice, since this means
the study of one part at a time instead of
Left Hand
several that are often conflicting. An
Rs Right, L=Left.
etude or piece may frequently be prac¬
Play with the left hand two octaves lower,
ticed to advantage by being worked on for
may be practiced on the keyboard by at least a week with one hand at a time;
holding the wrist high and throwing the thus one learns thoroughly each detail of
hand alternately to right and left.
fingering and phrasing before attempting
to unite all parts.
Of course, when a pupil has acquired
Scales and Sonatas
very
careful habits and facility in sight¬
(1) In your estimation what is
tlie best book of scales in double
reading, or when he is studying a piece
notes, that is. thirds and sixths, to
which is of 'simple structure and details,
use with pupils?
(2) How many Mozart, Haydn
the hands may be put together from the
and (earlier) Beethoven sonatas
start. But, even in such a case, it is wise
would you advise using with an
for a pupil to acquire the habit of be¬
ginning the study of any especially compli¬
cated passage with first one hand and then
for the pupil ?—L. B.
the other.
(1) An excellent book that covers these
and other forms of scales is “Mastering
Piano Action, Extension
the Scales and Arpeggios,” by James
Exercises
Francis Cooke.
(2) One or two sonatas by each of these
composers is generally sufficient in the
earlier grades, alternated with other clas¬
nerves and muscles? By s_ refer to the great amount of effort
sics, such as Bach’s “Two-part Inventions,”
needed to depress a kev.
and with more modern composition.
Of
(2) What is the best way to
course as the pupil progresses later sonatas
gers?—J. C. R.
of Beethoven may be freely given.
(1) A heavy action, of course, demands
(3) It is quite all right to teach indi¬
vidual movements which are especially suit¬ more force in depressing the keys, and, if
able for a pupil’s condition. For instance, one has a tendency toward a stiff wrist,
the last movement of Beethoven’s Sonata such tendency will be correspondingly in¬
Op. 2.6 may be given as a splendid technical creased. On the other hand, if arm and
exercise for an advanced student (Liszt re¬ hand weight is properly distributed and the
garded this movement as the finest piano wrist is kept properly relaxed, no harm
study ever written!) It is well to con¬ need follow. In fact one may acquire an
centrate on a single movement of a con¬ unusual command over powerful tone. If
certo, such as the first movement of Bee¬ the action is exceedingly stiff, however, I
thoven's Op. 26, until it is technically advise you to call in an action expert who
mastered and also memorized rather than may loosen it to the required extent.
(2) Practicing five-finger exercises on
to seek to cover in the same time the whole
the diminished seventh chord ought to help
work, with but half-way results.
matters. These exercises may be preceded
by some finger massage in which each
A Slow Pupil, Hands Separate contiguous pair of fingers of one hand are
(1) Can anything be done for
stretched apart and rotated over one
—ils who cannot play quickly? I
another by the other hand. You might
_e a little boy who, after having
had a piece for weeks, has to sit lookalso try such exercises as the following,
transoosed into all jtrmrc
Up_
rhythin and isn’t interested in music.
What shall I do?
(2) I was taught to practice
hands separately, but find that
teachers insist on beginning with the
hands together. Which do you think
is the better way?—F. C.
(1) It is much less of a fault for a
pupil to play too slowly than too quickly,
as is often the case. Cultivate promptness
in his work by playing duets with him for a
few minutes at each lesson.
Give him strongly rhythmic pieces (mili¬
tary marches, waltzes, mazurkas and the
like). In assigning him a new section to
learn, have him drum out the chief rhythms
in advance on a table-top, then on a single
key of the piano. Above all, in this pro¬
cess, teach him to accent strongly the first
beat of each measure. This will give a
rhythmic swing to his playing, which ought
in time to arous; his enthusiasm.
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In stretching the hand out to encompass
the wider intervals, there is always an
added danger of stiffening the wrist; hence,
until relaxation is thoroughly established,
it is unwise to deal much with extended
positions, even with good-sized hands. Also,
when a pupil has clearly grasped the struc¬
ture of a scale, he is better fitted to ap¬
preciate the chord intervals into which it
may be divided, the degrees 1-3-5 making
up the tonic chord, for instance.
But as scales are mastered one may be¬
gin immediately, at least on tin arpeggio
elements, with such exercises as die'follow¬
ing, to be applied to each key a.- its scale is
learned:
Ex.l

If these can be played with the proper re¬
laxation, the position of the hand may be
extended to include a full octave.
When extension exercises are taken up
more freely, a chord eminently fitted for
technical drill is that of the diminished
seventh, since, in its octave position, this
involves a practically even di-trilmtion of
the fingers: Five finger exercises in dif¬
ferent figures mav be formulated:
Ex.2
,

These are to be applied b ul the di¬
minished seventh chords and t" lie ren¬
dered with different tempos and rhythms.
If practiced with considerable forearm ro¬
tation and with the wrist held above the
level they may be made to loosen rather
than stiffen the wrist.

Kunz Qanon
Do you believe that Kunz Canons
are indlsper.euble? How do you
leach them?
• Although these Canons mav furnish ex¬
cellent technical drill they are musically too
dry for the average pupil. Practiced in
small doses and learned with the hands at
first separately they are good pabulum for
pupils who have a tendency toward care¬
lessness.

'She Kohler ^Method

Scales and -Arpeggios
Do you think it advisable to

when°iteis ta^toup1.—B^K. playln?

I have been successfully teaching
Kohler's “Practical Method” for Sev¬
ern] years. Of late, however. I have
round an occasional pupil who finds
book II of this course too hard,
l'..,01! tt follows Book I directly.
“J bB?k could I use between the
lwo' Would Burgmiiller’s Op. 100
be the most beneficial, or if not, will
you kindly suggest something better?—-DBurgmiflier’s book ought to fit in very
well. If, however, you prefer somethin?
on more modern lines, try “Eclectic Piano
btud.es,” by L. G. Heinze, or "Second Year
Study Book,” by A. Sartorio.

DEPARTMENT OF

Pahds A?iD Orchestras
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ESPITE some dubious shaking of
heads, it can be truthfully said
that never before has school music,
both instrumental and vocal, found so
many friends among school administrators.
Dr. Thomas Jones of Madison, Wis¬
consin, Chairman of the Commission of
Secondary Education of the North Cen¬
tral Conference, said last year, “We ac¬
tually believe that music is a worthwhile
college entrance subject. It would be in
the interest of' pupils with ability in music
to offer four units’ work in music and,
twelve in academic work.” And to the
everlasting credit of our .own Professor
Edgar B. Gordon, the four units of music
are now accepted at the University of Wis¬
consin. Also the University of Michigan,
I am told, will recognize music when we
have a definite course to offer, compar¬
able to that in English Literature. Other
educators have seen our crowded high
school curriculum and have urged that
something be dropped so that music may
have a fair chance, and also that music
teachers be given facilities at least com¬
parable to those given the athletic depart¬
ment.
Educators Favor Music
P DELATORS in higher institutions
are now advising that credit be given
to students taking music lessons with ap¬
proved private teachers, at the same time
it; being seen to that their school schedule
is so arranged that they may be freed
one period of the school day for home
practice, or for private lessons. This is
certainly striking at the prevailing condi¬
tion which penalizes the talented musical
child who now must superimpose his music
education upon his school studies, for these
precious years of secondary school life
are the only ones in which he can lay the
foundation of technical proficiency in music.
Many great leaders, like Professor Kil¬
patrick of Columbia University, are sens¬
ing the academic domination of college
entrance requirements, which have forced
the music teacher to rely wholly on his
personality and initiative to “sell” music
to high school pupils already overloaded
with required credit-giving courses.
However, recognizing the favorable at¬
titude regarding music taken by our most
advanced educators who have not forgotten
that famous Dallas resolution, it behooves
us to consider well what subjects we
should offer for music credit. Until we
can honestly earn more, it seems that in¬
strumental music, except in especially fa¬
vored systems, will defeat its own purpose
by asking at first for more than the usual
laboratory basis of credit for unprepared
work, that is, half credit for one daily
period.
The Students’ Opportunities
TT SHOULD BE possible for a class
A pupil to enroll for one period a week,
or for five, if he can find a class that will
fit his ability. If, as in some systems, the
pupil takes his class lesson on Saturday
morning, or in an “all-city after school
class,” from a specialist on his instrument,
he should receive the same applied music
credit as that given to pupils who can af¬
ford to study with private teachers. Mr.
Beattie, of Northwestern University, ad¬
vocates granting two credits in applied
music, of the four allowed toward gradua¬
tion, to pupils intending to take a college
course in public school music, or to fol¬
low music as a career in other capacities.
Certainly they can scarcely hope to get to
‘‘first base" without a sound technical
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“tuning Up” Our Instrumental
VYlusic Program
Py

David Mattern

foundation on at least one instrument; and
to this should be added a generous allow¬
ance of piano study. For how could you
really handicap a student more in his fu¬
ture career than by depriving him of piano

Emphasize Musical Qualities

SCHOOLS which place the emphasis on

all grade schools will facilitate uniformity
of teaching and make possible all-city
groups. The fife, drum and bugle corps
should be encouraged. They are great
feeders for the orchestra. Even the kin¬
dergarten band will bring out the embryo
rhythmic talent.
This work certainly
merits supervision by the head of the in¬
strument department. One of our finest
professional drummers gives an occasion¬
al drum lesson to our special kindergarten
teachers—and they like it.
In the junior high school (7th and 8th
grades) technic classes may be held twice
weekly, with daily orchestra and band
classes if possible.
Those doubling in
band may take three orchestra and two
band periods. Here students studying with
private teachers may be excused from the
school technic classes, which from fourth
grade up should be furnished to all schools
in school hours, scheduled so as not to
take the pupil from the same grade class
each week. In some systems, if a school
can furnish a minimum of eight pupils, it
may have a class.. Otherwise the pupils
must go to the “all-city” Saturday morning,
or the after school classes, if they are al¬
lowed to play in orchestra or band. Sat¬
urday is much better for the younger
children.

the musical interest of the compositions
studied in music appreciation and allow
the history to be explanatory and sub¬
sidiary to this are working along right
lines. No college recognizes a course that
alternates harmony and appreciation within
its period. Certainly the harmony course
is for the more serious student in music;
the uninitiated should not be snared into
taking it through its association with a
course in music appreciation. Let us in¬
Rehearsals
sist on a full two semesters of harmony
HEN DAILY band rehearsals can¬
at least—anything less must be almost
not be scheduled for all, the teacher
totally lost effort. If we could have two
full years of harmony, including some should see that there is a rehearsal each
original composition and some elementary day, allowing pupils to come on days that
practice in arranging, we could give our their own schedule permits, but requiring
serious music students a real contribution. a minimum of three periods a week.
In the high school the required number
But, if the student must choose between
harmony and the development of his tech¬ of classes would be the same plus the piano
nic, the technical study must predominate. class and at least one year of harmony.
Never again will come those precious Pupils may elect glee club, chorus, music
years—the only ones in which an instru¬ appreciation and history, or a second year
in harmony, or instrumentation.
It is
ment can be mastered.
again understood that pupils not taking
private lessons will join the school tech¬
Fit Wor?f to Student
nic- classes on their particular instruments
TN PLANNING a coordinated instru(if one of the proper grade can be pro¬
I mental course from fourth grade
vided) or they cannot play in the school
through high school, preliminary tests
orchestra or band. Junior college stu¬
must not be disregarded. It is no kind¬
dents may he permitted to take advantage
ness to encourage the unfit, though it is
of these school instrumental specialists,
equally true that “there are nubbins in the
and a special class formed for them if
Lord’s cornfield, and a nubbin is entitled
enough register.
to a nubbin’s growth.” For such we have
The above mentioned Saturday classes
the general courses; and, if possible, some
may meet from October to June. The
instrumental parallel to this should be en¬
finest possible professional teacher should
couraged. But few of us have this, and
give the pupils the specialized instruction
so those especially fitted must be served
that only one who has spent years on his
first. The test, usually a modified Sea¬
particular instrument can give. The clari¬
shore test, should determine the ability to
net teachers should test every reed, and
match tones, the recognition of differences
the “lay” of every mouth piece. The oboe
in pitch, accuracy of rhythmic response,
instructor should teach the boys to make
physical aptitude for a particular instru¬
their own reeds. The trumpet and trom¬
ment, general application, intelligence as
bone teachers should fit each individual
regards other subjects, and previous study
with the best mouthpieces for his particu¬
of other instruments including piano. Prep¬
lar need.
aration for all this begins in the grades.
In the fourth, fifth and sixth grades les¬
Unif orm Text Boo\s
sons may be forty minutes to one hour in
STANDARD LIST of text books
length, taking into account the element of
should be selected and strictly fol¬
fatigue in the lesson. This time, after the
lowed,
so
that a pupil moving from school
preliminary ten minutes of tuning, may be
equally divided between technic and mel¬ to school or sent to a higher or lower
odic work, not forgetting the constant re¬ class need not be required to pay for an¬
grading and individual help, without which other book. . A student assistant can take
no class music teaching is at any time care of the detail work of passing and col¬
lecting attendance folders, and assigning
educationally defensible.
new pupils to their rooms, leaving the su¬
pervisor free to observe the class work
Early Group Wor\
HE ENSEMBLE in these grades can and to check on the grading of the classes.
be begun early if handled carefully. If a class cannot be properly graded it
should
be discontinued. Three unexcused
In the sixth grade the ensemble emerges
as a real orchestra meeting once each absences should constitute dismissal from

W

DAVID MATTERN
study? Such students should also be required
to join either chorus, orchestra or band,
depending upon their majoring musical
study. For this they should receive proper
credit. In New York City, Mr. Gartlen
tells me, the orchestra practice of four
hours weekly, plus three hours of electives
in other music courses, gives the regular
five hours’ credit granted to a major sub¬
ject.
In many schools pupils receiving credit
for private music study must pass a test
in harmony or take the school harmony
course. The time is coming, when, liber¬
ated from an exacting academic curricu¬
lum, we can require the passing of a pre¬
liminary test in music theory and piano
of all students electing advanced orchestra
and band work. At least some provision
should be made for carrying on these sub¬
jects at the same time with the instru¬
mental ensemble; We will then be train¬
ing real musicians instead of mere instru¬
mentalists.
As a slight digression, it might be said
that, if the majority of operettas continue
to be turned out and given at the present
low standard of musicianship, I cannot
see why the* participants should be given
credit. This only encourages our boys
and girls to take them seriously. Many
glee clubs and instrumental groups are
purely semi-social and not worthy of

A
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A standard equipment throughout
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HE QUESTION whether or no wo
arc taking care of the smart pupil
is the specter that haunts the
dreams of every true educator and tinges
his waking hours with acute unrest. The
music supervisor is no exception. Theories,
tests, measurements and methods galore
are widely used. Vet we seem to he no
nearer the answer than before.
A brief survey of music work from
another angle may be comforting.
First, let us analyze briefly any wellorganized music system. We find as its
most conspicuous feature the singing class,
attendance at which is required of all
through the first eight grades and in an
increasing number of school systems
through the twelve grades. This is for
everyone. Clever and dull alike are cared
for in the singing classes. Accompanying
and amplifying this main line of music edu¬
cation there begins even in the kindergar¬
ten the private lesson on the piano which
goes on in varying numbers and grades of
effectiveness all through school life.
Class lessons in piano are taking root.
Rhythm bands are a feature of the kinder¬
garten while, in later years, the harmonica,
bugle and drum corps make their appear¬
ance. Private lessons in all the band and
orchestra instruments are becoming uni¬
versal. Class lessons in these instruments
are springing up everywhere. Orchestras
and bands in grades as low as the fourth
are not uncommon and are becoming al¬
most universal in the upper grades and
high schools. All these activities have
their value.
On the vocal side are seen the smaller
singing organizations from the little
special choruses in the lower grades to
the boys’ glee clubs, girls’ glee clubs, voice
culture classes, opera companies and a
cappella choirs in the high schools.
> Who but the “smart pupils” make up
the personnel of all these? With this fine
array of special classes for the “smart
pupil” the music supervisor may he for¬
given for “patting himself on the back.”
Let us look at, the fate of the “smart
pupil” in the “appreciation course” both
■in and out of school. Here he is quite
unhindered. His listening is individual
and he may hear as much as his ability
allows. This applies to the school classes
and to the far greater class held out of
school, the radio “listening lesson.” Surely
here we may rest assured that the smart
pupil is well cared for.
The Singing Class
NALYZING the position of the smart
pupil in the regular singing
little more complicated and requires, first
of all, that the object of the singing class
be well defined.
For purposes of comparison let us con¬
sider the class of reading in the English
language. This class is the first and most
important one in the whole scheme of
education and one on which the major
stress is placed in primary education. The
language reading class makes all education
possible. Without the ability gained in
this class the pupil grows up an “illiterate”
and is classed as a know-nothing. The
doors of knowledge are closed to him.
The same function that the reading class
has in general education the singing class
Ins in music. Unless it functions properly

mind. The music should always sound
like vocal muSic. And it should fit the
voices and musical understandings of the
pupils- There must be enough material.
Here is where most music systems lag far
behind the parallel branch of language
reading. Where a child finishes a dozen
English readers during the year he is
lucky if he is allowed to read half a mu¬
sic reader. This is another most important
reason for the failure of vocal music, both
i the practical and the ideal side.
The remedy is to use m o material and
use it in a different manner.
Good tone and good into
habit so that all the mils
n lie beauful. Much music shouh
read but
twice m o
ling words,
<•”><• "
at the first
music ana expresM.
the
'tv of the
reading.
l m> ax
to the fine
brightest and arouses t m
progress of the class m
rated. Much
parent they need not he
music should be sung
should be done by even
allowing thi

T5he Smart Pupil
<By

T. P.

Giddings

Director of Music, Minneapolis, Minnesota «

the pupil grows up a musical “illiterate.’
The key of musical knowledge is kept
from him in exactly the same way and to
the same degree as is the key of general
knowledge withheld from the child ignorant of letters. He may pick up some
knowledge “by ear” in music as well in
general knowledge, but he is not nor never
can be called “educated” in either unless
he. can read.
There are of course some differences ill
the two classes in all stages—differences.
however, which are more important in
the upper grades. In the literary reading
class the work is entirely individual in its
final effect. One can read and enjoy literature alone as well as with a hundred.
Music is not quite the same. In music
there is the sound s well a the'thought
to be taken into consideration. Pitch and
beauty of tone are a part of the necessary
nranmarv as are a wo-q vopre-music vocabulary
,h, language reader, Proper
cabulary
of the rote song parallels the speak¬
ing vocabulary.
While a sense of pitch and the beauty
of tone inherent in every voice is being
developed singing one part music should
be favored without regard to the number
the class. At th:s stage, in being individual, it more nearly parallels the litera'ry reading class.
Later, when part singing brings in the
harmonic element of the music sung, the
singing class differs more markedly from
the language reading class. Then, if the
he
pupil cannot read
“stuck.” He cannot learn enough part
music by ear to make it interesting; so
he gives up the attempt and “hates mu¬
sic.” In every case the work has not
been of the right type in the lower' grades
nor has there been enough of it.
Various suggestions are offered as a
remedy for this condition.

yet been
tests.
P
and' '
tested either in tea
’
de<.
lack, bad enough in the
g
’
is fatal as the pupil goes on to ig
work in his singing.
Certainly it is not reclassification of
pUpits that we need.
Some years ago a certain grade teacher
worked with a rather unfeeling supervisor,
On one occasion when a certain result had
n(Jt been vjsible in the singing lesson, the
erv:sor reraarked. “Now. Miss Smith,
reach int0 your vast store
q{ devjces whv don-t you fish out the one
mwked 'hard work’ and use that awhile.”
Th;g jg th£ major trouble in an school
rork, and
and voca,
vocal m.jsic is by no means an
Some of the music sh-m
pv(.pntinn
The s:mple deviCe of hard
leldom used. No music rized and sung for the i
;ver learned without it. This might just from frequent contemplate !
beautiful thing.
— wel1 be admitted at the start and our
The parallel is always I. :
erature. We read main <
finest part of it is that here lies the
and never read them again
road to “interest.”
again
and again. A few
This applies all along the line and is
more nearly than we suspect the answer we memorize them to haavailable for enjoyment.
to all our musical troubles.
As a sort of peroration. ;
that the principal reason for the
it be added that i f the
appearance of poor classification has be
not sound like music all ti
disposed of, let us look at
quickly part singing from the tit
doing for those who can go
not pure and well balance
than the rest of the class,
choruses comprising all tV
high schools cannot sing tin
Adequate Material
and the other choral gen
T N PLANNING work for the singing tern has t
done its duty
1 classes several points must be kept in pupil” r
by the “dummy
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Reclassification
npi) GRADE the pupils differently is
-*■ one suggestion offered: but the fact
is, they are probably well graded al¬
ready, classified as they are. largely on
their language reading ability.
The
ability to read literature and the ability
to read music are exactly parallel if the
foundation is properly laid and proper
methods used.
Every music supervisor sees this every¬
day. Every pupil in one class reads about
as well as every other one. In the next
class only a few do well. This is due
to poor teaching, for in the lower grades
the ability to read the simple music used
is practically universal. The variation is
no more wide than that apparent in the
language reading. Getting the. teacher to
realize this is the principal difficulty since
she is all too apt to confuse laziness with
lack of ability. Here is one of the un¬
fortunate results of the recent popularity of

-> fine that

1— Engelbert Humperdinck (hoom'perdink), b. Siegburg, Germany. 1854;
d. Neustrelitz, September 27, 1921.
Composed principally for stage. His
first international success was the fairyopera, “Hansel und Gretel.”
2— Isidor Philipp, b. Pest, Hungarv. 1863
A naturalized French citizen, going
to Paris as a child. Concert pianist,
artist-teacher and composer of excel¬
lent technical studies.
3 Theodore Lack (lahkj, b. Quimper,
France, 1846. Pianist, piano peda¬
gogue and composer of much light and
effective piano music.
4

Anton Bruckner, b. Ansfelden, Ausn!?’ r 'i Ylenna’ 0c*°ber 11. 1896.
One of the chief organ virtuosos of
his day. Teacher and composer of
symphonies, chorals and other forms.
5-Mrs. H. H. A. Reach, b. Henniker
New Hampshire, 1867.
Pianist of

highest artistry, and one of the fore¬
most of American women composers.
Symphonies, choral works, Pian0
pieces and concertos.
6— John Powell, b. Richmond, Virginia1882. Concert-pianist and possessor
of true creative ability, as his various
compositions attest.
7— Francois Andre Danican (da-nikahnl. b. Dreux. France, 1726; a.
London, England. August 31, H '
The last and most important member
of a famous musical family. A sue
cessful producer of opera.
8— Antonin Dvorak (dvor-zhak), b*
Xelahozeves, Bohemia, 1841;
Prague, Austria. May 1, 1904.
Wrote
outstanding national compoi
n all styles. Among his symphonies“From The New World” of greatest
(Continued on page 690)
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This page presents six more short biographical sketches of musical celebrities aboutedirnTpage. ^Each month, six bio¬
lover of music should know. A portrait of each of these celebrities is given on tiie p
s noted that master composers,
graphical sketches accompanied by tinted portraits are presented in this manner, ana it
great pianists, noted singers and famous violinists of the past and present are incluaea.

Avery iruthful exemplification
of the old manner. Grade 3

Non troppo lento
ENRICO CARUSO
Cakuso (Cah-roo-zo) was born in Na¬
ples. Italy, in 1873ft and died in the same
city in 1921. His teachers were Guglielmo
Yergine, to whom he went for the placing
of his voice and with whom he remained
for three years, and Vincenzo Lombardi,
who instructed him in repertoire and in
the finer points of style. In 1895 in Caserta, a town near Naples, he made his
•debut, singing the title role in Gounod’s
“Faust.” This appearance was followed
bv others in Naples, Milan and Genoa, by
which his reputation became firmly estabi lisbed. Leningrad (Petrograd) and Bue¬
nos Aires next heard the brilliant Italian
In 1901 and 1902 Caruso appeared at
the Carnivals in Milan, and in the latter
year he was co-artist with Madame Melba
in Monte Carlo. Then came engagements
in London, Rome and Lisbon. He first
sang in the United States in 1903, the
place being the Metropolitan Opera House,
New' York City, and the opera “Rigoletto,”
and rrom that time till his death he sang
regularly with this, organization. The ad¬
miration of the American public for his
, voice and for his acting was immediate
and unbounded. In 1907 he made a tour
of Germany and Austria.
Perhaps no tenor in all musical history
was so widely popular as Caruso. This
came about through the exceptional power
and lusciousness of his voice, a remark¬
ably pure method of using it, and his most
ingratiating personality. He was by far the
most highly, paid singer of his generation.

HENRI WIENIAWSKI
Wieniawski (Vee-nlnoff-skee) was
born in Lublin, Poland, in , 1835 and died
in'Moscow, Russia, in 1880. His musical
training was obtained largely in Paris,
France, whither, when he was but eight
years old; his mother took him to study
at the Conservatoire. His principal teacher
there was the renowned Massart, through
whose excellent tutelage he was enabled
• to win the first prize in violin playing,
when he was eleven. Then followed sev¬
eral years of touring, at the end of which
he returned to Paris for further study. In
1860 he was made solo violinist to the
Russian Emperor—a statement which calls
to mind the fact that the greatest of Rus¬
sian composers, Tchaikovsky, was a great
admirer of Wieniawski, as both composer
and virtuoso.
The year 1872 found Wieniawski in
America on tour with Anton Rubinstein.
The performances of these distinguished
players, with their intense Slavic emotional¬
ism and their wonderful technical equip¬
ments, were remarkable in every way.
Upon his return to Europe, Brussels Con¬
servatory honored Wieniawski by appoint¬
ing him to the post left vacant by Vieuxtemps. Here he remained for a while, even¬
tually, however, abandoning the teacher’s
desk in favor of new tours.
The surpassing technic and the beauty
of tone characteristic of his playing placed
him high in the ranks of the violin vir¬
tuosi of all time. Among his composi¬
tions, special mention should be made of
the D Minor Concerto and the Legende.

*■
TERESA CARRESO
Carreno (Cah-ray-nyo) was born in
Caracas, Venezuela, in 1853, and died in
New York City in 1917. When she was
but ten year? old, she gave concerts in
New York, Boston and Havana, receiving
warm praise from critics and audiences.
At the conclusion of these she became a
pupil of Louis Moreau Gottschalk, the
most noted American pianist of his time.
Eventually the immensely gifted girl was
sent to Paris, France, to study with Geor¬
ges Mathias, who had been a pupil of the
great Chopin himself.
For ten years, from 1865 to 1875, Car¬
reno played throughout Europe, winning
sensational acclaim. In the latter year
she made a successful tour of the United
States, following which she went abroad
again. The title of Court Pianist to the
King of Saxony was bestowed upon her in
1893. Among her several distinguished
husbands were Smile Sauret, the violinist,
and Eugen d’Albert, the pianist.
As a conductor, Carreno was unusually
gifted; as a composer her success was out
of the ordinary; as a singer, she made a
fairly large number of appearances abroad,
which were favorably received; but it is
as the greatest woman pianist of her day
that this magnificent artist and woman is
to be remembered.
The report, formerly current, that she
wrote the Venezuelan national anthem has
been definitely denied; but she did write
an excellent Festival Hymn for the Bolivar
Centenary in the year 1883.

BENJAMIN GODARD
Gopard (Go-dahr) was born in Paris,
France, in 1849, and died in Cannes, in
1895. After some preliminary training, he
entered the Conservatoire to become a pu¬
pil of Vieuxtemps and of Napoleon-Henri
Reber who had been appointed professor
of harmony in 1851 and who was the com¬
poser of considerable excellent music in¬
cluding operas. Twice Godard attempted
to win the much sought Prix de Rome but
was unsuccessful, which recalls the fact
that several Frenchmen who later became
prominent composers failed, in their stu¬
dent days, to gain this prize. After leaving
the Conservatoire he was active in chamber
music societies as viola player, but the
most of his time was given to com¬
position.
Of his early writings, the most note¬
worthy are songs and piano pieces—short
works, yet ones which undeniably have de¬
cided originality and charm. As time went
on, his writing sought more expansive
moulds. Two violin concertos, a trio for
pianoforte and strings, a pianoforte con¬
certo and a string quartet signalize this
change. In 1878 his dramatic symphony,
“Le’ Tasso,” was awarded the prize in a
. Paris competition.
\ Godard wrote several symphonies and
operas. The opera, “Jocelyn,” was first
produced in Brussels, Belgium, in 1888 it is in this work that the ever-popular Ber¬
ceuse—or Lullaby—is to be found.
His many graceful and melodious salon
pieces for the piano would alone perpetuate
his name.

DANCE IN OLDEN STYLE
AIR A DANSER

FRANCOIS DE BRETEUIL
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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
*
Beethoven (Bay-to-ven) was born in
Bonn, Germany, in 1770, and died in Vien¬
na, Austria, in 1827. He remained in his
native town most of the time until, at the
age of twenty-two, he took up his resi¬
dence in Vienna. His life in Bonn was a
busy one. Early routined in the theory of
music and in the technic of various instru¬
ments, his youthful success was what might
have been expected from so extraordinary
a pupil. His performances in the court
orchestra and in church were of a high
degree of excellence.
The compositions of the “Bonn period”
are large in number. Some are clearly
derivative in character, while many others
are definitely original, foreshadowing the
magnificent creations of his later periods.
Arrived in the capital, he took up his studies
with Haydn, Salieri and Albrechtsb. rger
—three contemporary masters. As a pupil
he was too erratic to suit these gentlemen
who perhaps could not be expected to
realize the colossal genius of Beethoven
for which instinct obviated excessive
The works written in Vienna include-.,
most of the symphonies and pianoforte
sonatas, a fair percentage of the string
quartets, the opera "Fidelio,” the “Missa
solennis,” and a host of other compositions
of all types. The honors with which Bee¬
thoven’s last years were showered were
truly the just deserts of a great soul. It
is unfortunate that they could not curt the
deafness which had become total several
years before the master's death.

ISIDOR PHILIPP
Philipp (Fee-Ieep) was born in Pest,
Hungary, in 1863. Like Madame Carreno,
he was a pupil of Georges Mathias in Paris,
to which city he was taken in 1866. His
later teachers were Stephen Heller. Theo¬
dore Ritter and Camille Saint-Saens. His
performances with the various orchestral
organizations and chamber music groups
in Paris were frequent and were greeted
with intense enthusiasm. Among the coun¬
tries in which he has been popular are
England, Belgium, Spain and Switzerland.
The Society for Wind Instruments
which, founded in 1897, had accomplished
much excellent work, was reorganized by
Philipp.
a truly “master-teacher,” rather
— « pL.iu.mu,
uicii he
ne has
nas won m»
performer, that
greatest fame. What a lengthy and brilliant list of his pupils could be drawn up!
It would contain nearly as famous names
as are to be found in the list of the Leschetizky products. Since 1903 Philipp has
oeen one of the foremost teachers at the
Rans Conservatoire, also teaching in the
summer time at the American Music School
>n Fontainebleau.
The extremely large amount of technical
material he has prepared is used bv pianists
and teachers everywhere. He is also the
composer of many delightful piano pieces
^iSTm°rchestraI works- and has edited
skill a large number of the classic
compositions. His articles—dealing with
in T°“S ^lases
P>an'sm—have appeared
Frnri; f
and
various French and
, h,1SU'sli publications.
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See a Master Lesson by the great
French Master Mons. I. Philipp.
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LILY STRICKLAND
Next in popularity to the celebrated novelette in F.

Ausserst rasch
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NOVELETTE
R. SCHUMANN, Op. 21, No. 7

M. m. J. = ii6
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES
--#•-

Avery attractive “soft voluntary.”

THE VILLAGE CHAPEL
H. P. HOPKINS, Op. 129
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TOREADOR ET ANDALOUSE

TOREADOR ET ANDALOUSE

A famous duet. From
Bat Costume. Grade 5.
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ROBERT NORWOOD
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DROWSY DREAM TOWN

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN

EDWARD LYNN

1. Do you know the way to Drow sy Dream Town?
2. Good
lit - tlegirlsand good
lit-tieboys,

PP

THE MEADOWS OF THE LORD

SUSIE JOSEPHINE DAILEY

Slowly and tenderly
Hush-a-by, lul-la-by,
Hush-a-by,
i-bv, lul-la-by
lul-la-by.
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I SHALL BE SATISFIED
HORATIUS BONAR

NATHANIEL IRVING HYATT
Op. 40, No. 2

A very jolly “perpetual motion” piece. Grade 2.

A GAME OF TAG

Bowing by Lucius Cole

FRANCES McCOLLIN

Violin

Piano
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Educational Study Hotes on ‘Music
in *5his Etude
By Edgar Alden Barrell
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As the
School
Year
Opens
W

ITH the broadening of the
meaning of education,
music has become far more than
an “accomplishment.”
It is an essential part of mental
training. It is intimately related
to many different branches of
thought and culture.
Nothing is more natural, then, than the wide favor won
by the

KIMBALL
PIANO
for it has brought more than melody and tempo to hun¬
dreds of thousands of music loving homes. Its colorful
tones have taught the meaning of music, and expressed in
clearest form the thoughts to which each composition has
given a voice.
The new Kimball models, both uprights and grands, are a
most graceful expression of the modern trend in exterior
design, and offer an inspiring appeal to the young student
as the new school year begins.
Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
near to a Kimball dealer, we can supply you direct

Of Special Interest to Students:
pianos in our I

sir*

$95- to $210
e coupon telling us what yoi

W W. KIMBALL CO. ! 1”bS?,Sl£'';Chi“‘0 "
I

Established 1857
Dept. KE, 306 S. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

New Grand □

New Upr. □

I Uscd UPr' ° CostiDS $.
| Name
I Address.

HARMONY BY MAIL

SPARE TIME WORK

A practical and thorough course of 40 lessons.
Small monthly payments.
Send for Prospectus and Rates. Mss. corrected.
Music composed, send poem for estimate.

about 90___rrangea around $5 per tuning. Player
brings big pay. No capital needed. We wain you
thoroughly at home at small cost. Two diplomas

THE WILDER KEYBOARD STANDARDIZES CLASS PIANO TEACHING
>rrect use guarantees Touch, Tone and Accu¬
se to Every Pupil in Classes of Any Size.
It is compact, durable, light and inexpensive
Price NOW only $

1 0.00

Full room classes are using over 500 in the
Boston Public Schools.
ng Music Stores everywhere, or order direct from
WILDER KEYBOARD COMPANY, West Newton, Mass.
touch with the higher ideals of

and life.
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Have You the “It” of Singing1

SINGER’S ETUDE

A

Edited for September by
T THE beginning of this discussion
The multiplication of voices of the sam
it is well for us to get several
caliber, as when more boy and girl 6
propositions clearly in mind.
pranos are added to the present number
Eminent
Specialists
The first duty of the educator is to conor more light baritones to those now eii
• serve the natural beauty of the young voice.
S THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
gaged, cannot possibly make up for tfa'
A greater degree of breath control is
“A VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
absence of the breadth, depth and color of
needed for song than for conversational
the adult voice. And so “Elijah,” sung
vocal utterance. Therefore the breathing
by a very large chorus of high school age
muscles must be developed and skill in
sounded
“away up in the air." The chords
their use for singing attained.
were all “top.” The young basses, really
Breath control for singing means the
baritones, in the great majority of cases
ability to send out the breath with great
slowness, and, at the same time, with suf¬
could not give a sufficiently strong “rolling
ficient energy (but no more) to produce
tone” to support the chorus. The singers’
the pitch and power of tone desired. This
"low G” was as if given by the ’cello, in¬
operation might be described as "holding
stead of by the contra-bass. The altos
1By
Frederick
W.
Wodell
back the breath” while at the same time
were but second sopranos in body and
willing the production of tone, thus bring¬
color
of tone, when they did not “squeeze”
Part I
ing the inhaling muscles into play as a
their little throats in a mistaken endeavor
balancing force upon the action of the ex¬
Editorial Note:—Mr. llodeil, the noted voice specialist, formerly of
to mutate the weight and color of a grown
haling muscles.
Boston, now professor at Converse College, seas first a boy treble soloist
woman's contralto voice; and the “tenors ”
All technical work in voice culture and
and later a professional baritone. He is well known- throughout the United
though reinforced by some of the lowest
singing with children is best disguised
States and Canada, as a trainer of singers—children, youths, and adults—
voices among the young altos, lacked all
under some form of “play.”
fur solo singing and for all types of vocal ensemble, including large fessuggestion
of the silvery trumpet tone of
Many exercises, having in them the ele¬
Hval and oratorio choruses.
the
genuine adult tenor.
ment of play, will occur to the instructor
At the meeting of the Southern Conference for Music Education, held
as being calculated to develop the strength
at Asheville, North Carolina, from March sixth to eighth of 1929, Mr.
and the skillful use of the breathing mus¬
Pouter of Vocal Tone
IP odell made an address upon the subject, "How to Secure Pozver in the
cles involved in singing. First work may
I'oice of the Child and the Youth, without Sacrificing Beauty of Tone.’'
DOMING to the consideration of how
be without tone; next may come “humming”
H ,ne thc flowing article covers the principal points of that address, it
t0 secure legitimate power of vocal
(the "bee songs” and so on), and lastly
at the same time deals with the proper treatment and use of the voices of
tone it may he said that the larger the
the tone on the vowel. Children with weak
persons of thc school age, in a somewhat more comprehensive and in
amount of substance put into vibration
breathing muscles will have little con¬
regard to certain phases of the war':, in a more detailed manner than
the greater the force of the resulting sound'
trolled breath pressure at their command.
was possible on the occasion of its first delivery.
More breath pressure must be used when
Those who allow the chest to fall, and thus
lose “poise” of the body, will embarrass openness of throat, is of much value in well-informed composer keeps in mind the it is desired to bring more cordal sub¬
their breathing muscles and contract the dea ing with the voices of adolescents and particular characteristics, the. best notes stance into vibration. The vibrator of the
vocal instrument has the power to read¬
sound tube.
adults, particularly with the changing and and, in general, the powers and limitajust itself, as to length, breadth, thickness
lowering voices of boys and young men. tions of each instrument. He does not ex- and tension. The cords work normally at
Tal\ Simple Angle-Saxon
T T IS OF little practical avail to talk in Where it is used, no danger can possibly pect to get from the flute the body and the call of the will for a tonal effect in
come
to
the
voice
of
child,
youth
or
adult,
color
of
tone
of
the
clarinet,
from
the
A technical terms, to children or youths,
pitch and force, if permitted to do so, and
First work in voice, whether with chil- violin those of the viola, nor from the if there is no interference by attempts of
about tone production. Instruction of the
young in vocal technic should be based dren or adults, should be from a given easy trumpet those of the French Horn, the singer to use other parts in a mistaken
upon the natural use of elements of lan¬ pitch downward to the end of the present Neither does the wise choral trainer expect effort to assist them in their functioning.
guage with which they are familiar. Thus effective compass, care being taken to avoid to get from the voices of children or youth,
To push the breath up to the larynx, in
technical results will be obtained by “in¬ any coarseness upon the lower pitches. n° matter h°w large the number employed, an endeavor to make a low tone more clear
direction.” The exercises should be so Only after this downward work has been * /
breadth and color of the voices or more powerful, is certain to induce re¬
presented as to give the pupils the im¬ carried oh for some time should “down- f r adults’ . Ther5(°re he chooses for his sistance and rigidity in the throat, and
pression that they are not “practicing ward-upward-downward” short scale pas, S mus:c„ which, by reason of its tes- thus to defeat the singer's purpose.
technic” but having a normal and pleasant sages and arpeggios be u.:ed. Finally, a Vnf 7 e ®ectlve range> and of its in(To be continued in October)
experience.
start may be made from the lower pitches
iff and emotional content, is stat¬
Oiven a healthy, happy child, who has in an upward direction with equal ease
A • fF use‘ He takes into account
been brought to a condition of genuine in¬ and resulting good quality. The children
t
.
’ mental and emotional status
terest in singing, and given words and mu¬ should expect the tone to grow less °*r
Slnger/Simplicity of Song
sic adapted to his physical, mental and weighty (not to be made “softer” but to
eCa"s(e of, conditions just noted, there
emotional powers, the instruction to sing weigh less) as the pitch rises. The object ! we"-founded objection to the perBy George Chadwick Stock
sweetly and softly (not weakly), to put a of course is to prevent possible strain, as
•u?°22ls'of oratorios such as
Vocal
instruction should be and can be
“smile into the sound,” and to “tell the a result of the common feeling that to
, EllJah” “Creation,” and so presented as to be as clearly under¬
story,” will bring a natural, unforced use sing above the conversational middle pitch „
■ , °f he class,c rePcrtory. What boy stood as two and two making four. If
of the vocal organs, with resultant loveli¬ necessarily means greater physical effort. ° ^^
caPal>le it does not do this, it counts for very little.
ness of tone and expressive singing, at The ladder’ torm of the staff contributes th(, f,f,f" gt , °f “Passing adequately
The student’s ear is his most valuable
least in a majority of cases. There may to this feeling which leads to a coarsenino- ■ f
“"tent of 1 Knoiv that My Rrguide and it should be trained through
have to be some previous teaching of the of the tone.
° "f£w. L'vei\.°f Behold the Lamb of
Cod. of Hear I <■ Israel, of The Fire nl repeatedly hearing good voices, fine’ tone
child to know the true vowel values and
production,
and the artistic singing of
the correct pronunciation of the verbal
The Smiling Voice
spends from Heaven, of Despairing
songs by many different singers.
text. When this is joined to conditions
°ther nurabers’
In addition to this he should do a heap
just previously mentioned, the young pupil T?: HORMAIXV HEALTHY and
happy child, engaged m singing words
On the other hand if
l u ■
of thinking on his own account and should
will carry all these instructions into his
and music fitted for and worthy of use by asked to sing the /Ll C c d ji"lgCr be accept very little as of sterling value until
singing.
him, under instruction to "sing sweetly Bralimc nr tiT
° utUe Sandman of it has been worked out to a practical hdpwith . y* . .he „c, ,„d i„ £ £% StSSX’H SVZ *** ful conclusion.—New Haven CourierThe Values of Imitation
is placed and kept in a condition of body physical mental Ld
S .c ^ess of the J oumal.
'T'FIE MARKED power of imitation
Which may be described as one of “re™do"ment
x possessed by* the young is one factor
to be used in getting them to sing easily spoils,vc freedom.” The exhibition of the the words and 1 T a ^ CQntent of
and well. Particularly is this the case smile contributes to the favorable condi- the voice is involved m ! 0™''° dan8er t0
So UYCany of Vhem ‘Do
where the instructor, man or woman, can tion and adjustment of the vocal instru- sing classic orator! a*k,ng rhi:lfiren to
A foreign pianist was engaged to act
illustrate the velvety, freely produced tone,
as accompanist for an aspiring amateur
known to the profession as “head-voice.”
singer. The amateur was a lady. She
This quality is rightly made the basis of
loudly too low,
or
had hounding ambitions but her technic
the production of the voices of children,
was faulty. This defect became manifest
girls and boys. When an example of it
eifuf
^SX for at the first rehearsal.
can be given by the instructor, and the
pupils caused to imitate it, much time and of ethe,0f ruire thrpony to carry the ,oad -ten esPec'aiiv LIST mifc/writAfter the poor woman had flatted and
labor is saved in bringing the young of the full-grown horse, so the child voice tonal palate 'is exceed.! 1 , • But their natted until she had flatted practically all
singers to a natural, unforced, enjoyable carrnot reasonably be asked to cope with represent what mSft u6 ' They ot her notes, the accompanist waved her
the
type
of
music
written
for
adults,
or
to
of
one
stop,
and
that!
fl
«Hed
an
organ
to
silence.
use of the vocal organs in song. Further¬
in forceful, dramatic, passionate When not very skillfullyf6 .°f.hlgh pitchmore. this “head-voice” quality, and its engage
Madam,” he said mournfully, “it is no
singmg.
, . „ r _very skillfully trained, the “bov
use. I gif Up <jer ch0b. 1 blay der black
accompanying sensation of freedom and
When writing for the orchestra, the artistically.
dreadful thmg. vocally and
eys> } May der white keys, and always
you sing in der cracks!”

Vhe ‘Proper draining and Use of

the Voice of Persons of School A.ge

thT^Xe Tat°J

°f - °f "torS Xg°,
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By Helen Walters

S

INGERS with lovely and well-trained
voices often drop into oblivion, while
others with perhaps less natural talent
walk to the front. Why? Because they
have it—magnetism. Some do and some
don’t. But all can have it to a certain
degree. Everyone who sings has, or as¬
pires to have, a little bag of tricks to “get”
the audience. Here is mine. Try it, take
it, or leave it.
First, know your audience and siug
what you think they would like to hear.
Let geniuses educate the public into
liking to hear what they should hear. If
a program of songs is arranged just to
show off your voice, you have lost before
you start. Of course, a few songs must
he inserted to appease the critics. They
must not be ignored altogether, though at
times we all may wish this were possible.
Reaching the Audience
THIS question concerning each
piece: “Will this appeal to the hearts
of mv audience, tickle their funny bones, or
just give them a lilting melody?” A pro¬
gram of only pretty tunes by approved
composers
ill fall flat. Most audiences
have a larg i measure of feelings than
of musical : raining. Most listeners have
sorrow and trouble. Slip in something
conveying hope,
comfort, or. peace.
Marion Talley, at one of her big recitals,
gave as a final number. “No Night There.”
Every soul left the building loving her
more. Appeal to the tender emotions of
parenthood, or the love of a man for a
maid. Relieve the tenseness by an encore
with a laugh or an old refrain which all
know and love. If you can touch their
heartstrings, they’ll love you, they'll en¬
tourage you to go on to bigger things,
they’ll have confidence in you, and welcome
you back with eager eyes.
Second, know your songs. Of course,
that does not mean just the notes and cor¬

ASK

responding words. Too many singers grow
discouraged because that’s all music is to,
them.
There are two types of songs. One ap¬
peals to everybody in general, as, for
example, “The Brown Bird Singing.” The
same type in sacred music has the emotion
directed toward a supernal being, as in
“Oh, Divine Redeemer.” Then there is
the intimate type, as “Cornin’ Thro’ the
Rye,” in secular, or “I’m a Pilgrim,” in
the sacred.
In singing this' first type you are de¬
tached from your listeners, while in the
second you sing directly to them, you lean
toward them, you snap your words off a
little plainer, or you may even look at
them. However, there is danger in look¬
ing directly into their faces, lest one face
will remind you of a friend and off your
mind flits from your song. Then just that
quick have you snapped that subtle mag¬
netic affinity which spells success.
Personality Preeminent
HIRD, show your own personality.
Don’t let anybody make you so cor¬
rect in every way that you are afraid to
be yourself. If you are like everybody
else, you are nobody. If you can feel your
songs, show it in your face and manner.
I heard Madame Schumann-Heink sing an
aria from an oratorio, in English; and ev¬
ery time she spoke the Name Jesus she
bowed her head as though in reverence.
It seemed sincere, too, and not a studied
Be gracious and smile. Your mouth
may be large, your teeth may not be of
your own choosing, but a spontaneous
warm smile wins. He who succeeds in
showing his personality is he who gets the
applause. Love your audience, and they
will love you. Then, before you realize
what has happened, you will be accredited
with having the "it” of singing.

Possibilities for the “Small’’ Voice

One Hand that Gives
,
When All Others Take!
What It Means to
be a T. C. U.
*SO a Month 'and up1 when
you^ are tontly disjNed by acci$ll!67 a Week'0and up) when
*25 a Month (andup) for illness that does not confine you to the
20 per cent increase in sick
benefits for two months when you
are confined to an established
hospital.
$50 a month 'and up) when
you are totally disabled by injuries

rawi^Tco meet'thdrBilk, or hwe the added worry of debt. Thousands of
others pass the risk along to the T. C. U., as does Miss Helen Hannahs 'll
East Liverpool, Ohio, who recently wrote as follows :
T. C. U. Check Banishes Worry
^ “OrdinariljMihe expense connected with an operation is somethmg^to wor^’
an accidenti s going t

You ne

booklet th
secutive annual renewal d the
policy for not to exceed five years.
Double these benefits for travel
Operation benefits in addition
to other benefits after your policy
has been maintained in force for

Xe! i overtakes

Why Not Arrange for Protection Now?

anCde$f,OJO for Accidental deatu in
explains

ut T.C. U. Protectio
:rything. It does not obligate you ir

. Mail

TEACHERS CASUALTY UNDERWRITERS
913 T. C. U. Bldg.
Lincoln, Nebr.
_Free Information Coupon _
To the T. C. U., 913 T. C. U. Bldg., Lincoln, Nebr.:
it Protective Benefits.
me the whole story and booklet of testii

(This coupon places the sender ur

= JOHN THOMPSON =
Enjoy Teaching Piano By Using Material
Which Interests Your Pupils And Is Consist¬
ent With Modern Methods.
INTRODUCTION TO PIANO

$1.00

FIFTY SELECTED STUDIES

1.00

BEGINNERS BOOK ILLUSTRATED

By Jessie M. Dowlin
To have a great love for vocal music feeling that those around are not listening
and a deep desire to express oneself in to his attempts but are occupied as he in
song and yet feel prevented from serious placing every note at the proper tone level.
The rehearsals usually culminate in a
study by the possession of a “small” voice
and other qualifications in relative propor¬ public concert and, added to the delight
tions is to suffer great disappointment. of the term of work, the “small” voiced
There is, however, within the reach of person feels a justifiable pride in his own
anyone who is fortunate to live in a town tiny part in the success of the finished
of fair size an opportunity for engaging production.
There may be yet another opportunity
in vocal work. For, at the present day.
the larger towns frequently boast a choral for his enjoyment and profit if he is
union with a membership fee well within privileged to join a chorus choir in a
church
which makes a specialty of this
the ordinary person’s reach.
The rehearsing is carried on under a part of the service and cannot employ
competent director who engages in the trained voices.
In striving for the solemnity of feeling
work largely through public spirit and a
love for music. Though lie cannot give intended by some religious compositions
personal attention to each member of the and the sacred jubilation of othefs the
singer
learns not only to use his voice in
chorus, he strives to fuse the singers into
a melodious whole which responds as a its full capacity but also to subdue, it as
directed while being careful to retain its
un't to the slightest signal.
In singing in company with others thc carrying power. He soon finds that he is
individual finds his voice increasing some¬ receiving invaluable lessons for the slight
what in volume from steady, well-directed return of his time in attending choir prac¬
use, while he gains confidence from the tice and church services.

The T. C. U. Check comes just when you need money to
pay your Doctor, Hospital and Nurse Bills. It is the one giving
hand that brings you funds when all others want their pay.
One out of every five teachers each year loses pay and must^meet the extra

BURGMULLER, CZERNY, Etc.

KEYBOARD FROLICS BOOKS I-II Each

.65

VELOCITY STUDIES GRADE 2

BOYS STUDIES.75
GRADE 2-3

TWENTY-FOUR SKETCHES.75
IN ALL THE MAJOR & MINOR KEYS

MINIATURE CLASSICS.
NOT SIMPLIFIED.

GRADES 2-3

MUSICAL TRAVELOGUES
IN DANCE FORM.

.75
1.00

GRADE 3

A list of supplementary teaching pieces will be sent upon request.
This list compiled by Lois Haupt, contains the better material care¬
fully graded and classified published by Schroeder & Gunther, Inc.
ON APPROVAL
e s. 1929
Schroeder & Gunther, Inc.
17 East 45th St., N. Y. C.
Gentlemen—Kindly send on approval for Sixty days, publications men¬
tioned above.
□ Check here if Supplementary Teaching Pieces are desired on approval.
Name

. .

Street

.....

City .. .. .. State..
"If the tone has a tremolo, sounds stuffy or weak, you have not appor¬
tioned the right amount of breath to it; you will gain this by thinking not of
the breath but of the lorn’.”—Evan Williams.
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ORGANIST’S ETUDE
Edited for September by

O TWO ORGANISTS would go
about mastering the intricacies of
a new console in the same way,
hut there is a sure and quick method which
would serve for all organists. This article
will try to make clear what is a direct and
thorough way to become acquainted with
any organ console of from two to four or
five manuals in size.'
What group of stops or tilting tablets
must be discovered first before anything
else? Those of course representing the
manual and pedal couplers. Of these, the
Great to Pedal coupler comes first in
order. The quickest way to find it on
large organs is to locate the Great to Pedal
Reversible, next in order, the Swell to
Great, Choir to Great, and Swell to Choir
(all unison couplers). Near these may
easily be found the Swell to Great 16 and
4', Choir to Great 16' and 4', and Great
to Great 16' and 4'. It should be perfectly
apparent why the Couplers are most
important, because no organ can be at all
adequately handled unless the player is in¬
stantly able to couple any manual to the
pedal or the manuals to each other.
If playing on the Great, with the coup¬
lers drawn, it makes no material differ¬
ence what registers are drawn on either
Swell, Choir or Great; one gets a very
good idea of the tonal qualities, as the
various stops are added, since the Swell,
Choir and Great are coupled together.
The couplers mentioned are not all
there are, but they are the indis¬
pensable ones. It requires possibly ten
minutes at the roost to locate them, and
they should be kept on until the player
can fix their exact location in mind.
From an experience of thirty-four years,
during which time the writer has been
obliged quite frequently to master many
organs in from an hour to an hour and a
half, he has found this method of approach
the best, and with no time wasted.
The Couplers
TT/HAT, NATURALLY, is the next
V V thing to do after finding the coup¬
lers ? It has been my experience that the sev¬
eral balanced pedals which open and close
the Swell, Choir, Solo and Echo boxes, in¬
cluding the Crescendo Pedal, should be defi¬
nitely fixed, and the “Sforzando” Pedal
as well. Learning the console of a twomanual instrument and one of four man¬
uals would be accomplished in the same
way.
From this point on, what the organist
proceeds to do depends much upon the
make of the organ with which he is endeav¬
oring to become acquainted. The Pedal
keyboard has been standardized according
to the measurements adopted by the Ameri¬
can Guild of Organists: but the Console,
apart from the Pedal, of no two builders is
exactly alike. This much can be truth¬
fully said, however: all organs, no matter
by whom they were built, have pneumatic
push buttons under the manuals they af¬
fect, which makes it possible to add or re¬
duce the stops of any manual without
manipulating them by hand.'
It is absolutely necessary to know which
stops on each manual these pneumatic but¬
tons move. In the old system, not much
employed today by organ builders, a cer¬
tain combination was made by the piston,
without visibly affecting the stops already
drawn. When the zero (o) button was
pressed, the combination in effect at the
time was released, and the stops drawn
represented the power of the instrument.
Now, however, in most organs of threemanuals or more, the combinations made
by the various pistons are visible to the
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“How to Play Hymns”
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the ETUDE

John Hermann Loud
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
“AN ORGANIST’S ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF ’

“How to Become Quickly
Familiar With a 7\lew
Console”
player, as the stop knobs or stop-keys
actually move on or off. It means that
each button accounts for a fixed combina¬
tion. Fortunately, there is a clever device,
consisting of an adjustable combination pis¬
ton, which makes it possible for the or¬
ganist to change the combination on any
push-button at the console.
The Push Buttons

THE
NEXT DUTY, therefore, is to
try the pneumatic push-button:, under
each manual, beginning with the Swell.
The writer may be old-fashioned in some
ways; but, in his opinion, No. 1 button
should register a very soft 8' combination
(Aeoline and St. Diapason, or Aeoline
alone); and the stops of each button should
be graded so well that the combination on
each would give slightly more power than
its next lower number, until the highest
number is reached, that is Full Swell. The
writer could name quite a number of firstclass organists who prefer to have the
buttons register in the foregoing way.
On all large organs, there is a row of
what are called “general pistons,” above
the top manual. These pistons are used
generally for some specific combination
affecting the whole organ. For example,
No. 1 might be a combination of all strings,
with suitable pedal; No. 2 might be a Vox
Humana Solo with suitable accompani¬
ment on the Choir or Echo manual. They
are most useful, and a lazy organist could
“get by” in. a church service, perhaps, if he
handled the instrument by means of these
general pistons alone (seven or eight in
number, sometimes more). Having be¬
come acquainted with the exact location
of the means of playing the manuals alone
or in combination, the expression pedals
(another name for the various Swell Ped¬
als) and the pneumatic push-buttons, we
are now ready to examine the actual stops,
the location of which was made plain when
the pneumatic pistons were being tested out.
In some organs the tilting tablets repre¬
senting the stops are white and the couplers
black. This greatly facilitates the dis¬
tinguishing of stops and couplers; but the
stops of the Austin organ at the SesquiCentennial in Philadelphia (1926) were of
six different colors, if I remember cor¬
rectly. The strings were orange, the reeds,
red, flutes, light blue and couplers black,
I think. That made it all the more easy
to separate the several families into groups.
In large organs there is a pneumatic
button, sometimes placed at the left of the
No. 1 piston under each manual, which,
when pressed, couples that particular man¬
ual to Pedal. There is also a “general
release” piston, which throws off every
stop and coupler on the organ when
pressed.

A half-hour spent in locating the mechanical devices which already have been
mentioned leaves the rest of the time
available for actually fitting the pieces to
be played to the organ in hand. Do not
be too impatient to try out the diapasons,
reeds, flutes, and strings of the various
kinds, before mastering the multiplicity of
registrational facilities. One of the faults,
which clearly shows unfamiliarity with
an organ, is too much hesitation in making

,
u„mvM i ,...
JOHN HERMANN LOUD
.
. ,
,
quick shifts in registration, study thoroughly the mechanical means at hand, before playing a note. There is absolutely
no necessity for nervousness, once an organist masters the things .numerated
above.

One W the mftst important portions of
the Protestant Church service of today is
hymn-singing. A great deal more than
many people imagine depends upon how
the hymns are played by the organist and
director. When the choir is a chorus un¬
der the direction of a precentor who uses
the baton effectively, it does not matter
to such a great extent just how the hymntunes are played, but if the choir happens
to be a quartet, and the organist is the
director too, it makes all the difference in
the world.
It may not be the writer’s office to dic¬
tate how the hymn-tune should be given
out by the organist before the congrega¬
tion rises to sing, but he is taking that
privilege. The usual method, apparently
in vogue, is to play the tune through first
on the Swell manual (generally without
pedals) with no particular attention to ex¬
pression or'the meaning of the words.
Many times the hymn is played much
faster than the congregation can possibly
be expected to sing it.
What is the cure for this? The organist
should practice the playing of hymns in
various ways, employing the manuals fre¬
quently as a solo, with alto and tenor on
another manual, sometimes as “echo” or
various other effects, making the tune an
artistic creation. Take an excellent ex¬
ample, “Onward. Christian Soldiers," by
Arthur Sullivan. It is one of the great
hymns of the Protestant Church. The
following is one of a dozen ways: Play
the first four measures as a solo on Swell

(Oboe 8', Stopped Diapason 8', Flute 4',
Salicional 8', Open Diapason 8') with Al¬
to and Tenor on Choir manual (Soft 8'
and 4') coupled to Bourdon Pedal. Add
the Sw. to Sw. 16' coupler and the tremolo
for the next four measures. Play the next
eight measures on the Swell (no pedal),
opening the Swell-Box gradually during
the eight measures. The next four to be
played with Pedal on a'“forte” Great Man¬
ual with Swell and Choir coupled, and the
last four on Great Manual, with Pedal,
opening the Crescendo Pedal during the
playing of these last four measures. If
the hymn-tune has been played in a good
“march” tempo (about I = 120) the con¬
gregation will take it up promptly and
carry the tune along at the same tempo.
The foregoing detailed explanation is
more than merely a hint. Now, it takes
practice to master the art of playing hymns
that way, but it is worth it. The writer
has played hymns for years in this fash¬
ion. How should hymns be played for
the congregation? On the Great organ,
the writer believes, with the full Swell
and full Choir, if a three-manual organ,
coupled. The Pedal should be deep and of
round tone, and the Great manual “forte”
of the hymn is triumphant, “mezzo-forte”
or “piano,” if not so brilliant or quiet in
character. Finally, follow the words of
the hymn carefully and play the organ
with power or sweetness, according to the
sentiment of the words, by adding to or
reducing the Great manual.

“How to (Develop a Smooth Pedal Toechnic”
“Hints as to Phrasing”
Frequently one hears concert organists,
from whom one would expect legato ped¬
aling, who have developed a flawless man¬
ual technic, but have neglected woefully
sufficient pedal practice of the right kind.
There are many excellent books containing
exercises for the sub-bass which, if prac¬
ticed in the correct manner, will bring
about the desired results. Everythirig in
the nature of “alternate right and left toe”
is good; but the best method to attain the
desired results is a thorough mastery of
the major, minor, and chromatic scales. I
mean not simply to master the “correct
toeing and heeling,” but so to learn them
that there is a perfect legato, from a slow
tempo, at first, to a rapid pedaling of the
same. This mastery may be obtained if
the student will keep the feet close to the
pedals and play from the ankles exclusive¬
ly, The organ bench must be at a height
where the player can use the heels with¬
out effort, and the feet should be kept
close together. When the right heel is to
be followed by the left toe in ascending
from “E” to Ftf, for example, turn the
right foot with the heel as a pivot, fol¬
lowing it up closely by the left toe, taking

care not to release the right heel until the
left toe is in a position to press the Ff.
The organ manuals are played by pressure,
and not by percussion as a piano is played.
The pedals should be played in the same
way, if smoothness is to result. Anything
like striking the pedals is to be avoided.
Becoming familiar with every kind of
exercise used by the best organ writers is
all right, of course; but for the develop¬
ment of a smooth legato there is nothing
equal to faithful practice of the scales ac¬
cording to the plan originated by Nicolas
J. Lemmens, to be found in his Organ
School, Part II, used hv the greatest
French organists who studied under Lem¬
mens at Brussels Conservatory. Guilmant,
Widor, Gigout and their pupils. I believe
that all organists should he masters of
scale-playing by the feet, just as all good
pianists are, or should be, able to play the
scales fluently and correctly on the piano¬
forte. Furthermore, the mastery of scales
will enable any organist to be sure of his
ground when called upon to instruct a
pupil as to the correct pedaling- for any
given passage in regard to which the pu¬
pil is in doubt.

“ How to Acquire a Better 'Mastery of the Mysteries

T

of (Registration ”

HE SUBJECT of registration is
probably the most fascinating phase
of organ-playing and should be es¬
pecially studied at the present day, because
of the marvellous possibilities in tone-color
of modern electric organs. Essentially,
organs are about the same as they have
been for many years. That is, the stops o f
an organ have always consisted of four
families, diapasons, strings, flutes and
reeds. The main differences now are that
there are so many kinds of diapasons,
strings/flutes and reeds, compared to what
there used to be, and that there are so
many “sub” and “super” couplers; while
the fact that the stops of nearly every
manual, and pedal keyboard as well arc

enclosed in boxes, adds several hundred
fold to the possibilities of expression. The
light action makes it possible to p'a>'
transcriptions of piano and orchestral
music very satisfactorily; and the multi¬
plicity of stops, some very orchestral i»
color, makes it a genuine delight to pla>
an organ transcription of much orchestral
music, which would have been impossible
on organs fifty- years ago.
Some very fine books have been P"”'
lished on Registration; but I know you
want the writer’s method of registration.
Therefore, I will give a general outline of
my procedure.
(Continued on page 681)

The writer is very glad to have this op¬
portunity to say some things regarding
the absolute necessity of “phrasing” in or¬
gan music, as well as in speech. Great
stress is laid, in singing particularly, also
in piano and violin playing, on the neces¬
sity of phrasing; but in organ-playing
there is a deplorable lack of it, many times
none at all. The phrasing of the vocalist
is guided, more or less, to be sure, by the
words; but in instrumental music how
much more care should be devoted to
dividing the melody notes, in particular,
properly int, • intelligent phraseology.
What is the reason, may I ask, why
composers of organ music in all countries
take so much pains to phrase their com¬
positions, if players choose to ignore them ?
And remember also that, because a break
must occur at the end of a phrase, it does
not mean retarding the music at that par¬
ticular point. On the contrary, the flow
°f the music must continue until the proper
time for retarding arrives. In order to
accomplish this, the best way is to give
to the last note of a phrase about onehalf of its value, if a quarter note or
smaller. Not more than an eighth . rest
should be allowed between phrases. This

For Your Organ
The heart of any organ is its wind supply. Without con¬
stant and reliable wind pressure it is impossible to bring
out the beautiful and wonderful tones of your instrument.

THE ORGOBLO
is an essential part of any pipe organ equipment. Thou¬
sands are in use in churches, theatres, homes and schools.
If you will send us the type and size of your organ, we will
gladly send you a complete description of the Orgoblo, which
will give satisfactory service for a life time.

THE SPENCER TURBINE CO.

$ power k
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD,
l DEPT, o
_
gives time enough to begin the new phrase
without any delay. Organ music takes
on new life and interest when phrased,
while the exact opposite is true if the
phrasing is neglected.
Buch’s Fugues should be phrased, too,
GUILMANT
but in those wonderful compositions a very
great amount of careful study (much more
ORGAN SCHOOL
than in any other form of music) must be
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL
spent if it is done intelligently. Suffice it
Director
to say, there is no form of music more
sadly neglected from this standpoint than
A thorough systematic training for
Bach’s works, the phrasing of which is
serious organists who wish to become
expert
organists.
not indicated. Where sequences occur, it
as they extend In reg stration they Bhow
the like excellency. Even greater proporis always advisable to make a break be¬
times with ?nstruments of smaller1scope*
tween each one and the next; and if the
sequence is a rising one, it is most effec¬
tive to add a trifle more organ with each I 165 Woodland St.
Hartford, Conn. I
successive one, sometimes by opening the
Swells, and oftentimes by the addition of
more stops. If the sequence is a “falling”
one, the reverse would hold true. In lan¬
THE PIANO
guage, phrases are defined as “short, pithy
State Theatre Building, Boston, Mass.
ACCORDION
expressions which are shorter than clauses.”
Music is, or should be composed of just
Theatre—Hotel—Broadcasting,
offers splendid opportunities
such short expressions of varied length,
Church —Concert — Residence
separated just as one would in speaking.
Phrasing usually corresponds to breath¬
Practice periods available
Our Accordions are the best
ing in song.
HAND-BUILT instruments made
for non-students. Address
at surprisingly low prices.
Secretary for information
and booklet.
Send for free literature

How to Acquire (Registration
(Continued from page 680)

[AUSTIN ORGAN CO.I

DEL CASTILLO ORGAN SCHOOL

To Musicians

The Carro Accordion Company
1122 St. Clair Ave.

Cleveland, O.

DEL CASTILLO now broadcasting regu¬
larly from WEEI. Available for
concert engagements.

Sw. 16 and Sw. W Sw. 4 to all the above
A Practice Plan
combinations with Oboe. The above com¬
VERMOND KNAUSS
JUY OWN personal plan would be to
binations also should be tried with the
SCHOOL OF ORGAN PLAYING
get permission to study a modern
tremolo. Now select a good hymn and
210 North Seventh St.
Allentown, Penna.
organ at the console, provided the organ
play the soprano on the Swell with each
Two and three manual modem electric action organs
where I am regularly employed did not
of these combinations, playing the alto and
for lessons and practice. Part Scholarships available.
meet the requirements. I would start with
tenor voices on the Choir (Melodia 8' and
CHURCH
and
CONCERT:
Catalogue E2
>e Swell manual first, drawing the Oboe
THEATRE: Catalogue E
Dulciant 8') organ coupled to Pedal Bour¬
aone first and then adding to it, in rotadon 16', tying all the repeated notes in the
‘°n, the Stopped Diapason 8', next the
alto, tenor and bass. Do the same as the
topped Diapaso and Flute 4', next the
above, using the Clarinet on the Choir as
j t0PPed Diapason and Bourdon 16', finala basic solo stop and accompanying it by
y_ “>s. Salicional 8', and Voix Celeste 8'
tree. Write tods
(Continued on page 690)
°‘ ' °'x Celeste alone. Then add the Sw. to
"When 7on write to onr ailvi rtfsers always mention THE ETUDE. It
s one in touch with the higher ideals of art and life.
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tiie etude
rm We have seen some very old books
of that sort published here in America.

The VIOLINIST’S ETUDE
Edited by
Robert Braine

A girl once told the writer that she hated
the fiddle—yet her father had played one
for many years. On making inquiries it
was found that the latter had learned from
an untrained “scraper" who was chiefly
concerned about the force and energy he
could put into his playing. The unfortunate
parent had developed so heavy a bowing
that he required the stick of his strong bow
to be pulled up quite straight before he
could use it. H's tone was horrible—
screaming and cracked.
Later the girl learned to play the violin
and developed a sweet tone. Then she came
to.love the music of this instrument.
The note of a violin is caused by the
vibration of a string left and right, across
the finger-board (not up and down).
The string is set in vibration by the
roughness of the bow-hair, a roughness
.j be likened to microscopic
__
which may
teeth
When this saw is drawn across
a string each tooth catches and then r
leases the string. The gut is thus set
vibration.
Since this vibration of the string h
s from side to side it is clear that any
hard pressure on the string, forcing it
downwards, may seriously hamper the
movement and possibly check it altogether.
It will also be clear that the less the string
is pressed down the more freely and evenly
it will vibrate.
So, then, here is a rule for bowing:
“Never use more pressure than is needed
to set the string in sufficient motion.” This
playing “lightly” is a very important but
not always recognized aspect of violin tech¬
nic. It is the one thing that makes the
difference between sweet and sour tone.
Sweet tone must always be lifted from
the violin; forcing downwards cannot
bring it out. An excellent exercise for
developing this lifting bowing is as follows:

For each measure, one full bow s to be
used. It is to move at an exactly even pace
through notes and rests alike. But during
the rests, the hair is to be raised about an
inch above the string and go on thus until
it settles down, daintily, for the
■
But there is another feature
production.
Pacing the finger at the half-way
point between the bridge and the fingerboard nut one finds that the str.ng can
be pressed down easily, that it is easy
hold, By experimenting similarly a
trifle ne;
the bridge one finds^tfiat die
string does not give so readily, that it
hard to hold. Expressed in another way,
the string, in the fir:t instance, does not
resist the finger' pressure so strongly as it
does in the second.
The conclusion is that the nearer one gets
o the bridge, the stiff er the string becomes
pressure.
So, in bowing one inch from the bridge,
some little pressure will be needed to over¬
come the resistance of the string. But two
inches farther from the bridge the string
will not resist so strongly—a much lighter
pressure will set the string vibrating at an
equal speed. If the pressure given at the
first point is given also at the second the
tone of the second will be ruined.
There is just one more aspect to consider.
If one plays on an open string the bow
may be, at a distance from the bridge,
equal to one-eighth of the length of the

to write out a description of his violin
and expect us to decide without seeing
it whether or riot it is a copy 0r an
original as it would be to send a written
description of a ten dollar bill to a bank
teller and ask whether the bill is a counter
feit.
The gist of the whole matter is that
the written description of a genuine old
Cremona and of a perfectly made copy
would read exactly the same. The expert
consequently cannot decide from a writ¬
ten description.
He must actually see
the
violin which he is to judge. People
cBy Sid G. Hedges
who believe they have valuable old violins
should take or send them to good experts
vibratThe expert violinist can tell, without for an opinion. Reputable dealers in old
string (that is, the ^length which
if the~ left hand comes up and looking, just where his bow lies, by the violins have such experts in their employ,
in8-)' D"’ '*
t the top of the fingerboard, hardness or softness of the string. This or at least know where to find one, if
f*opst
then the bow will be on a spot more nearly ability to recognize by the feel of the bow an opinion is sought.
Many of them
1 Jhe ™ddle of the vibrating portion of on the string the need for raising or lower- after an examination, give printed certifi¬
str'nS- The quality of tone produced will ing its position is greatly to be desired by cates, with their signature, containing their
consequently not be the same. To keep the every violinist.
opinion as to the maker or school of violin
tone even the bow must move nearer the
Slow scale playing gives excellent oppor- making to which the violin belongs as
bridge until it reaches the spot equivalent to tunities. One piay then watch his bow and well as its value. Such a certificate from
one-eighth of the length of the vibrating see that it approaches the bridge each time a good violin dealer is valuable to the
Portion.
1
that the fingers climb upwards and draws owner if he ever wishes to sell the violin.
A general principle may be formulated back to the fingerboard each time they
from this fact: “To preserve the same tone, recede. Much of the secret of sweet tone
tlle bow must always move nearer to the lies here.
Thomas Jefferson and
bridge as the vibrating length of string is
The final word might be—lift the notes
shortened (or as the notes stopped ascend from the violin; give regard to the exact
His Violin
t*le fingerboard).”
position of the bow on the strings. Then
hi playing forte the bow should be nearer will the tone be sweet and pure. Then,
fhe bridge, where the string is harder, for with the aid of vibrato, will it possess
By E. H. Pierce
4llen it is possible to apply more pressure soul and life. Then will the hearers thrill
an<i so set the string in stronger vibration, at its beauty,
hat THE same man who is fa¬
mous as the author of the “Declara¬
tion of Independence," as the third
___
president of the United States and as the
(
11YIP
nr
"\7nt?
patron
saint (so to speak) of the Demo¬
vALfl'KiKtC
Ul
J \U L.
cratic party was also a remarkably en¬
thusiastic amateur violinist and possessed
A constant stream of inquiries comes violin- with Stradivarius stamped on a piece no little skill on that instrument, is a fact
to the Violinist’s Etude from people who of paper inside. How much is it worth?” little known but nevertheless well vouched
fancy that they have genuine old violins
1 f the writers of these letters would re¬ for by his biographers. “The Life and
made by the great Violin makers. The fleet a little, they would see how impos- l imes of Thomas Jefferson." by Thomas
writers imagine that all they have to do -ible it is to pass on a violin without see- E. Watson, is full of interesting references
d a written description of the ing it. Thousands of people have the idea to his devotion to the violin.
v;obn
color,^ general appearance, a re- that the great makers had certain secret
Not only that, but we learn that Patrick
produ^n'^heUSd inside,'
c°Py marks which were placed on their violins Henry (another immortal name in the
of the words '.
branded
the back, and that and which, if found, prove that it is genu- early history of our nation) was one of
the editor can inform them b return
They never stop to think that ’ '
the friends with whom he often played
- •
. k„
mail whether or not the violin is genuine, tators of these violins would know all violin duets! John Randolph, before a
The following letter is typical of these about these marks and would place them difference of political views created an
_
^
^
^
^^
inquiries: “1 am very much interested in on the imitations also. All the above de¬ estrangement between them, was another
learning devalue of m^Uolins."'! have'
scriptions which our correspondent gives
Stradivarius, a Guarnerius and a Stainer, of his violins would read exactly tfe same of his musical colleagues. Even the storm
Most people who own violin? judge by whether he were describing a genuine in- and stress of the Revolution and the inner
tbe ]abel stampecl in them, but I have a strument or an imitation madefy a good political struggles which followed it did
different method. My violins have all the violin maker.
Y * g0Od not avail to interrupt greatly his devotion
marks of genuineness on the inside of the
There are millions of violins in ex- to the art of music. The incident which
finally put a stop to his violin-playing was
violm and on the neck block. Their work- istence, copied more or less correctly from
manship is most perfect, the purfling is the works of the great makers
The the accidental breaking of his wrist which
detail, and
and all
all the
the vast majority of these are factory fiddles healed slowly and left a painful stiffness
'edgeT'h°yg “i perfect
Perfect detail,
ever after.
n appearance of a master of comparatively crude workmanship,
Culling here and there from the book
workman.
„c
, ,
,
which would deceive no one who had even
Some of the marks are very secret, an empirical knowledge of good violin we have mentioned, we note that, while
most of the local “fiddlers” plaved by ear,
their repertoire consisting of traditional
• . . ,
, .
copies of master workmen who made
■ 8 cross and other initials which exact fac-similes of the originals as re )igs and country-dances, such as Money
hanfly be distinguished. The color gards shape, color, varnish, private marks Musk, Devil’s Dream and the like, Jeffer¬
son
played by note and was fond of hymnof the Stradivarius
of orange-like, choice of wood, cutting the scroll, shape
l-,i,..i.. everv tunes and other sustained melodies includwith varnish cracks along the edges. The of ff Union
hole^" label's,'purflffig^’mid
color
of the
color of
the Guarnerius
fTiiarnerinc „ more like red detail of the original. Many of these >ng airs from Italian operas. What he
orange, and the Staine
orange.
artistically made copies have age to boot played, in the form of violin duets, we are
“Will you kindly gi
~ your opinion as they were made during or soon after not informed. The excellent Duos of
as ' to their genuineness and’ tell
of the period when the value of the Cre- Pleyel or of Viotti, which were already
other marks which are to be found
a mona violin first began to be rcowniw-H in print and enjoying considerable vogue
master-made violin? Are there any secret It is violins of this type that are difficoO in Europe and England, would doubtless
signs
which aa master
on his
signs which
master puts
nuts on
bis instriiInstrn. to distinguish from the originals andThTch have been warmly appreciated by him, but
ments?”
require the utmost skill on the part of whether they were known and obtainable
Hundreds of letters similar to the above the expert who
called in to give an opin- in Charlottesville, Virginia, at that time
are received. Some contain no description ion of their genuineness
almost a remote frontier, is open to doubt.
at all. They simply state,—“I have
- ’
- ■futile for any of our readers More probably he possessed some arrange¬
ments of opera-melodies in violin-duet
THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
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Sweet and Sour

T

“We Saved the Violin!”
HILE HE was still a quite young
man, during a temporary absence
from home, the family, dwelling was
destroyed by fire. On his return, when he
was confronted with the bad news, his
brother hastened to him with the assurance
(as the one bright spot in the clouds of
misfortune) that his fiddle was saved!
Tho slaves, it seemed, had noticed how he
valued it and had rushed to rescue it first
of all, no matter what else might fall a
prey to the devouring flames.
We find no record of how he first
learned to play. Perhaps at the start he
was largely self-taught. But later on he
had regular lessons on the violin from a
music-teacher named Alberte (or Alberti),
the same master who had taught the harp¬
sichord to his wife before her first
marriage. He was very regular in prac¬
tice, during the time of these lessons, rising
early and getting in an hour or more
before breakfast.
He often played a
total of three hours a day. During his
journeys he would take a “kit” (a small,
compactly-built violin often used by danc¬
ing-masters) with him, in order to keep
up his practice.
It will be of interest to recall the fact
that music occupied a quite important place
in his courtship. The lady who afterward
became his wife was a young, attractive
widow, a Mrs. Skelton, the daughter of
John Wayles, a large land-owner.- He was
not without rivals, but, when other suitors
approached her door and heard Jefferson’s
violin, the widow’s harpsichord and both

of them singing they turned back dis¬
couraged.
The violin which was saved from a
burning house may or may not have been
a good one. But when Jefferson’s taste
became more fastidious he coveted a better
one owned by his friend, John Randolph.
Failing to succeed in an attempt at im¬
mediate purchase, he entered into a remark¬
able contract, in strict legal form and duly
witnessed and recorded, by which he was
to have the violin for three hundred dollars
in case he outlived Randolph. As events
transpired, however, the instrument fell
into his hands much sooner. Randolph,
at the verge of the Revolution, remained
loyal to his king and suddenly decided to
return to England, notwithstanding the fact
that his son Edmund was a fire-eating
“rebel” seeking service with Washington.
But in the sadness and haste of his
going, he does not forget Jefferson. Be¬
sides ready money now will do Randolph
himself more good than the violin. Per¬
haps he will never feel like playing it
again, such is his sorrowful mood. The
upshot is that Jefferson buys it for sixtyfive dollars.
The next we hear of Jefferson’s violin¬
playing is, curiously enough, an aftermath
of the surrender of Burgoyne at Saratoga.
Most of the prisoners captured in that
battle were sent to Virginia for safe-keep¬
ing, and Jefferson, always humane, visits
them and endeavors to mitigate their lot
by little kindnesses. In the course of his
benevolent activities, he finds—oh joy!—
several very good musicians among them,
especially among the Hessians, and now.
he plays violin duets and other concerted
music to his heart’s desire. This is a
picture pleasant to dwell upon.

Heifetz finds
The

This LEXTER from Jascha Heifetz needs no
comment. Concert Master strings are in favor
with distinguished artists. Fritz Kreisler buys
and uses them. Pietro Aria, Rudolph Mangold,
Otto Meyer . . . just mention the name of a
leading artist and, more than likely, he has
Concert Master strings on his violin.
Manufacture is so accurate that no string
varies, from end to end, more than one-si:cth
the thickness of a human hair. The finished
strings are smooth to the touch, durable under
strain, and perfect in tone.
Try The Concert Master strings on your
own violin. Your dealer has them. Send for
the interesting brochure, “30 Prominent Vio¬
linists Write a Book.” Armour and Company,
Dept. E-9, Chicago, Ill.
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Are Violin ^Methods Improving

T

By E. L. Winn

HE ART OF music itself does
not change, but the present technical
training of the human hand for
piano and violin playing differs entirely
from that of fifty years ago. The intrica¬
cies of modern works, with their peculiar
intervals and rhythms, necessitate a differ¬
ent kind of mental as well as physical
preparation than was ever before required.
Almost all our classic violin works were
written either by gifted players or by
great composers who had some knowledge
of the instrument. There are now few
difficulties in the older classics for the
gifted virtuoso today. But he has to train
his hand and brain for the modern works.
Paganini himself would be puzzled by.
some of our modern dissonances. Stra¬
vinsky, Schoenberg, Roussel, Pizzetti, Grovlez and a score of other composers would
no doubt set him thinking that this is a
day of virtuosity in intervals and exotic
structure rather than in pure melody. In¬
deed, the day of pure melody interspersed
with technical fireworks has departed.
Once the Joachim Hungarian concertos
were considered by the executant lacking
in violinistic qualities not to say wellnigh impossible of execution. Today a
really fine virtuoso makes them seem like
child’s play.
Are violinists more gifted or are
methods more individualistic? . Frankly
we have found new and more practical
ways of doing things. The violin hand is
better trained today than ever before. The
bow arm, too, receives great attention.
we may look back to Baillot for Kreisler’s
great command of bowing or to Massart
tor a definite plan of bbw control, but we
must concede that modern training in¬
cludes not only an analysis of works but

a very definite analysis of the power and
capabilities of the human hand.

Concert JM aster
1

THE NEW

“Lewis” Catalog

Overcoming Handicaps

EVERYTHING is possible if one has

talent and industry. Even a hand
illy fitted for the violin may be trained.
A sluggish ear, by attention to solfeggio,
may be made perfect. And there are
known to good teachers special ways of
playing difficult passages. By these the
average player may accomplish good re¬
sults.
In former times we accepted bowings
and fingerings on the pages of great con¬
certos. Today we work out a plan for
the individual hand. Professor Auer him¬
self does not advise playing tenths when
to play them means fatigue if not real
pain.
The great progress in the teaching of
music today is this: music study has be¬
come constructive, more interesting and
inspiring, because the attitude of teachers
is joyous, optimistic and logical, not nega¬
tive and inclined to be brutal. Mere brute
force has been superseded by modem
psychology. We develop from within.
This is a tremendous step forward.
Pupils play better in public because they
have not the obsession of fear. Virtuos¬
ity, fifty years ago hailed as phenomenal,
is today no uncommon thing. Though
there are no short cuts to music train¬
ing there has been a tremendous advance
in intelligent and rational as well as in¬
dividualistic methods. Both teachers and
pupils think out problems today. In the
great complex life there must be time-sav¬
ing devices even in music. Modern teach¬
ing is solving that problem.

Concert ^M.aster

thoroughly satisfactory

IS A REVELATION!
rE&jp

At home, at the theatre^while shopping

new numbers and grades added to our large
complete line. Special proposition to
Sc ool Supervisors and Violin and Cello
Teachers. Send for^your copy today, free.

pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender

WM. K. LEWIS & SON, Desk 36
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
PleaSe send me free of charge your
New “Lewis” Catalog

and comfort. Sold everywhere. Schieffelin
^Co., 16-26 Cooper Square,

ogaezasasr
33&S!

Name...........

TINDALE
Music Filing Cabinet
Needed by every Musician,
Music Studeirt. Library,

AUGUST GEMUNDER Si SONS
lfflfif VIOLINS OLNDEaND sues
IHW Outfit. $15, $22, $27, $32, $40, and Up.
/xO.Vj
Our Catalogues are Free.
L 1 KU
They Will Safely Guide You.
PFY
119 West 42nd Street, New York
A Violin House Established 83 Years

H9|Sgj Will keep your music orderly,
protected from damage, and
where you can instantly
moat popular atylca
TINDALE CABINET CO.
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Faust

c?,%t J* VIOLINS

School of Tuning

STANDARD OF AMERICA
ALUMNI OF 2000
Piano Tuning, Pip. and
Reed Organ and Player
Plan.. Tear Baok Frit
27-29 Gainoboro Sheet
BOSTON, MASS.

Violins, Violas
Cellos, Basses

Deep, Mellow, Soulful
We^ are maker, of ^high-grade vioUiis.
awredated -bijhGSr d't'5VtodS'

-
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S)liM.PGuSTfV V.BHENN1NG
302 University Hide , Seattle, ttash.
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Make THE ETUDE Your Marketing Place
Etude Advertisers open the Doors to Real Opportunities

*As there are no orchestral scores in existence from an earlier period
than the sixteenth century, most of our information regarding the consti¬
tution of the medieval bodies of players is obtained from pictures and
sculptures such as may be seen in the great art galleries. -The Violinist.
ETUDE. It Identifies y
When you write to our advertisers always mention

VIOLINISTS
ATTENTION:

A New Book—Op. 30—is added to First Lessons in Violin Playing by Henry Hoare.
Books are renumbered as follows. □ Bb. I—Op. 27, □ Bk. II—Op. 30, r Bk. Ill—Op. 28
(AU 1st Pos.) □ Bk. IV—Op. 29 (3rd, 2nd. 1st, Halt Pos. I Used by the most successful
teachers. Price, $1.00 each; Introductory Offer—50c ea., sent C. 0. D. Mark and Mail.
CHICAGO EDUCATIONAL MUSIC LIBRARY,
3209 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
e In touch with t ; higher ideals of art and life.
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Waster Lesson: Qhopin Etude, Op. 25, No. 2

SUMMY’S CORNER

Violin Questions Answered
By

(Continued from page 6*5)

Robert Braine

Exercises d'apres Chopin,” has written, “I
roll Chopin at the lesson! I remember his

atassitsC

VIOLIN STUDIES
that are^outstanding in their clarity and logical simplic-

Ex. 5
>

— ' ■ ’

1’ went badly. I even saw him break a then
rhair once. It was a thing of straw. The
^ ^
^ ^ ^
^ q
artists still had a few in those days. And fetflrriTr II ff flf rff? II
the sublime skill of the master as he was ~fe*=i==rfe^= LLLai LUd LLJJ U
leading you to feel and to understand! His
3. With varying rhythms:

1

VIOLIN BOW TECHNIC
by Henry Hoare

THE VERY FIRST VIOLIN
STL DIES

ex:. sssfeaT :

TEACHERS J

a.

1
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( The Way
I To Find Gold!
IS TO SIFT AWAY THE
UNDESIRABLE MATE¬
RIAL UNTIL ONLY THE
PRECIOUS METAL

To use this material makes
teaching easy, makes par¬
ents astonished by the
rapid progress of pupils
enlarges your class, and
brings in the gold!

rrrrcA

lM

ON APPROVAL
ORDER BLANK:

LlLLD’ i i'-Hi;-'
•

fflLM. CIL'ff. g'fts
the pupil to let the fingers fall freely, while LL=d »
J ’ “ ■ ' ^ •
the hand was completejy supple.^ apid jn 7/g meter for fwejve notes:

To order on approval—simply
check classifications wanted.
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..._jio Pieces, taught by John
M. Williams
Brand New Piano Teaching Pieces
• 1st Grade Piano Class Instruction
Pieces
■ 2nd^Grade Piano Class Instruction

[Ilf; £[[(0'
Chopin.,UP«„,,,
HOPIN'

■

to,: f'Clilf;

mist)

.Easy Piano Pieces for Boys
lolf Friml Pieces
...Easy Piano Pieces, Grade l
...Easy Piano Pieces, Grade 2
.. . Piano Pieces, Grade 3
... Piano Pieces, Grades 4 to 6
..The Musical Ladder (Beginner’s
Book)

PRACTICAL SCALE BUILDER

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

WORLD - FAMOUS COLLECTIONS
Book of a Thousand Songs

For the student, here are some i
gestions for working on that ador
Etude in f minor. It must be played,

Ex. 6

the 1, 2, 3, 4, 55 position.
~u^r fingerings have been devised. Riemann. for distance, gives 1, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2,
1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 5, a poor fingering because
it
s unnecessary movements of the
r it deforms the phrasing by
making it less natural.
1. Keeping, then, the
I advise studying it with
Make groups of two, thi
and repeat each group th

-mismms:;
I ILLUSTRATED F

asses©* iimmcL

...Readings with Music
... Anthems—Mixed : With Solo
...Anthems—Mixed; Without Solo
... Anthems—2-part Treble
..Anthems—Men’s Voices

f - >"f - v - n
pp
- r - '"f ~ f
S. Various fingerings: Legato 1, 2; 2, 1;
1, 3; 3, 1; 1, 4; 4, 1; 1, 5; 5. 1.
Portamento 23^25-25
34-35-45
Staccato with the original fingering.
• a. without thumb
1>. without 2nd
c. without 3rd
d. without 4th
e. without 5th

...Xmas Anthems, Mixed
...Xmas Anthems, Two-Part Treble
...Thanksgiving Anthems—Mixed
... Choruses—3-part Women’s
...Choruses—2-part Women’s
t Worn.
s Void
Choruses
-Mixed Voic
. .Choruses—S. A. B. Voices
..Scprano Songs
.. Contralto Songs
. .Tenor Songs
..Baritone Songs
..Ballads (High)
..Ballads (Low)
..Easy Teaching Songs
..Songs for Young Girls
..Encore Songs (New)
..Secular Duets (S. & A.)
..Sacred Duets (S. & A.)
..General Sacred Songs (High)
..General Sacred Songs (Low)

. ,

ill! i
I 1!
3 l
6. Practice the whole Etude in f sharp
minor with the fingering of f sharp,
The preceding suggestions may be applied to portions of the Etude or to the
whole composition.
Then the student should review the work
slowly! thinking and listening. Some of
the variations in fingering are particularly
interesting for the development of technic.
These fingerings should be worked out
with a hand that is absolutely supple and
r™ In cases when a perfect connection
mpossible the notes should be played
portamento. I do r t need to insist fur¬
ther on the importance of practicing
rhythmic variations which lead gradually
to velocity.
The left hand is always very important,
with Chopin.
Since Chopin, the wide
stretches have become a favorite mode of
writing, and many work$ have been com¬
posed for developing this particular branch
of technic. It is, therefore, hardly neces¬
sary to call attention to it. Nevertheless,
certain difficulties in this Etude may be
conquered by the following modes of prac-

Send for new complete free
descriptive piano catalogs,
containing (hematics.

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc.,!

A

'• With varying «

(Continued on page 692)

Lithographers
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v
Write to us about anything in this line
SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST
The Music Supplement of this Magazine is Printed by Us
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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COMBS CONSERVATORY

Musical Education
im the Home

A School of Individual Instruction for the Beginner,
Ambitious Amateur, and the Professional
No Entrance Requirements except Jot Certificate, Diploma and Degree Courses
Four-year Courier in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ,
Degrees Conferred. Daily reports keep the Director
Theory and Public School Music, leading to Degrees.
personally informed of your progress—Daily Superag Courses includi
iU’ Symphony Orchestras and tfc
milisuc auiuuaru. vyrenestra and Band Instruments.
routine and accompaniment 01 °rci
Dormitories for Women
(Tie Only Consercatory in the Stale with Dormitories for Women)

Conducted by
Margaret Wheeler Ross

,

A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Succe
Illustrated Year Back Free

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
*
School of Music —

1521 LOCUST ST
PHILADELPHIA, PA
a, Thaddeus Rich, Mus.Doc., DeanE. F. Ulrich, Associate Dean
*
HIGHEST STANDARDS of MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
Teachers’ Cerlihcsle

STUDENT RECITALS—OPPORTUNITY FOR ORCHESTRA]
CLASSFS IN HARMONY AND HISTORY OF MUSIC.
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY
TIME DURING THE YEAR
Student Dormitories. Branch Schools. Write for Catalog

ZECKWER-HAHN
Philadelphia Musical Academy
Highest Standards of Music

School of Music

OPEN TO STUDENTS OF BOTH SEXES
Send for Catalog E.
BENJAMIN L. KNEEDLER, Director
1421 Arch Street, Phila., Pa.

P
At
I

A Month of Adjustments

W

Philadelphia Polytechnic Institute
of The Y. M. C. A. of Philadelphia
Nineteenth Season
DIPLOMA COURSES-Piane, Organ, Voice Violin
THEORY. Also courses to Conducting, tS
er s Training, Appreciation of Music, Band and
Orchestral Instruments.
PHILA.’S FINEST THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
Direction Irving Cahan, featured organist, Stan'
ley Company of America. Three organs including
a new Kimball Unit Organ and a modern projec'
tion machine and screen.

Pittsburgh Musical Institute
Special Training for Teachers
Faculty of fifty Instructors
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS

Westminster Choir School
John Finley Williamson, Mus.D., Dean
Beginning September, 1929, this famous Choir School (formerly Dayton,
Ohio) will become one of the group which forms The Ithaca Conservatory
and Affiliated Schools. Three
and four year courses prepar¬
ing students for responsible
church positions as . . .

MINISTERS of
MUSIC
These thorough courses include
both private and class instruc¬
tion beside sixty credits of col¬
lege cultural subjects. Degree
of Mus.B.—also possibility of
going on tour with the .inter¬
nationally known Westmin¬
ster Choir now on tour of
three months in England and
throughout Europe. 18 build¬
ings: dormitories, gymnasium,
concert hall, infirmary. Fall term
opens September 19.

E MAY expect September’to be
a busy and perhaps a somewhat
discouraging month for the average mother because it brings many domestic and social problems and duties connected with the preparations for the coming of winter.
The housekeeping machinery must be
set in order, the family wardrobe replenished and repaired, while certain distractions and perplexities are inevitable with
the renewing of school and social activities. It is not strange, therefore, that there
should be a tendency on the part of mother
to defer the resumption of music les*>ns
if they have been neglected during the vacation period.
It is too late now to register a warning
■ against this very common and to-be-regretted mistake. As we have frequently
urged, the vacation period should be the
harvest-time for music study. But where
the children have been away all summer
and have been allowed to stop lessons,
mother must not be disappointed if much
of the work previously done seems lost
and forgotten. She must meet this condition with patience and optimism, enlisting her full reserve of diplomatic and
original resources to interest the children
and overcome the discouragement they
may feel because of lost skill and forgot-

life provides the proper foundation upon
which to rebuild, and your age should add
only judgment and wisdom to your equip¬
ment for the pedagogical field. It is but
natural for you to experience some difficulty in memorizing and concentrating
after the several years of neglect along
these lines, and since these attributes
flourish only by cultivation yoti will need
patience in your efforts to regain your
former ability. While you bring hack your
own skill on the keyboard and review your
theory and harmony you should investigate one of the modern methods for beginners, making a study of the graded
material which is on the market now for
music teaching. The following hooks will
help you in your practice as well as aid
you in your preparation to enter the teaching profession: “Mind Power In Music”
and “Secret of Successful Practice,” both
by E. Douglas Taylor; “Memorizing,” by
Tilford and Marshall; “Psychology for the
Music Teacher,” by Walter Swisher, and
“The Why and How of Music Study,”
by Charles H. Farnsworth,
Mrs. F. W., Lexington, Mississippi:
Your problems and questions arc so similar
to those of Mrs. S. M. of New York City
that you are referred to the answer to her
letter, appearing in this issue,

teThftZgto do is to banish regrets and
get the children back to their music as
speedily as possible and under the most
promising conditions.
Happily young
minds and little fingers are quick to respond to new efforts and very soon regain
the mental and manual facility.
The tuning of the piano, changing its
position, a fresh group of pieces,
ercise books and sometimes even a new
teacher will be stimulants to arouse in¬
terest in the subject and start the child
again on the road to musicianship. (Gen¬
erally, however, it is not a good policy to
change teachers and methods.)
The mother should not let the month
pass into eternity without beginning the
lessons. With the ease and lure of mechanical music and the fascinations and
enticements of activities outside the home
circle, no mother who wishes her children
to have the valuable discipline and the
beautiful companionship that are the rewards of a musical education can afford
to be negligent of her duty in this directi°n-

A HatUral AblUt>
1V/TR- E. T. W., Baltimore, Maryland:
.* To a certain degree sight-reading
is a natural gift, like any other phase of
musical ability. It is true that the better
the ear the less effort one will make at
sight reading. Your difficulty in reading
c°mes, perhaps, from your “having a good
Now, as in any other phase of
music study, you will become a good sightreader only by practice, and a great deal
of it.
Get “Sight Reading,” Edmunds & Sher¬
man, and give it thorough study. Join a
glee club, a well-organized chorus choir,
if possible, an oratorio society. By
!his means y°u will get plenty of practice
“ s.ight reading.
, Since you have had voice training and
"kave done very well in tone production”
you ^ould not have any difficulty in get*'ng ’nto these organizations. Do not .beCOme discouraged over your failure to
read at sight, so long as you are doing
we” otherwise with your vocal study.
Remember, skill in sight-reading, especial¬
ly for the adult student, comes only with
The “Comeback”
much practice. Make it your business to
M New VerU
T , , ,
get t*lat Practice. No more delightful avo•
Meed the.adult cation may be pursued by a young man

S

foolish^of “
teach’101 improve
*“ your
^ diction,
^ 14 benefit your
y0Uhealth,
y u to
to constr^
consider a teaching
career at your age. The fact that you
t you lead you into many pleasant associations
had such excellent . advantages
.. ...
early and bring you joy throughout life.
advertisers always mention THE ETUDE. It Identifies
you as one In touch with the higher
,
.
nigher ideals of art and life.

Address, 701 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, New York

playing now more quickly towards a climax,
now more slowly going away from it.
(vii) Arpeggio (Italian, arpa, a barp) and
“broken chord” are similar in meaning and
in execution.

rms will be answered in The Etude unless accompanied by the full nan
ss of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be publishe

Should tile Transposition of Vocal
Music he Encouraged?
Q. Please tell me if the practice of trans¬
posing the written hey of vocal compositions
to adjust them to a singer or singers should
be encouraged: when I sag "vocal” I include
hymn tunes. I protest against it. because it
is unjust to the composer and his composi¬
tion; it distorts his message. Will you favor
me with your opinlont—A. D. Bi, “
u
Georgia.
A. This question appears to be a
pie one, easy to answer: whereas .. __ complex, full of traps for the unwary who
would reply superficially, hastily, without duly
considering the manv reasons and needs for
ositfon.
You are quite right to protest against the
transposition of a vocal composition into any
kev other than that In which it is written if
the composer’s original idea is thereby dis¬
torted. So manv songs and hymns which you
also specify are general in their appeal both as
ii species of staccato which
to words and music; in vocal music the words
are, or should be, the chief consideration,
-lur to other staccato n
i indicate what is looked
and a good comnoser would so interpret them
bv his music. The transposition of such corn-"
: it merely indicates a
positions into other keys for different voices
break. Thu
is not only correct but advisable. Opera songs,
written for particular voices, both as to range
and texture, should be sung by the voices in¬
1
U
I 1
l'1 dicated by the composer : even so, if the artist
can produce a better effect (result) by trans¬
position, it is perfectly legitimate for him to
i the meaning of “pp. con do so rather than to destroy the “composer’s
‘(f. °<i) It’h,
message” by singing it too high or too low.
2 Pedt”
orurt, I often flu (I the ending of It is granted that certain songs
the beginning of another on the for certain —-'- < follows:

•Sri

What is the meaning of such phrasingt Does it
requite a lift of the handt
(Hi) Does an accidental t or b effect only
the note of let same line on which the sharp
or flat is placed t For example, should the
upper 0 of the following be Oft
Ex. 2

meaning of the term
.. dictionary gives “decrease,
but Debussu follows it by ‘‘a tempo.”
(r) Is tii,,, any rule by which one can
tell when an appoggiatura is to be played
on the beat and when ahead of iff
(vi) When a piece is marked “tempo rubato” is it I, ft to the planer’s judgment as
to which notes are to be “robbed” of their
value and tin amount which is to be
“robbed”j
(vii) Cannot the terms “arpeggio’ and
“broken chord” he applied to one and the
same thing with the same meaningt—C. J. L-.
Washington.
A. (i>
s„n 2 Fed.” directs the pas¬
sage to be played pianissimo, with two pedals
(the soft and the damper pedals) pressed
(ii) That phrasing means that the first
beat of the second measure is the end of one
short phrase and also the initial note of the
hext. The hand is not
”le lifted; bnt. in¬
stead of making it a \
should impart a firmer
(iii) Afi accidental J
amdies to every note <

_ t___ . oice singing
Another .objection
„ eRHUHRu for the female voice and vice
versa lies in the simple fact that there is a
natural difference in pitch of an octave be¬
tween these two voices which causes a trans¬
position in harmony of the parts. In other
words, the man’s voice, since it sings a wo¬
man's melody an octave lower than It is writ¬
ten. requires that the melody written for the
top line (soprano), or highest part of the com¬
position.
the accompaniment, thereby producing
merous wrong progressions (consecu*'""
so *'"■**'
forth).
feet fifths, octaves
“
Another species
tions !—is caused by
tbe instrumental aeinternational, band,
„
___
__> the orchestra tnnes
normal).
The
.
ui.o varied from 421 87 to 455.5 vibrations.
What then happened to the composer's inten¬
tions? Or if the piano chance to be half-atone sharp or flat? This Is by no means an
unknown occurrence.
„ , .
A good artist with an excellent voice and a
gift for intelligent interpretation should be

allowed sufficient latitude to sing the song in
the kev that best suits his voice, provided
both the words and music under consideration
can be adequately interpreted by a person of
his vocal and personal characteristics.
It is in accordance with this rule that the
songs of all the best composers are published
in collections for both high and low voices.
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not hare
rest'under 'lit Then, why
.(v) Yes.
„|PH_
quarter-no
mare, to lean upon) is an ornament upon
i "the third beatt—E. S., Balti¬
Which one leans strongly before attacking its more' Ohio.
neighbor, the principal note, upon whit* It
e rest on the third heat
A. The quarter
resolves.
Forme-lv it was written with
the first space, because
smaller notes, while to-dav it is printed wli
should be
it belongs
notes similar in size to 'the others '
- -■ measure. The
l tie appoggi.uui
appoggiatur"i. “
Hme out or the principal note following
Ex. 2
(usually one-half of that note’s time) and is
klven the chief accent. When the principal
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CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
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taste and judgment of the player who is suqP'fed to have sufficient knowledge and musi>«1 instinct to know and feel the trend ot
fho Phrase and Its logical interpretation—
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AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
^MUSIC
Chicago’s Foremost School of Music
FORTY - FOURTH SEASON BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 9th
Offers Accredited Courses in All Branches
of Music and Dramatic Art leading to

DEGREE — MASTER OF MUSIC
DEGREE — BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DIPLOMAS —TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
Under Authority State of Illinois
Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full
orchestra, lectures, etc.
Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations
at Moderate Rates

Unsurpassed Faculty of One
Hundred Twenty Artist-Instructors
Among these might be mentioned
Piano — Heniot - Levy, Allen
Spencer, Silvio S c i o n t i,
Louise Robyn, Kurt Wanieck.
Earl Blair, Mabel Osmer. •
Tomford Harris, May Doelling, Charles J. Haake, Adelb e r t Huguelet, Crawford
Keigwin, Olga Kuechler.
Voice—Karleton Hackett, Ed¬
uardo Sacerdote, Charles La
Berge, Elaine De Sellem,
John T. Read.
Violin—Jacques Gordon, Her¬
bert Butler, Adolf Weidig,
Scott A. Willits.

Musical Theory, Composition
—Adolf Weidig, Arthur O.
Andersen, John Palmer. Lea
Sowerby.

Violoncello—Hans Hess.

Public School Class Piano
Methods— Gail Martin

Dramatic Art, Public Reading
—John McMahill, Jr., Louise
K. Willhour.

poser of the purest individuality and
9—Edward Burlingame Hill, b. Cam¬
innovator in dramatic form.
bridge, Massachusetts, 1872.
Com¬
poser, music pedagogue and critic. 21— Francis Hopkinson, b. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
1737; d. there May 9
His writings for stage, orchestra and
piano are decidedly modern in style.
1791. Lawyer, signer of the Declara¬
10— Nicola Jommelli (yom-mel’lee), b.
tion of Independence and amateur
Aversa, near Naples, Italy, 1714; d.
musician. Considered the first native
composer of secular songs.
Naples, August 25, 1774, Prominent
member of a group of early composers 22— Henry Theophilus Finck, b. Bethel
who brought about great development
Missouri, 1854: d. Rumford, Maine'
in dramatic music.
October 1, 1926. Music Critic and Es¬
11— Karl Bohm (borne), b. Berlin, Ger¬
sayist of influence. Author of much
many, 1844; d. there, April, 1920. A
representative pianist and composer.
Countless excellent salon and instruc¬ 23— Walter A. Kramer, b. New York
City, 18r" ..
tive piano pieces and songs.
poser for orchestra, violin and voice
12— Theodor Kullak (kool’lak), b. KroMember of the younger school of
toschin, Posen, 1818; d. Berlin, Ger¬
many, March 1, 1882. A distinguished
teacher and writer of technical studies
to develop artistic piano playing.
13— Clara Schumann, b. Leipzig, Ger¬
many, 1819; d. Frankfort, May 20,
1896. Famous concert pianist, wife
of Robert Schumann.
14— Luigi Cherubini (keh-roo-bee’nee),
b. Florence, Italy, 1760; d.‘Paris,
France, March 15, 1842. A prolific
■ composer. His works comprise an
enormous list.
15— Horatio William Parker, b. Auburndale, Massachusetts, 1863; d.
Cedarhurst, New York, December 18,
1919. Organist and teacher. Com¬
posed extensively and effectively for
stage, orchestra, voice and organ.
16— Giuseppe Savf.rio Mercadantf. (merkah-dahn’tee), b. Altamura, Italy.
1795; d. Naples, December 17, 1870.
Composed operas and masses almost
exclusive of other forms. Blind last
decade of life.
17— Charles Tomlinson Grippes, b. El¬
mira, New York, 1884; d. New York
City, April 8, 1920. An eminent
teacher and composer. His works
with modernistic tendencies are for
orchestra, piano and voice.
18— Alberto Franchetti (fran-ket’tee),
b. Turin, Italy, 1860. Eminent creator
of much stage and orchestra music of
superior quality.
19— Francesco Schira (shee’rah), b.
Malta, British Island, 1815; d. London.
October 16, 1883. Professor of har¬
mony, conductor and dramatic com¬
poser of high repute.
20— Ildebrando Pizzetti (pid-zet’tee), b.
Parma, Italy, 1880. Writer, com¬
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(Continued from page 681)
the Stopped Diapason and Salicional on the
•Swell (with Swell coupled to Pedal). Follow out the same process on the Great
manual, using the Doppel Flue 8', as the
basic solo.
Next try out all the Diapasons 8' and 16'
on all manuals, alone and coupled; add
flutes to Diapasons; next add Strings to
Diapasons, then the Reeds to Diapasons.
You will soon become acquainted with
the tonal effects. The names of dll stops
and the family to which they belong can
be learned from any one of several fine
books. Sir John Stainer’s Organ Primer
is a good book. Do you understand the

scheme;
master
Mext
,, , ■
as to registration and
tnat ls
poser’s ideas carefully.
!?IIow ‘
omer Bartlett’s “Meditor insl
tat
rter
piece, and you will learn much.
Th
to1' n an article of this length: but. if
one ill follow out the plan here indicated,
I 1 ik the results will more than meet
the quotations of anv one who is sineer

Edgar A. Brazelton

Edgar Nelson

FACULTY OF 125 INSTRUCTORS

SCHOOL MUSIC iif tto T
CLASS PIANO

1. What is the leading-tone (seventh tone) of the key of
B-flat minor ?

1VI U ollj

3. What does the lower figure of a time-signature -indicate ?
4. When was the first music printed in America ?

FALL TERM opens
_ SCHWENKER,
_ Mngr.
..
T. E.

5. Spell the augmented-sixth chord in the key of G minor
6. Who wrote the piano piece known as Weber’s Last Waltz,
and why was it so named ?

SEPT. 9th

SCHOOL OF

Send for Catalog
> N. n_i_o,
Dearborn St., nwir.Ar
CHICAGO

COSMOPOLITAN

POUJMBIA

7. Identify the following theme:

Tt/TT

MUSIC

to Education in Music

8. What tone of any key is flatted, to produce the next regular
key by flats ?
9. What is the origin of Handel’s Largo?
10. By whom and when was The Star Spangled Banner written ?

DRAMATIC ART
DANCING

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
OPERA
xmllng ,u Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees
Accredited Courses Leading
dormitories

2. What operatic composer has been, himself, the leading
character in an opera?

By Authority of the State of Illinois'
Training in the following departments:
Vub5c°rIchool0 °Music!

4

SCHOOL |MUSIC&DBA HMTftT,C
SHIRLEY GANDELL—President
Fall Term Starts September 9th
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Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical
Theory. Composition, Violoncello, Orches¬
tral In-—imenta, Public School Music,
and Scholarsh
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T5he “Illuminated” ‘Program
By

H.

Edmond Elverson

When those artist-monks of the Middle
But times have changed and, wit!th them,
Ages prepar.Fthc missals tethei^alta^ both the^people^and tireircgtami. Re¬

LAWRENCE COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
APPLETON, WISCONSIN
Carl J. Waterman, Mus. D., Dean

vices were transcribed in hand-lettering ness and allure,
that, for clearness and neatness, vies with
Much of this change has been wrought
the best of modern engraving. And they, through the introduction of the
few
well
did this with such an inltinct for beauty recital’’ idea, hu which,^by
’
id into
-which
work* command a fabulo'uT pricT °
"
the'spirit of the music to be 1
Time is not so long ago when a musical words may^TO from a Uteraiy jgem to
PachTo a

Four Year Courses Leading to the Degree of
Bachelor of Music
Departments
Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ, Composition, Band Instruments,
Public School Music Supervision, Instrumental
School Music Supervision
Training for Concert and Teaching

who may
A Faculty of Twenty-five Experienced Teachers, Over
Five Hundred Students
Artist Concerts—Music Festival
Dormitories

For the artist to deign to address his audi¬ may be introduced at such recitals, we are
ence would have dissipated that atmos¬ presenting our New Etude Gallery of
phere of “sanctity which hedges round a Musical Celebrities, which will be found
on another page of this issue.
king.”
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■ I here isperhaps no branch of piani
mg such a high standard of musiciansh
recognition by the world at large is of c
accompaniments to songs, even 'those of t.
in general interest, so the status of the
that of a humble valet to the singer ink
who advises, prompts, suggests and coopt

ic art so absorbing and demandas that of accompanying. Its
mparativcly recent date. As the
’ more popular type, have grown
tccompanist has developed from
that of a trusted secretary—one
ates.’—Theophil Wendt.
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ADOLF HAHN, Director
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All credits apnly towards certificates, diplomas and
decrees. Faculty composed of outstanding and inter¬
nationally known artists.
Ten acre wooded campus.
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We may take as the fourth manifesta¬
tion of musical idealism in the United
States the amazing work done in music by
the so-called settlement schools. The set¬
tlement schools are established in the
more congested portions of the city, where
the young pupils have limited means and
opportunities.
Philadelphia possesses . a
magnificent music settlement school, with
the equipment and building of a high-class
modern conservatory and several hundred
pupils doing work of a very high order.
In New York fourteen - Settlement
Houses conduct work in music as a part
of their regular sociological activities.
Among these are six organized music pro¬
jects. Some of these schools have orches¬
tras of from twenty to forty-seven mem¬
bers, giving regular concerts which have
been highly inspirational. For music les¬
sons the pupil pays on an average of half
the actual cost of tuition fees and main¬
tenance. Literally, thousands of students,
who otherwise would be deprived of music,
have been taught by these schools in the
United States. The report of the New
York schools alone is a document of sixtyfive pages. This movement reprenents a
beautiful spirit of idealism. It would be
impossible, without the volunteer efforts
of scores of trained workers, who have
nothing to gain but the gratification of
having worked in a lofty idealistic under¬
taking for the good of mankind.
Music and the American Man
THE FIFTH manifestation of idealism
is discoverable in the tendency of
great numbers of American men, in the
ranks of workers and also leaders in the
professions and industries, to make music
study and the regular performance of an
instrument a part of their lives. Music
to them is not an alien thing, but a vital
part of existence. It has been found that
music and industry are not incompatible
things, .but of enormous mutual value.
The stimulating, exalting, reconstructive
value of music has been the reason why
American men and women have gladly
given upward of one hundred million dol¬
lars to foundations for the promotion of
music. Please remember that this is the
free will offering of men and women who
have grasped the immense idealistic, artis¬
tic, and sociological importance of’music.
The munificent provisions made for opera
houses, musical education and orchestras,
by the European governments, do not ex¬
ist in America; although, through our
public school system, enormous sums are
now being paid for music study of a mass

DRAKE UNIVERSITY
College of Fine Arts

jtl ' u 1 ®

Dee Moines, Iowa

MUSIC + DRAMA + ART
Courses in all branches of Music.
Degrees, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor
of the Science in Music. Diploma
Course and Bachelor of Expression.

type. The magnificent benefactions of
American music lovers have already pro¬
duced fine results. The taste for good
music has developed beyond imagination.
This is clearly shown by the musical pro¬
grams heard in movie or cinema theaters.
In scores of these, there are continuallymaintained orchestras ranging from fifty
to one hundred musicians; and it frequent¬
ly happens that some great symphony
movement or overture is played four times
a day. There artb said to be twenty thou¬
sand motion picture theaters in America.
At least ten thousand of these are equipped*
with large organs; and many of these or¬
gans are very fine, indeed. Notwithstand¬
ing the sound pictures or talking pictures,
great orchestras are still being maintained;
and the gigantic theaters now going up in
America all have provisions for large or¬
chestras and fine organs. The demand for
the best music is insatiable.
More than all other factors is a new
sense of poetic beauty manifesting itself
in the lives of our common people. The
long lines of music-hungry people which
wait outside the doors of our symphony
halls—standing for hours for a few min¬
utes in musical paradise—need no com¬
ment. Paul Verlaine has voiced their
hearts’ desires in his lovely lines:
"Music always and music still
Let your verse be the wandering thing
That flutters in the light from a soul
on the wing
Towards other skies at a new whim's
will."
We, of the United States, because of the
fact that we are widely travelled, like to
think that we are keenly awake to our
shortcomings, one of which is, of course,
our anxiety to tell others of our accom¬
plishments. It is, therefore, with some
misgivings that I have predated these
facts. Let me hope that they may not be
misconstrued or thought over-pretentious.
To understand what musical idealism in
America really means would demand many
years of residence and study in America.
May I hope that we who love music in my
country may have the pleasure of welcom¬
ing many of you to the United States and
of affording you an opportunity to under¬
stand why we are proud of the evidences
of our idealism in the pursuit of the most
thrilling and ennobling of the arts. Our
overseas heritages, our common idealism,
our fine spirit of brotherhood with our
friends in Great Britain, as well as those
of all other distant lands, make music one
of the inseparable bonds between the Old
World and the New.

(Continued from page 687)
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George ‘Bernard Shaw on Women (Composers

^Cflnriyfouv years of

In a collection of essays .“On Music's
Border,” Sir Richard Terry quotes a letter
from George Bernard Shaw to Dame Ethel
Smyth in which he characteristically ex¬
presses his views on women composers.
“Dear Dame Ethel,” writes Shaw,
“Thank you for bullying me into going to
hear that Mass. The originality and beauty
of the voice parts are as striking to-day as
they were thirty years ago, and the rest will
stand up in the biggest company. Magnifi¬
cent !
“You are totally and diametrically wrong
in imagining that *you suffered from a
prejudice against feminine music. On the
contrary, you have been almost extinguished
by the dread of masculine music. It was
your music that cured me forever of the
old delusion that women could not do men’s
work in art and other things (it was years
ago, when I knew nothing about you, and
heard an overture—The Wreckers or some¬
thing—in which you kicked a big orchestra

round the platform). But for you I might
not have been able to tackle Saint Joan.
who has floored every previous playwright.
Your music is more masculine than Handel.
"When have the critics and the public
ever objected to feminine music? Did they
object to Sullivan, whose music was music
in petticoats from the first bar to the last.
Can you name a more ladylike composer
than the beloved and much imitated Men¬
delssohn? Does the very jolly sugar-stick
called A German Requiem take you in
because Brahms dabbed a little black on it
and wrapped it up in crape?
“You scorned sugar and sentimentality;
and you were exuberantly ferocious. You
booted-contemptuously out. of your way
as an old woman. And now you say we
shrank from you because you were ‘only
a woman’.
“Good God!
“Yours, dear big brother,
“Bernard Shaw.”

FALL TERM OPENS
September 9th,' 1929
Courses in all Branches of
Music and Dramatic Art

Diplomas—Degrees—Teachers
Certificates — Granted by
Authority of State
of Illinois

Member of National Association
of Schools of Music

FACULTY OF SEVENTY-FIVE
(partially listed)

- LEADERSHIP Huge Qhoruses

and dancing.
dPMic school music teachers
and supervisors.
Church, theater and radio
organists.
A
(Orchestra and hand conductors
and players; choral conductors.
(Composers and arrangers.

F

"Master Lesson: Qhopin Etude, Op. 25, A[o. 2

j

Anything and Everything, as long as it is
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ACULTY of 150, including artists of in¬
ternational renown. Courses lead toCertilicates. Diplomas and Degrees; accredited
by City, State and U. S. Governments.
Annual series of 150 recitals and concerts
affords students frequent opportunities to
appear before audiences; students with out¬
standing talertt for performance are chosen
for important appearances as soloists with
Sherwood Symphony Orchestra. Supervised
practice teaching for students preparing
to teach. Students of conducting or of
orchestra and band instruments enjoy mem¬
bership in Sherwood Symphony Orchestra
and Sherwood Band. Two-, three- and four' 'organ

Are choruses, like so many other things
these days, getting too big ? In “How
to Listen to Music,” H. E. .Krehbiel dis¬
cusses the matter;
“In size mixed choirs ordinarily range
from forty voices to five hundred. It were
well if it were understood by choristers as
well as the public that numbers merely
are not a sign of merit in a singing society.
So the concert-room be not too large, a
choir of sixty well-trained voices is large
enough to perform almost everything in
choral literature with good effect, and the
majority of the best compositions will
sound better under such circumstances than
in large rooms with large choirs....
“There is music, it is true, like much of
Handel’s, the impressiveness of which is
greatly enhanced by masses, but it is not
extensive enough to justify the sacrifice of
correctness and finish in the performance,
to justify mere volume.
“The use of large choirs has had the

effect of developing the skilfulness of
amateur singers in an astonishing degree,
but there is, nevertheless, a point where
weightiness of tone becomes an obstacle to
finished execution. When Mozart remod¬
eled Handel’s ‘Messiah’ he was careful to
indicate that the florid passages (divisions,
they used to be called in England) should
be sung by the solo voices alone; but now¬
adays choirs of five hundred voices attack
such choruses as For Unto Us a Child is
Born without the slightest hesitation, even
if they sometimes make a mournful mess
of the ‘divisions.’ ”
If experience as a music critic goes for
anything, huge choirs in America are usu¬
ally ill-balanced, the women vastly pre¬
ponderating over the men. Choirs, like
chains, are no stronger than the weakest
part, and some day choirs will be built in
proportion to the smallest group of effec¬
tive singers, usually the tenors.

Samuel Burkholder
Hyacinth Glomski
Albert Goldberg
Melita Krieg
Elizabeth Guerin
Cleo M Hiner
Eva Jack
Hortense Singer
Vera Mary Talbott

Daniel Prothem
Alberta Lowry
Albert -Borroff

DRAMATIC ART
Sophia Swanstrom
Viola Roth
THEORY AND
COMPOSITION
Leo Sowerby

VIOLONCELLO
JJicolai Zedeler

Eva Jack
VIOLIN
Amy Neill
Guy Herbert
Woodard
Jascha Selwitz

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Robert Gomer Jones

T3he Penury of 1{ameau

“Rameau was tall and unusually thin,
attenuated even; an unkind description
compared him to an organ pipe, with legs
like flutes,” Mary Hargrave tells us in The
Earlier French Musicians. “His features
were large and strongly marked, with pierc¬
ing black eyes.... He loved to take solitary
walks and his tall spare figure was a
familiar object striding along by the
Tuileries or out in the country.”
Qfour request for a Catalog will he
We are further told that “his enemies
welcomed. Please mention the Etude.
declared he had no heart; that he was in¬
Address
capable of affection. Diderot said Ra¬
meau’s wife and daughter might die but he
Sherwood jMusic School
would not care, provided that the passing
Fine Arts Building
bell tolled in tune; further, he was mean,
410 South Michigan Avenue
avaricious, pitiless toward creditors. Ava¬
ricious, Rameau probably was. At the time
of his death his house was very poorly
furnished and he and his wife were wretchour advertisers always„ mention THE ETUDE. It
ben yon write

ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
edly dressed. Yet large sums were found
Members of Chicago Symphony Orchestra
in the drawers of his writing table.”
STUDENT ORCHESTRA
Rameau’s love of solitude may have been
Jascha Selwitz, Director
due to shyness. “He was really too shy
to make many friends or enjoy great popu¬
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
larity and always hid at the back of his
. Dean Fossler
box at the Opera. Once after a successful
performance of one of his works at Fon¬
SIGHT READING, ENSEMBLE
tainebleau he was found hiding in a remote
Robert Ring
Jascha Selwitz
and disused apartment. He said that ap¬
plause embarrassed him; he did not know
HISTORY AND MUSIC APPRECIATION
how to receive it. Shy, proud, reserved,
Theodore Militizer
Albert Goldberg
frugal, simple, harsh—these are not char¬
acteristics which appeal to the great world.
“In reality Rameau’s whole soul centred
in music. All else mattered little. As
Catalogue Mailed on application
Piron said of him; ‘All his mind and all
his soul were in his harpsichord, and when
Address, J. E. BERHENKE, Registrar
he had closed that, the house was empty—
Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago
there was no tne at home.’ ”
of art and life.
Identifies yon ns one In tnneh with the high.
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A Bulletin of Interest for All Music Lovers

Bona Fide Bargains in New
ani£l Recent Music
Publicati

Final Introductory Offers on Recent Meritorious Music Publications
bona fide bargains

New Music

OCT. 1ST, 1929

THIS PAGE PRESENTS PIANO TEACHING WORKS—PIANO ALBUMS AND VIOLIN EDUCATIONAL WORKS
HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY

TUNES FOR LITTLE FOLKS

ITALIAN LAKES

EHMCl TcHf?”
“Great Pianists on the Art of

!TZ! m

History of I
tion offers to be ii
relating to music study which the teacher alone can not hope to supply in
the lesson. We want to know about the success of these 100% ETUDE
subscriber classes. Pupils who have the advantage of regular ETUDE
substantial progress. Anecdotes of the individua
class are interesting, if short.
The letters must be received at the office of
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A PRIZE FOR
100% ETUDE SUBSCRIBER CLASS
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from us, is r
„ne is r
'

these classifications to be sent , “New
Music On Sale” will start the packages

gigs
_4_
nTANjr.
SECOND YEAR AT THE PIANO
By John M. Williams
(Price, $1.00)

BOY’S OWN BOOK OF PIANO PIECES
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. \3—Introductory Cash Price, 50c.

THEODORE PRESSER CO. carries

Fire iS the ^eSt °f Gdd: Adversity °f Strom Wen.
«

Send All Orders to

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

chwSotst.

PHILA., PA.
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Presser’s Annual Fall Bargain Offers

Useful Recent Music Publications at Low Introductory Prices for September Only

Offers No. 65 to No. 83 Inclusive are “Advance of Publication” Offers
The Publications upon which “Advance of Publication” Offers are made are in preparation. The opportunity is given to order these
publications at unusually low cash prices before they are published. As each work comes from press copies will be delivered postpaid
to the advance of publication subscribers.

FOR ACTIVE MUSIC WORKERS

OFFERS ON THIS PAGE COVER VIOLIN, ORCHESTRA, SCHOOL AND CHURCH PUBLICATIONS
FIRST STUDENT’S CONCERTO IN D

STORIES TO SING TO

A PAGE of INTEREST to PIANO TEACHERS, PIANISTS, SINGERS, VIOLINISTS, ORGANISTS 8c SCHOOL SUPERVISORS

LIFE ETERNAL

Fio/m
Pnino
(First and Third Positions)
By Fnednch Seitz
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 20—Introductory Cash Price, 40c.

Bv Giadvs Tavlor
/p-. fit)
“y^dys Taylor
(Pnce, 60 cents)
Ulter No- 47—Introductory Cash Price, 30c.

AL™e0VoGm"o5erSha3S S Sotte'^n^^hich^TS’’taken

T TvelTi "nle <rfpiS° in^ng^tuln^^llle”1pVl" »m“

Easter Cantata
For Soli, Chorus and Organ
j'ext from The Holy Scriptures
By NorWO°d DaIe

mmmsi msm

(Pri«, 60 cents)

‘

PIANO, VOCAL, VIOLIN AND
ORGAN SHEET MUSIC GROUPS
AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES

THREE
'

'Prs

NECESSARY JINGLES FOR THE PIANO
By Blanche Fox Steenman
Offer No. 67—Advance Offer Price, 30c

SONGS FOR HIGH VOICE

CHANGES OF POSITION

-- * • t, *1.35
/ Cash Price, 40c
Fred Cardin
In the Valley.E. A. Barrell, Jr.
THREE SONGS FOR LOW VOICE

At Twilight.Dorothy Dowman Hughes
Wiii.n God Made You.Alden Barrell
3 SACRED SONGS FOR HIGH VOICE

NEW RHYTHMIC ORCHESTRA
COLLECTION

VIOLA, CELLO AND BASS PARTS
CMCn^n"*^ by W‘ H' Rryant to Supplement

has provided very attract, ve and "melodious mus'ic ’ fo ““the‘tacidental

l

ENSEMBLE METHOD FOR VIOL,N CLASS

PIANO SHEET MUSIC
GROUPS at BARGAIN PRICES

By O. Sev

Offer No. 68—Advance Offer Price, *1.00

iMSi
wmmmwA
WMbBMtfftnffflB EjggggSinSfeuS-B
BOOK OF TRIOS
or Violin, ’Cello and Piar
Offer No. 75—Advance Offer Price, 75c

God Careth for Me.Miltona Moore
God So Loved the World-Mrs. R. R. Forman
O Lord, With Weary Hearts Were Yearning
3 SACRED SONGS FOR LOW VOICE
Total Retail Price, *1.40
Offer No. 62—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
O Master Let Me Walk With Thee,

SCHOOL OF VIOLIN TECHNIC
By O. Sevcik, Op. 1, Book III
Offer No. 73—Advance Offer Price, 40c

NEW PIANO ALBUM FOR YOUNG
PLAYERS
Offer No. 69—Advance Offer Price, 35c

abilities”and SST3X

singers^org

They That Trust in the Lord.
Aileen Wier Dortch
Ye Must Be Born Again.Mrs. R. R. Forman
THREE VIOLIN AND PIANO PIECES

CLASSIC AND MODERN BAND AN

„ _rPrhNOT MISS THESE SPECIAL
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER ONLY

TO A KATYDID
* No. 25
(Price, 40 cents)
Price, 30c.

FIVE FIRST GRADE PIANO PIECES
Off
M
J_otaI, Retnil Price, *1.30
?
55~Introductory Cash Price, 40c
FT^
tt?ARNIVAL.Walter Rolfe
Flower Waltz.H. P. Hopkins

RtcH?SSL°RSSTE,A

BOOK

FIVE SECOND GRADE PIANO PIECES
Total Retail Price, *1.25

a

mo ‘ 56~lntroduct°ry Cash 1
inycloverng: ::

OUR LITTLE AMERICAN COUSINS

Offer No. 66—Advance Offer Price, 30c

_

IpupThtl^fducarnariTiucs Z

ST.

PHILA., PA.

g

FOLrwIWSSp™sPofTHIS

OFlS

THERE ARE BONUS OFFERS THAT MAKE YOUR BARGAINS GRi

Send All Orders to

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

chestnut st.

PHILA., PA.

“I —
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Presser’s Annual Fall Bargain Offers
The music publications in album and book form issued by the Theodore Presser Co. during the last
12 months are represented by Offers No. 1 to No. 54. These with the hundreds of sheet music and
octavo publications issued in the same period represent an achievement in American music publishing.
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The Future of Music in Moviedom

MASTERLY WORKS *
FOR
ADVANCED
PIANO STUDY

S^»=
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(Continued from page 610)

Ithaca Conservatory
of Music
John Finlf.y Williamson, Mus. D., Dean

under the Board of Regents of the University of New York.
classics. Few people have any idea of how

of a grand opera house of importance can,

THIS GROUP COMPLETES THE 1929 FALL OFFERS—NOTE THE BONUS OFFER

Summer Master School of Piano under the direction of Oscar

The Roxy Theater has a library of far of the great drama of the world and hear
s and over 60,000 or- the great music of the world. Surely this
; all carefully is an age of magic achievement.

THE BIRTHDAY OF THE KING

Trc

TEST QUESTIO.
'. RAPHE’S ARTI

ON
Westminster Choir School (formerly of Dayton, Ohio). Thorough courses of instruction as preparation for Choir Conductors
and Ministers of Music.

mean in
m?

portant parts of the modern large moying
picture theater. The most astute managers

THE MANGER CHILD
LIGHT OPERA PRODUCTION
r No. 81 —Advance Offer Price, 35c

Offer No. 83—Advance Offer Price, 60c

npHE INSTRUMENTATION of jazz that the Qualities that make jazz what it
f is its strongest weapon Anyone who really is are more V^°"St *a"o^j.

Detroit Institute of Musical Art
*

#

YOU MAY SECURE AN EXCELLENT ALBUM OF
MUSIC FREE IF YOUR ORDER FOR ANNUAL FALL
BARGAIN OFFERS TOTALS $3.00 OR OVER , , „

With a $3.00 Order One of These Is
Yours Free—Just Name Your Choice
Book of Indoor Marches (22 real marches)
Album of Cross Hand Pieces (21 useful 3rd grade
pieces)
Standard Second Grade Recreations (83 piano pieces)
Standard First Pieces (72 first and second grade piano
pieces)
Popular Home Collection (46 medium grade piano
solos)
Standard Song Treasury (48 songs—medium range)
Standard Organist (43 pipe organ pieces)
Standard Violinist (32 violin and piano pieces)

An Order for $5.00 or Over Entitles You
to Choose a Bonus from This Group
Schubert Album (24 piano pieces by Frans Schubert)
Piano Voluntaries (26 pieces for Church and Sunday
playing)
Celebrated Compositions by Famous Composers (34
pieces)
Gems of Melody and Rhythm (Steenman) (Good
music for developing musical appreciation in young
people)
’
6
Favorite Old Time Tunes for Violin and Piano
Church Soloist—High Voice (19 sacred songs)
Church Soloist—Low Voice (19 sacred songs)

IMPORTANT AIDS
TO TRUE
MUSICIANSHIP
HARMONY BOOK FOR
I
BEGINNERS
By PRESTON WARE OREM
a •
,
HH
Price, $1.25
An introduction to harmony
u in a
clear, concise, simple manner.
aching
such fundamentals as to lav
strong
foundation for future musicianship.
THEORY AND COMPOSITION
OF MUSIC
By PRESTON WARE OREM

STANDARDHISTORY OF
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

On a $7.50 Order You May Select
Any One of These as a Bonus
Album of Descriptive Pieces (27 medium grade piano
pieces)
C°XS) Album—Vo1- 1—Classical (26 good piano
Four Hand Exhibition Pieces

Choice of One of These Free Bonuses

S'SHs™”>

Organ Melodics (compiled by Landon) (47 pipe
n pieces)
*v
’ T 1 : Overtures for Piano Four H d

(17 brilliant piano

If the protagonists of jazz remain with- York City. Clean-cut, artistic playing,
in their idiom, their place in the sun will melodies of ear-pricking charm, neat tricks
be secure. If they are content to give us. in harmony, color effects^ of surprising va_c and tonal*effects, all will be well with
them. This their more astute workers appear to be resigned to do. Should they
strive to push a pleasing dance-form into
the scope of an art-form, with all its com-

ask me whether I really enjoy it? Of
course I do, and so do you! There, dear
readers, is your justification of jazz and
estimate of its place in the scheme of
things musical. Profundity, get thee be-

'"Never repeat a musical phrase or mel¬
ody or theme in the same way. They arc
often repeated in compositions, one imme¬
diately after the other, and, by giving them
each a new rendering, you may surprise
and please the hearer into a nets' way of
thinking.—Kate Dalliba John.

COLLEGE of FINE ARTS
PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY
An Ideal School for those seeking Standard
Courses. Tuition Reasonable.
For Catalogue Address
I N. McCas*\ Pres.
C as. D. Hahn, Dean
University Station, Enid, Oklahoma

Marya Naimska

Running Your Order Up to $10.00 or
Over Gives You a Rich Reward in the

method of playing lies the glory of jaz:
in them, too, one may read its stal

— Concert Violinist
WILL REOPEN HER STUDIO ON OCTOBER 15th
BELGIAN SCHOOL METHOD
“Miss Marya Neimska possesses great talent for the violin and feu tftfor ’atuciw"—** °^ *** 1
e .s en Otoe ant a rare mustca >
CESAR THOMSON.
445 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK

Telephone CATHEDRAL 7669 j

&

Conservatory

I

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS

-

-

.

THE WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK

DIRECT MAIL SERVICE ON EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

OF

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed twelve dollars per week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Write for Catalog

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

rWfSfSSs,'
The Fall Bargain Offers Advertised on This and the Three Preceding Pages
Are an Annual Buying Opportunity Presented by the

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Acknowledged Pre-eminent as a Conservatory of Attainment
56th Year
Unrivaled Free Advantages. Students may enter at any time. A great diversity of courses under the supervision of
a renowned faculty. Training in Piano, Voice, Violin. Cello, Harp, Organ, Theory, Harmony, and Composition.
Normal Training for Piano Teachers, Band instruments. School of Expression, and Dancing. Students’ Orchestra, Concerts and Recitals before the public. Special Chi'dreifs Department. 55 Studios, Commodious Concert and Recital
Halls. Teachers’ Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees. Desirable Boarding Accommodations.
SCHOOL OF THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
SCHOOL OF OPERA
Examinations Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Avenue, Box 7, Detroit, Michigan
Elizabeth Johnson, President

JVVUSIC:

CLAUDE S. WILSON EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
57 W. 93rd St., New York City
Riverside 42S9
Our mail order service is prompt and accurate.
“The Art of Technique for the
Teachers' needs given special attention.
Pianoforte in all its Diversity- THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia. Pa.

rCUMi

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere.
Sludents may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
QBO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

A SCHOOL OF PERSONAL INTEREST

ESTABLISHED 1857

Institutional Member National Association Schools of Music
Public School Music and Arts — Normal Courses — Dramatics — Instru¬
mental and Vocal Courses.
Degrees Conferred. Dormitory. Catalog
Address626 SOUTH BROOK ST., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

PFAROIW CONSERVATORY
1 1 LfiDvly I
BALTIMORE, MD.

1

ETUDR.

OTTO ORTMANN, Director

One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.
It identiffeH yen as one In touch with the hitcher hlenls of a
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

--

ON THE SEE-SAW

? ? Ask Another ? ?

Sign'Bosts

UYCiss <Broo\s’ Secret

1. What is a tuba?
2. If Cf is the fifth of a scale, what is
By Kathryn C. Rabe
the leading-tone of that scale?
Robert strode down the street, his music smoothly and evenly. “Why, that's great!”
3. What nationality was Saint-Saens?
4. D is the third of a scale whose fifth roll under his arm and a scowl on his face, he said.
The red and yellow leaves of September
“And now for the sixteenths,” said Miss
note is the third of what other scale?
5. How many sixteenth notes equal a tumbled about in all their beauty, and a Brooks. “There are ever so many words
merry little breeze blew them all around, for sixteenths. Can you think of one?”
double dotted quarter note?
All nature seemed to be trying to make
“Sure I can. Hnck-le-bcr-ry, Huck-le6. What is meant by sensa crescendo?
7. Name three composers whose names things beautiful, but Robert only pulled lier-ry, Huck-lc-ber-ry,” hummed Robert
his cap
begin with “B."
his eyes farther and strolled as he played,
*
down the
: with the scowl <
8. What is a national anthem?
9. What finger comes on Bb in the scale face.
Finally he turned in a gate and slammed
of d minor?
it behind him. He ran up the walk and
10. What instrument is this?
disappeared through the door of a cozy
green and white bungalow.
“Why, Robert!” exclaimed his teacher
as she greeted him; “You never looked so
scowling before. With your music how

By Marion Benson Matthews
“I know Miss Mary will think I have
done well with this piece,” said Jane to
herself, as she played the last notes of
ller new march. Then she turned t
her teacher a triumphant look, only to
see Miss Mary shake her head sadly.
“Dear, dear 1” she exclaimed, "I n, afraid
Jane didn’t put much thought im that.”
“Why, Miss Mary,” cried Ian- . Tm
re I didn't strike a single wrong note 1”
“No, Jane, you didn’t,” rejoined her
teacher; “but I did not say you struck
wrong notes—1 said you didn’t put.
much thought into the piece. That is as

JTmm
hwtu.ktt.jw.ia.ti.be..*,

™

playing; but I want you to tell n
would feel just like getting up and inarch,ing, if you heard somebody play it just
CO'We!l?V^ssSOBrSs,PmJ music is just
^^teenths b(*an to fal>
as you have played it for me?”
'tr 0f U alL 1 jUS‘r10/ 1>lay the
“You have the idea now,” said Miss
“Well—no,” confessed Jane.
new piece you gave me. Oh, of course it Brooks. “You know, there is a way out of
“I’m sure you wouldn’t,”, agreed Miss
olavslt ZUgl ’Ji ,,.IS'- ACn !
^ery difficulty. Now in your other new Mary. “You see, you went right past the
Tohe Piano
fessed Robert.
UP’
plece yo” have two'four *ime> with eighth ‘sign-posts,’ as I call them. The composer
By Marvel Guyette
“Robert, how often-have I told you that ™ver
3y a® y°U p ay 1 em’ °~‘rr- °-vcr, puts up these little sign-posts to tell us
(Age 13)
all practicing is not good practicing. I
how to play his piece, and we must not
The Greeks may lay claim to their lyre, suppose it is your same old trouble—you did
pass them heedlessly. Now let us look at
The Romans their violins play;
them. The first one says, con spirito, and
But, to suit the desire
that means—”
“But I get mixed up in the triplets and
Of my ear, l require
sixteenths,” answered Robert..
“In a spirited manner,” finished Jane. . z
A piano for my roundelay.
“I know what you need,” smiled Miss
Yes,” said her teacher, “and did you
Brooks. “Why don’t you try my Secret?
try to make the1 piece sound spirited?"
Its notes that so loud or soft sound,
Why not fit words to the rhythm of the
v
I wasn’t thinking much about how it
Its keys that are easy to play.
triplets and sixteenths?
It straightens
1sounded,” said Jane penitently.
Win in all the world round
things out wonderfully.”
"I’m afraid you were not,” chided Miss
Where’er music is found;
or cheer-ful, cheer-ful.
Mary. “Then we see the words basso
For none other can serve in its way.
You see there is a word for almost any ba’ »>arcato, and what does that mean?”
rnn want
^
That the bass should be stroi igly acrhythm you
want.”**
If the viols advantages claim,
cented,” replied Jane.
“Well, that’s a fine idea. You just v
The piano has more of them still;
till my next lesson!”
Yes, Jane, but you did not give special
While the tricks in its game
attention to the bass in that passage, did
Are more easy to tame,
you? And see these dotted notes. You
And to play it needs only the will.
did not make them staccato—you ignored
the dots just as if they were not there
Dear Junior Etude:
at all! Now try it again, slowly, and
I played piano when I was only three.
“How do you mean ?” asked Robert with
J
see if you cannot do it as the sign-posts
When I was five my mother gave me in¬ interest.
U _
tell you.”
a-i
struction and now I am with another
“just suppose you play this line of trip*
Jane played the march once more, and
teacher. I have won several certificates for lets and say ‘beautiful’ or ‘butterfly’ to each
tried earnestly to keep in mind her teacher's
various Eisteddfods, among them a gold triplet.”
'
True t his expectations, Robert’s
instructions.
medal for piano solo. I am very fond of
“But-tcr-dy, But-ter-fiy, But-ter-fly,” be- lesson v ts perfect—that is, as fa
That is a great improvement,” said
music and have always been blessed with a gan, Robert, and the triplets began to fall rhythm 1
as concerned.
Miss , Mary, when Jane had finished.
good piano. We do not always realize the
“Didn’t it sound better to you, this time?”
value of our pianos, do we?
“Yes,” agreed Jane, “and I think I can
I have passed two music examinations
Uhe Seasons
make it sound still better!”
and one theory examination and am soon
I think you can,” smiled her teacher.
The things of summer
going in for a very stiff one, the “Advanced
Yet I am glad
“Always watch your sign-posts. That is
Now are past,
Division of the University of South
That summer’s done.
the only way to make a piece sound as it
It seems to me
Africa.” Do you not think that sounds
The autumn time
should.
Do you remember what the mor¬
They go so fast!
difficult ? I enjoy The Etude and especially
Is lots of fun,
alizing Duchess said to Alice at the cro¬
I wish that they
the Little Biographies for Club Meetings.
quet-party? I think it should be the motto
Would longer last.
I play piano for a dancing teacher’s pupils.
Have begun.
of every music student.”
From your friend,
\Vhat was it ?” asked Jane with interest.
Leonora Stewart (Age 13),'
“If you have built castles in the c,
“ ‘Take care of the sense, and the sounds
29 Fairview Ave., Woodstock,
Now put the foundations under them."
will take care of themselves,’ ” replied
Capetown, South Africa.
Miss Mary with a twinkle in her eye.
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THE LITTLE VOLGA BOATMAN
Very characteristic. Grade 2s

Andante

ANNA PRISCILLA RISHER
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BURLESQUE
For Rhythmic Orchestra

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS

LOUIS REE, 0p.40, N9 4

New York's Oldest Mus
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Dirt

Triangle

and wonderful features planned for the coming season
by this institution
Same celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner, Richard Singer,
and other celebrated masters
Entrance at any time.
AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
COMPETITION
A real home for music students.
1 d Teacher’s Certificates. Public Concert every
M Instruments. Public School Music DepartInterior Decoration, Dancing and Languages,
logue on Request

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean
All branches. Moderate tuition fees.
ANNOUNCEMENT
come under the personal
and instruction of

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
late A. K. VIRGIL

•

1

_

Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier)
For Teachers, Players and Earnest
Students of All Grades
A. K. VIRGIL CLAVIER CO., or

ecial Courses

Drama-Dance
v,Krv,..
. The A stairs. Lee Tracy. Dolly Sisters,
te Taylor and otherL. Catalogue of Study
1 Mailed Free.
7IENE UNIVERSIT

aa#I
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Junior Etude Contest

Little Biographies for (flub ‘Meetings

(Being Musical

A[o. 20—Qesar Franc\
The last two studies in the “Little Biography" series (those which appeared in
July and August) were, as you remember,
given to those composers who are worth
knowing about, but are not, at the present
much importance to Juniors
as those included ... the
_D___
reguiar serjes
This month the great masters will be
continued with the study of Cesar Franck,
i c9?eSar* Fran<;k .was born in Be,gium in
■IB-Alter living in Pans many years
fie became a naturalized Frenchman and
renamed in Paris until his death in 1890.
His parents were evidently fond of long
names for they gave him the name of
Cesar Auguste Jean Guillaume Hubert
Franck. No wonder he dropped all his

.... organ
JHJ..
music,, played the
church and
spent much time composing. He arose
every day at five-thirty and began his day
of teaching at seven-thirty. He became
a teacher at the Paris Conservatoire and
remained there many years.
The 'public was slow to appreciate his
worth. However, little
by little his
"
positions and his- merits as a teacher came
t0 be recognized, and the French government finally conferred on him the title of
Chevalier of the Legion d’honncur
He composed three operas (though he
cared little for the stage and these are
not given now), four oratorios, a mass
and many organ compositions and songs.
But his
greates compositions are his String
Hi |
Quartet, a Quintet for piano and strings,
a Sonata for violin and piano, Symphonic
i'aviations for piano and orchestra, the.
1‘reludc, Fugue and Variation, which, be¬
ing very difficult, is not played as often as
it would otherwise be, and, last, his great
“Symphony in d minor” which is played
by all the great orchestras of the world.
As his compositions are all in the large
forms it is almost impossible to present
any of his music at Junior meetings, un¬
less some one has a phonograph to lend
to the meeting. There are splendid records
of his beautiful symphony, and listening to
it or at least a part of it in that way
would certainly be an excellent thing to
do.

musical ?
You have often
That
heard people play the piano, and do it in
a way that is absolutely correct—with good
rhythm, correct notes, proper fingering,
careful pedaling, and even a great deal of
finish—and yet, are they MUSICAL? Does
this playing make you wish they would not
stop? Does it hold your interest and attenuon like magnet? Does it make you feel
;ic is the most wonderful thing in
that

13he

life ? When you play, you a
people, and such questions c
about your playing. Is your playing musical? That is something that goes far beyond being correct, something that goes
into your inside self where you feel things
So, are you or are you not? If you find
that you are, maybe, a little bit but not
as much as you might be, then get busy
and pay attention to this matter and i
prove your manner of playing.

Musical Elves

By Erroll Hay Colcock
Inside my piano, hid from sight.
Beneath the keys of black and white.
There live some little music elves
Who dwell within all to themselves.

Then I grow quite ashamed, you see,
When they play out of tune like me.
For, if I’m false or if I’m true.
They strike the same notes that I e.

And as upon the keys I play,
When practicing from day to day,
These little elves strike curious things
Like hammers on the metal strings.

’Tis scales that make my fingers fly
So very fast that by and by
I shall be playing with great ease
Real pieces on the shining keys.

They make a pleasant sound to hear,
That rings out bell-like, sweet and clear,
But if I have not practiced well
The music elves can always tell.

And then the little music elves
Who dwell within all to themselves
Will be so glad they’ll help me plax
More like a “grown-up” every dax

Questions On Little
Biographies
1. When and where was Cesar Franck
Dear Junior Etude:
held the date of the contest open for two
n very disappointed that The Etude
months, but it is not practical to do
At the age of fifteen he entered the citizen? cf** mhon dld he become a arrives a whole month late here; therefore this often. So let the far-away readers
Paris Conservatoire, having already done
4 Home a few nf w
.
we Australians cannot enter the contests, write to the letter box instead and tell all
a great deal of studying in Belgium
At positions
9reaUst COm~
my essay to you, think- about the different places in which they live.
2. When and where did he die?

fugue and second prize in organ, all be¬
fore he was twenty. After this he taught

DIAdn^nTfi*iETUf:

6. On what instrument did he excel?

Dear Junior Etude:

I do
W' — “1 l*®r house the
Friday
connection with that we learn the apprecia- 7^'’ ”?•
J ^ *he president We
tion of music. I have taken piano lessons for d,scuss biographies of composers and havi
musical games and puzzles and read stories
c years and play all kinds of music c.
from The Etude. We hope to send some
cept jazz, but that is one thing I do n<
money fb the MacDowell Artist Colony.
care for. It sounds too “rattly.”
From your friend,
From your friend,
Gladys Geldaus (Age 14),
Mildred Spiegel (Age 12),
Iowa.
Massachusetts.

Answers to As\ Another
1. A tuba is the largest and deepest toned
brass instrument in a symphony orchestra.
, 2. E sharp.
“ 3.'French.
4. D flat.
5. Seven.
fi. Without getting louder.
7. Bach, Beethoven, Brahms.
8. A song of patriotic character adopted
by a nation as its representative song.
9. The third finger.
10. A pair of cymbals.

From your friend,
Bernard Gehrig (Age 12),
Lagoon Street, Narrabeen,
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia.
bad that the far-awayJunior-readers cannot c
L,1f
.
..not ,entfr *he contests,
but maybe some time m the future, when
all the mail is carried by aeroplane, they
can. Twice the Junior Etude has held
contests just for the far-away readers and

have taken piano for three years and
hope to become a good musician. I like
to sing and won first place in voice last
year in our sixth, seventh and eighth grade
County Intellectual Meet, which we have
every spring. T am expecting to enter for
both piano and v~~.*
From your friend,
Karmen Lauderdale (Age 11),
Oklahoma.

<)■
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Staff.
Note.
Bar.
Clef.
Pause.
Lento.
Measure.
Forte.
Duet.
Solo.
Rest.

PUZZLE
Helen Oliphani; Bates

Poetry and Music

Cantonia Hull (Age 12). Illinois.
Louise Greenleaf (Age 7), MassacliuVirginia Barton (Age 8), Idaho.

Free
Fellowships
Free
Scholarships

What musical terms are
represented P

WITH

2

1M^
5

Poetry and 'Music
(Prize Winner)
Poetry and music are a good deal alike.
Music must have expression as much as
poetry. Many of the Junior readers are
probably acquainted with declamatory work
and know that a person cannot hope to get
anywhere with it and without expression.
Music is the same. A pupil is not worth
wasting time on if he has not the talent
or ability to put expression in his music.
Without expression a piece cannot be in¬
terpreted or understood. If you have a
piece without a name, give it a name, and
live up to the name given. Try to tell
a story with the music you play. Po¬
etry and' music walk hand in hand down
the long lane leading to mental culture and
an understanding of the better things of
life.
Mildred Conlon (Age 12),
Oregon. .

Prize Winners for April Puzzle

JUNIOR HARMONICA BAND
Mexico, Missouri

before the tenth of September. Names of
prize winners and their contributions will
be published in the issue for November.
Put your name and age on upper left
hand corner of paper, and address on upper
right hand corner of paper. If your con¬
tribution takes more than one piece of pa¬
per do this on each piece.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.

Poetry and Music
(Prize Winner)
Poetry and music are both rhythmic ex¬
pressions of the beautiful. Both appeal to
the sense of hearing. Each tells a story.
When we play music we see pictures and
when we read poetry we see pictures.
When I read Stevenson’s “Land of Story¬
books.’’ a picture came before me of a boy
crawling along the wall behind the sofa,
pretending to be a hunter. When I played
an old Russian Cradle Song, in my mind I
saw a picture of a wooden cradle rocked
by tiie baby's mother. So I love both
poetry and music because they both show
me pictures and because they are both beau¬
tiful.
David Dragief (Age 9),
New York.

(Prize Winner)
Poetry is a number of thoughts in sen¬
tences that rhyme. Music can lie looked at
in the same way. I always think that the
phrase can be used as a sentence, and the
musical phrase as rhythm. Poetry tells
stories and music does, too. I always think
of this. The name of the piece is the
story and the music describes it. It re¬
minds me of weaving a pattern as we go
playing along. We are weaving with a
melodious rhythni and when we finish we
have our pattern woven. Perhaps it will
be a beautiful one. In poetry, when we
are reading, wc have a story at the end
that has been read in rhythm.
Lena Wutsch (Age 13),
South Dakota.

Answers to April Puzzle
L
2.
3.
4.

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and an¬
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month—
“Music and Life.”
Must contain not
over one hundred and fifty words. Any
boy or girl under fifteen years of age may
compete whether a subscriber of not.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

5^P

Sign on the
dotted Line

4

DearTom:
Just a line to
say hello
3rom Dick.
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Famous
Musicians

6
3rom 3 "3 0
to A-A-5

8

First Semester Begins Sept. 9th

Contestants are

restricted to

students of limited means.

talented

and

deserving

Competition first week

of September.
Application blank on request.
Honorable Mention for April
Essays
•Tames Creaser, Bernice Essington, Anna
Jerman. Ruth Teichmau, Dorothy Liirlenc
.tart, Caroline Raney. Sarah Bellamy Love-

Tune Frederick, Dorothea .Johnson. Marion
Downs. Emma Ruth Siler. Mildred Bowers,
Betty .Tane Aner. Mary Beth Lussetler, Jane
Elizabeth Crockett.
Honorable Mention for April
Puzzles
Frieda German!. Marie Schneider, Gladys
Vickers, l’hyllis l*!luger. l.n.-ilr M YmiiiFrances Quautius. Regina Gracious. Margaret
VanTusseJ. Mildred McCann. Barbara Fiickinger. Margaret Collins. Anna Kaydn. Agnes
Kavda, Robert Winters, Gorina Tnnzen, Max¬
ine' McBride, Mildred Mirossovsky. Florence
Anderson; Marv Forni. Sarah Bellamy Love¬
lace. Flovd R. Smith. Lois Morrisev. Mildred
Pfiefcr. Mary Edwards. Ruth Stelzer. Eliza¬
beth Flerchinger. Betty Tane Auer. Mary
Beth Lassetter. Tosepb Hmurcik, Priee King,
Vinetta Boalton, Kathryn E. Smith. Olive
Schultz, Martin Lanznar, Pauline Naragon.
Norman Clark, ,Tr.. Clara A. Tull. Lenore Pat¬
erson. Martha Lockhart. Amelia Salminn.
Robert Redinger. Grace Kalness. Doris Ilelvey. Julia Bnrnhl. Elizabeth Dzlewas. Leon¬
ard Peteavage, Constance Fuleo. Margaret
Webb. Shirley Heekel. Victor Nass.v, " "
Ine “ -Barm
Marg

Complete winter catalogue on request.

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
(NATIONALLY ACCREDITED)
64th Year

60 East Van Buren St.
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
LEON SAMETINI, Vice-President
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An Honor Recital for Tour 'Gown
By Hazel Hawkins-Davidson

The Thrifty Way To
Order Magazines

To give a fresh impetus to the work
of music students in the last half of the
year and to create enthusiasm in the town,
why not plan an Honor Recital to be
given at the close of the teaching season?
Each teacher of music—piano, organ,
voice, wind and string iustruments-is
asked to present in a musical number the
student who has made the highest yearly
average in both practical and theoretical
work. If the town has not a sufficient
number of teachers to make a program
of proper length a second contest may be
added in which the pupil making .the
highest average in the last half of the year
gives a number.
& By announcing such a recital a few
months ahead of the appointed time, there

J

UST as you save on other things by ordering more than
one, you can save on your regular reading by subscrib¬
ing to THE ETUDE combined with your other favorite
magazines.
The special combination offers below actually
save you from 15c to $1.25. Subscriptions are for one year
each, may be new or renewal, may go to different addresses
and may begin when you wish.
Save Money!
$2.40

Order Now!
MclAELTcsDE.Music Ma9a

t $2.35

$2.25
gular price.S2.6oj Sa,e 35e
FAR Moan’d FIIRESIdV*.1.1".'

eople^home'jouVnal' . J2.5ol $2°2
— Regular prlce ...M ..12.50i Sa»e 2

*

$2°.3
[ $2.35
) Save 65c

MODERN PRISCILLA

HRISTIAN HERALD . .

YOU TH’S n<: OM PA nTo 3*7'
$3?25
Regular price.
THE ETUDE Music Magazine
COLLIER’S NATL. WEEKLY . ■ 1001 $3.50

$4.25

l $4.00
BETTER HOMES A

$2.90

JUNIOR HOME*' mag^zIne ^2(501
-c$3.2h5c
Regular price
$3°50

1

ChTlcTlIFE M.’!'
Regular price
THE ETUDE Musi
NATURE MAGAZINE. .

YOUTH'S COMPANION

(Continued from page
A TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR PRIZE has
been offered to the most talented graduate of
the Milan Conservatory, by Signora Carbagnati,
an Italian philanthropist.

SMETANA’S MANUSCRIPTS and books
$3.90

> $3.35

HE ETUDE Music Magazine $2 00\
...
ODERN PRISCILLA . 2.00| * AM
ICTORIAL REVIEW. 1.00 V $4.00

tion closes October 1st. Particular
thy Lawton, Music Branch of New
Library, 121 East 58th Street, Ne

LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL ) ToAnv nf the
SATURDAY EVENING POST!
n:y °’ tne
COUNTRY GENTLEMAN ) Above Clubs

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE CANADIAN OR FOREIGN POSTAGE
Send Orders IVith Remittance Direct to

The Etude Music Magazine
- Theodore Presser Co... Publishers 1712-14 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Founded in 1903 and advertisers in the
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columns since 1908

To Etude readers we have offered sample lessons from our courses—many are using them with success.
Get these lessons, without obligation, and see for yourself how great a help they would be to you in your teaching.
Courses endorsed by the world’s greatest musicians—such as:
I. J. Paderewski, eminent virtuoso.
Theodore Leschetizky, Paderewski’s great teacher.
Emil Sauer, of the Vienna Conservatory.
Walter Damrosch, eminent conductor of the
Alexander Guilmant, the world-famous
New York Symphony Orchestra.
French Organist.
Moritz Moskowski, famous Parisian composer and teacher.

COMPETITIONS
OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS

Right-Hand Technic
Bp Miie. Jean de Hobvath
Adhering to the Russian school of bowing
(of which L. Auer is t.e most famous living
exponent) the author puts forward a com¬
pete system for right-hand position and
ering. Some of __ theories, such as
the statements that the t
kept
high enough to be in lit
t the i
and fingers and that the
e hel
aigbt positit
; strings
ith the h
quite slacl
with some few m.
Howi
it is but necessary that directions
be
and„ these,
„„„„serviceable
„
hese’ 80 clearly explained,
even to the way of strenj
strengthening of the little
huger and the developing of the staccato
from the martellato stroke, make us acqitl... ...« author's statement tnai
3 proved their value.”
0 cents. 46 pages. R. L. Bryan bmpany.

Spare Time and Spare Money
Invested in Personal Ad¬
vancement Pay the Greatest
Dividends.
Here’s the greatest proof of all!
For the past five years an accurate check has been made
which shows that half of the registrations for study have been
made by teachers who have completed other courses with us.
A great percentage comes from friends of these same teachers
who register on their recommendation.

PRIZES OF $500 AND $250 arc offered
by the Nov Yi >rk
rat mi ,i :
-- m

The intense sincerity which guides our activities has built
up a record of service to our students and graduates outstand¬
ing in music school history.

ind Industries, for choral organizations affiliated
■H
- , ■ • , Particulars may be had
— rn—
_ Federal
from Etta H. M ris, 169 Columbia Heights,
New York.

Musical Books Reviewed

ADDUCE

University Methods for Home Study

THE EURIDICF. CHORUS AWARD of one
hundred and seventy-five dollars, for a chorus
for women’s voices, is again offered. The com¬
petition closes October 1, 1929, ami particulars
may be had by addressing, Euridice Chorus
Award, The Art Alliance, Rittenhoime Square,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

CHRISTIAN HERALD .!

CHRISTIAN HERALD

make your work a real pleasure and increase your income at the same time?

639)

menus of Music, for a
i suitable for use bv that
open for competition t
Richard Copley, 10 East 4 i Street, New

Araaldo Conti,

’.sol $2.80

$3*25

Why don’t you, too, get new ideas to use in your teaching,

World of Music

^$3.85

THll“”U'’.
THE ETUDE Music Magazine. i2.00
YOUTH S COMPANION.2.00

3 HOME COMPAN-

I Shall be Satisfied, by Nathaniel Irving Iwr^measurc*>from',thc"'cn.i"'oi 'til.'
' lu'.i
Hyatt.
demands steady insistent rhythm ;qn! i : i,. ucThis sacred song, by a distinguished Southern curate fingers. The form is that of •!.. .onto.

composer, Guido Farina, r
hie impress
enth of Mi
PEOPLE'! HOME JOURNAL
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“inTetween.”'1"18 ”°ne °f ^ t<>neS
Se'n“°neS J^^both d?sp!ayingUexcellent usT oTrounterThe Meadows of the Lord, by Charles DOlnt'
Wakefield Cadman.
A Game of Tag, by Frances McCollin.
It is not often that Mr. Cadman writes a
.
. .
.
sacred song, “More's the pity,” for, as the present
Increasingly prominent among A,.,. ;
"omen
composition testifies, he has immense gifts in 3^SV?ces,s operettas and chain'll. '
'"how
Study most thoroughly the text; it is a won- extreme melodic fertility and a feel i
i muderfully poetic one. The music suits it in every sical form which is not frequently m V met.
way. Sing deliberately, stressing each important
A game of Tag is one of four n , e , r> in
word.
Miss McCollin’s new suite. “In Fairylan.!." The

I- $2.75

AMERICAN* boy'
-s$i:obo
Regular price .$4.00J

R

m

(Continued from page

which i: follows
1, slow
The
« real rhythmic swing
— -—.------ - —~
of a cradle. In the phrase, “Hushaby, lullaby,” rial and also the climax of the song. \ on will
in the third measure, do not. let the ^ voice slide note that the accompaniment of the In st ^ section

<.TheParenta'..jLOoj. $3°00

s$3.755
AMERICAN^ MAGAZINE?!"*

Educational Study Notes

[ $2.85

delineator ..

| $3.00

is much competition aroused not only i„
each class but also among students of all
the town. A music club can sponsor the
movement. The children themselves feel
it a great honor to play to. the best musicians of the town. A healthful rivalry is
started in the community musical life, all
grades improve and the teacher reaps the
benefit of awakened interest m music,
The results of each teacher s endeavors, be
they good or bad, are made quite evident,
and that is the first step toward further
improvement.
A movement like this will grow from
year to year, affording incentive and in¬
spiration for teachers and pupils, until
the music life of the community is considered one of its most vital aspects.

Stories of Hymn Tunes
By Frank J. Metcalf
e of us who answer correspondence in
lorial office, such as that of The
Music Magazine, are in a position
to know how desirous people are to have tbc
stories of the writing of well-loved hymns.
And those of us who are teachers know how
eagerly children listen to tales concerning
the composing of their favorite pieces.
So insatiable is this hunger for information
timt not a few of us have been tempted to
pass on to our wide-eyed listeners certain
fabrications which in reality bear no relution to the hymns themselves. The one hun¬
dred and thirty-one “stories” of this book
will not only disperse these fantastic imaginings but will also substitute for them histori¬
cal racts concerning the hymns, their com¬
posers and their writers.
Price, $1.50.
The Abingdon Press.

The scope of the service includes personal attention to each
individual member while studying—all done under expert super¬
vision; keeping in touch with our students after graduation,
helping place them in better positions. Indeed, nothing has
contributed more to the success of our Conservatory than the
knowledge and experience gained by graduates, proving the
great service to teachers, which is our chief desire.
To you, we extend an invitation to join the ranks of
teachers now enrolled for our extension courses, working
toward higher positions. WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY!

Institutional Rating
Twenty-six years’ success in teaching nationally and internationally.
Pupils and graduates distributed over the entire North American Continent.
Instruction by the best master artists and teachers in America.
Graduates, who have stood the “acid test” for preparedness in whatever
manner called upon.
Specialists, teaching courses in music only.
Passed the experimental stage years ago.
Pioneers hi developing the present home study method now used by many
leading universities.
Same quality of instruction as offered by the best resident conservatory.
The only conservatory that offers regular conservatory courses in all
branches, by home study method.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-41
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons, and full information regarding course I have
marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Normal Course
for Teachers
□ Piano, Course for
Students
□ Public School Music
□ Harmony

□ Trumpet
□ Cornet
□ Organ (Reed)
□ Voice
□ History of Music
□ Choral Conducting

□ Violin
□ Guitar
□ Ear Training and Sight
Singing
□ Mandolin
□ Adv. Composition

Name .
You will be interested in seeing
the samples that we will gladly
send you on receipt of the coupon.

City

...

State...

How long have you taught Piano?.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
LANGLEY AVENUE AND 41st STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

Age.

Street No.

DEPT. B-41

now?.

studied Harmony?.
of Music? .

How many pupils have you

Do you hold a Teachers’ Certificate?.

Have you

Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor

the. Nathn

VICTOR

MICRO - SYNCHRONOUS

Radio

Here for the first time is the instrument which scien¬
tists have set as their goal — the first and only micro-syn¬
chronous radio...
A radio that affords musical reproduction of brilliance,
warmth and power comparable only to the singing
or playing of the artists themselves...that at last
achieves “acoustic symmetry”—from top to bottom of the
musical scale!
Victor’s

own

exclusive radio, the climax of thirty years

of unchallenged leadership in acoustical reproduction—
the supreme product of the most painstaking and spe¬
cialized craftsmanship! Victor quality throughout.

Never before was a radio so easy to tune. The station
you want is always in plain sight. The amazing new Victor
Station Selector is super-automatic!
\

ou can have Victor-Radio separately or with the

marvelous new Victor-Electrola...bringing you, in one
compact cabinet, from the same improved new Victor
electro-dynamic reproducer... music from the air so real¬
istic that you will be startled... music from records such
as you never heard before—music that will take your
breath away.
Only unparalleled Victor resources make possible in¬
built Victor quality at these prices. Only $155* for the
Victor-Radio Console; only $275* for the

Victor-Radio-

Electrola. Victor Talking Machine Division—Radio-Victor
Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.,U. S. A.
Copyright 1929

